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FOREWORD

This manual is the work of people who wanted to share their excitement about The Social
Seminar with you. They have alt used The Social Seminar extensively, in different settings, and
have found it to be the right approach to drug abuSe education for them. Initial preparation work
and final revision were done by Robert E. Don lap: Eileen R. Ochse. Mary C. Donlan, Michael S.
Liebman, and William G. B. Ochse, of The Social SeminarTraining Laboratories, Bethesda,
Maryland. Special thanks mast go to those who isolated thembelves fora week of hard work at
Harpers Ferry, West Virginia, in order to compile this resource manual..They-are Leslie Agutter,
Salt Lake City; Wayne Paulson, Minneapolis; Jim Evans, Minneapolis; Barbara Burke; Kokomo,
Indiana; Doug Bernon, Elbert, Cplorado; and Kathy Hintz, Alexandria, Virginia.
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THE SOCIAL SEMINAR RESOURCE MANUAL

This resource manual was designed to provide guidance, assistance, and confidence for
people who have decided to organize and lead a social seminar. However, the information,
suggestions, and activities included in the manual are &Nally applicable and equally important
for the facilitator of any group, regardless of the particular content emphasis.
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INTRODUCTIC*1

In the following pagei we are going to be sharing =BMW* with you. we thought that it
would be good for you to know more about us. 7

WHO WE ARE? A group of persons from diverse backgrounds with diverse life
experiences, united by one common experience: extensive use of The Social Seminar for drug
education.

HOW DID WE GET HERE? Throughout seyeral years, many people were involved in
creating the materials for The Social Seminar. Other persons gradually developed activitiesusing
these materials. We were asked to pull it all together in this manual._

WHERE ARE WE COMING FROM?-- It has been our collective experience that the "atate of
the art" in-drug education has changed rapidly over the past few years. In the begirining jhere

.were word_s, ond the words were facts, pharmacology, scare tactics. TheteleahniqUeS Were used
in the hope that People, mainly yourig people, would turn off 'of drugs on the bails of-information
provided by "the.experts," folks like us.

Ai most of you know, it didn't work.
Some programs then aot people talking about druo-related isaires----Why do people use

dru ? Why do they want to feel high? What is thesiifference_betweendreg use and dile; abuse?
Or is there a differenCe?'When discussing these questions; people startedseeino drug abuse as
something quite different from merely a problem to be stamped out: they began seeing ffas a
sYmptOm of a rnuch more complex problem: the, task of living and Cobing ih Arnerica today.

Some of ui wire forced to realize that something more-was needed, sOmething fthet went
beyond facts and concepts end dealt with the person underneath. Voiet was happening to that
person? What was his/her world like? We needed to know. We had Sonia htinches. Maybe this
person wouldn't be choosing to use chemicals destructively if he didn't hUrt inside,'or if O! liked
himsdlf a little better, or if he had some idea of wheie he wanted to go in life end of ways of
getting there. Maybe he needed ibme time and tools so that he could think about himself and
bounce-his ideas off-ether people. Maybe by doing such things,.he could get in touch.with what
he valued In his life and with wha, he wailted to choese for himself. And, maybe, after this
reflective,process had begun, could make a more positive response to jife.

Out of'these ideas an additional aspect of drug education began to deVelop; it was very
personal, very value-orlenied. We sensed this rhange of emphasis but needed to know where to ,

go from there. ,

We became involved with the Social Seminar, a drug edueatIon process developed by the
National Institute of Mental Health end the U.S. Office of Education. It approached drug
education op all three-levels: fact; concebt, and values. The Seminar opened up new avenues to
us for communicatirig our concerns, interests, ideas, and fears about drugs to ojhers.

It werked.

WHAT WORKED? HOW DO WE KNOW? The Social Seminar was the tool we wereJking
for. It allowed us to explore with others the broad range of our American chemical use
experience in terms of the drugs themselves, the educational process, and the social settings, It
allowed-us to talk about people real people ... (ourselves) ... as,Oppose'd to things (i.e.,
needles, reds,loirds, etc). And by talking about peopka instead of thin'gs, we learned to respect
each other's individuality, to care about each other.



d that drug abuse, or any other kind of abuse for that matter,.found rootin not
caring about-ourselves and others, not hearing, not seeing, and not feeling.

n to work; we opened up, 'and those we interacted with opened up, and, in the midst

IL people found themselves freiirto learn, to grow, and to change.
With the Social Seminar as a tool, participants in our programs discovered some things

drugs, discovered some things about the nature of contemporary society, and discovered

some things about themselves in a unique and exciting way.
What wer-the writere of this manual, want to do is turn you on to some of the approaches we

have used and to help make these things happen.
HOW DOES THIS WHOLE PROCESSGET STARTED? The Social Seminar includes 18

films,. a programed twit on drugs (What Will Happen If . .), a role-playing-simulation game

(Cdmmunity at-the Crossroads), this guidebook, and most importantly, you (the facilitator) and

the participants.
People learn in different ways. The Approach of the Social Seminar takes this. into account.

Accurate pharmacological date on legal and illegal drugs ere available to the participants in

printed forrn. Powerful films provide an audio-visual stimulus for thought and disdussion.

Strategies'sind activities allow participants to leerft by doingeRole playing facilitates learning by

putting yourself in an unfamilir-s -skin," experiencing how others might feel-and act in a

situation.
The Social Seminar is a flexible enough -vehicle so that the facilitator can talk with the

participants concerning their own personal needs and develop a program to meet these-needs.

The films may be used individually, in a series of two or three,- or ate set. A Social Seminar

experience may be structured as an evening presentation, a weekend workshop, or a full 40-hour

seminar. It provides a learning experience that iseffective with teachers, parents, community

leaders, students, or other interested persons. It can be a veriicle for learning about drugs and

related : odal problems: sex, family conflicts, human relations, community action, etc. It can also

be a tool to help participants learn about themselves, the first step to understanding others. -

WHO I:: THIS MANUAL FOR? This manual is for youthe facilitator of a Sad& Semina'r

experience. We have made a few assumptions'about you in writing it. We think that you have

somehow bedome Interested in the Social Seminar's approach, to drug education. We think that

perhaps you'have had some kind -of group learning eXperience and want to provide this

opportunity for others. We think thet you care enough about doing this work that you'll look

through this manual to See if it will help. We hope it does.
HOW DO YOU USE THE MANUAL? This materialfeflects SWIG of the approaches that we

have found useful. We want it to serve as e take-off point for leaders Who haven't had much

group experience. We hope that it stimulates your own inventiveness and creativitY In making tha

Social Seminar an exalting process.
Please note that, throughout the first four sections in this manual, we have periodically'

develpped exercises for you as the facilitator to do. These are meant to help you focUs on some

of thii points being made. These exerciaes are noted- by enclosure in boxes.

'The manual le organized along several topical lines:

1. MATERI,0,41..S. YoU will learn about the "tools" of the SOCIal Sisminar: the films, the role-playing

activity, and the programmed learning teXt.

2.. THE PAC. _ rATOR. You will:become familiar with the facilitator's role, the skills needed, and
.

ways to deVelop them. '

3. PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER, you will see how the facilitator dap use the materials and'his/

her slink ti) help a group grow as a group, and helP the-p-ertfolPentiTniiterlin4UVIdU09.

'WHERE po WE GO FROM HERE? You will learn about steps whiCh can be taken before,

during,,and efter the serninar to-ineure that the growth will continue and that new activities ,.

will emerge;Thiesection will introduce you to alternative approaches to the problerris di drug

abuse and drug education which your group might wantto explore. '

. "THE RESOURCE KfT." Here you will find the "how-ta-do-it" material forconducting a

seminar: discussion 'guides, strategies, sample agendas, etc. These are meantonly as



examples and guides. The first four sections of the guide will provide you with background
information which will help you build upon the exan4 lei given here.

6. RESOURCES. You will find listed here additional pubf1hed and agency resources which you
might find helpful.

ix



PART I: Understanding the Social Seminar

A. The Materiala
B. The Roje of:the Facilitator

I C. Putting It All Together
p. Where Do We Go Now? Generating Alternatives in Your
--communi

-



A. THE MATERIALS

The Social Seminar films portray real people as they are followed by cameras through their
daily routine& There are no actors or scripts. There are no intentional plots, morals, or :essons. ,

These open-ended films, "slices of life,- are chosen for their ability to stimulate thinking and
feeling and to evoke discussions among viewers.

However, the films alone are not a Social Seminar. Nor are they magic. The Social Seminar
takes shape as the films are used, as the participants begin to talk and interact with each other,
questioning and learning from the real people in the group. This interaction is the essence of the
Social Seminar.

Unlike mott educational films, these are designed for more than Just what takes place on the
, screen. While the facts and 4:Vents are significant, the films are merely a springboard, a starting
point for people to use as a means of examining their own attitudes, beliefs, and values.

The Film.Experiehcer

The Social Seminar has been designed to take advantage of each person In the group as a
resource, as an experiencer of the film and each other. Most people are accustomed to
thinking Of educatiOnal films in a'certain friMework, and these ffirns just don't fit. They are not
self-contained teaching aids with factual information packaged with clever beginnings and tidy
endings. To help participants use the films well, the following chart represents one way of
looking at a film-watcher as opposed to someone in a Social Seminar (a film experiencer ).

FILM WATCHERS
primarily are -viewers: looking for facts,
answers, ahd solutions;
expect a beginning, middle, and end to a film;

look for lessons to be followed or morals to be
integrated;

watch to gather information.

-1

FILM EXPERIENCER (Social Seminar)
also are vieviers, but look for ideas, attitudes,
and questions to ask of themselves-
do not expect a plot to unfold but d( xpect to
see peciple living out one poi/ion of their lives; -
are not looking for lessons but are attempting
to compare and contrast what theY see with
their own lives;
watch for the purpose of drawing their own
conclusions.

Film watchers can be "nudged- into the film experiencer's category before any films are
shown. A comparisorp of the two sets of expectations with the group often helps set the scene for
"experiencing" rather than "watching."



Discussion Model

The following model presents one way to-help people experience a Social Seminar film.

INTRODUCTION
PRE-F1LM ACTIVITIES

FILM
POST-FILMACTIVITIES

DISCUSSION
SUMMING UP

The introduction to the film is used to help people establish a mind-set about the use of the

film and some of the issues with which it deals. The pre-film activities are used to explOre some--'

of the issues in a short period of time even before thefilm is shown: This structure helps people

discass issues and frequently stimulates discussion more quickly after the film. Post-film

ectivities can be used as quick starters for discussions. Summing-up activities at the end of

discussions often give people a sense of more comPleteness After having seen a movie which is

intentionally open-ended. To go through each step of this process with each film would, of

cOurse, take too much time for the group. This is just a fairly complete model from_whichsto pick

and choose, for each individual film and group.
Included in-the Resource Kit at the back of this handbook are sample suggested activities

which cover these categories. Film synopses are also included.

Naughties of Coirmunication
Because this use of film and discussion is unfamiliar to some people, it can, on-occasion;

take time for people to get on the right track. One thing the facilitator can be on guard for,

especially at the beginning of seminars, is what some facilitators call the "naughties of good

communications."
The follOwing list highlights the kinds of naughtles which get_in the way of good

discussions When these evil creatures surface too often, it's a safe bet that people are not

dealing with their reactions and feelings and each other,- but Instead are using defense

mechanisms or quick cop-outs that avoid real issues.*Many leaders go bver thie list at the

beginning of the seminar or after the first or second film, to help people avoid certain unhe pful

behavior before iebecomes-ingrained reaction.
"Sound Quality." Sometimes people have not heard a particular line or two, but, if that is all

that is talked about, it's a good chance the people heard a great deal they would rather ignore.

"--\ "Quality of Filming Teahniques." Maybe a wide-angle lens should have been used for some

scelv instead of a telephoto, but that is probably less important than what was happening on the

screen. Cinematic criticism can be reserved for a special time fcir those who are interested.

-"Oerheia ConsciouSness." Such comments ai-She neverwould have said that If the camera

wasn't there- may be accurate, but more significantly, did the vieAr agree or disagree with What

was said?
_

"Projection." Such comMents as "He acts like that because he has no mother," or "She will

stop doing that when she grows up" are not helpful for the group in understanding what the

speaker thinks. Also, we were not there to see a person's past, and, unless a film is made about

the person 10 years from now, we can't be sure of what will happen. So where can we go with

the discussion? Probably not very far:\lt is more helpful to discuss one's reactions and feelings

than to look into the past or trylig predict the future.
"Appropriateness of the Film. ' Some films will be more appropriate to some audiences than

othere. Groups find It more helpful to discussappropriateness after they have seen a number of

films instead of haggling after each one, Frequently, if groups center heavily on this subject they

are avoiding dealing With,their more personal reactions. .



,tineVhen-someone-quotes FreuCShak-espeareande n
clolOgY-to hack his/her point after a film, he/she is usually inhibiting discussion With:euoh

%

XperI testinioniar It is elWayebetter to give one's own opirilon,ratherihan,that nexpert;'it-ofe
'' A _. '

eice Mbre to the groilp:, 1,, 4 -". : : ' :- ' ' ''''-' '7 ''
'The !I CANTRELATE.TO THAT Syndrome.- If someone cannot relate to anything in a flint .
ces are:that person is notlookingvery hard at the screen or him/herself and-may.possibiybe:,_ .

, 4blOCklng fdentification -- Frequently,' weCannot.relate-to!experiences of others; but sbiely-:We,cati
_

ate to;emotione that a person has expressed or exhibited.,.. , _.._ - - * , . , - _ .F r

:frefecing.- When somebody, continuallyistarti sentences with, prefaceslike, YouTprobabiT
A 1 e

oi f. egr.ee with thre,-end you are probablY;fighttitit-,..!,.!! hiiihejs,often ineliing herS:hrigrysby,
Using to -uphO'ld hlimer ideas.: leis best-tO Point thieputeartitd keeP the grpup fr,om Iiirriing:

,o .:;prefaCing_tecorries leis ,COmmon as group Mernbere-begin to In.* sieCh rpoie and _

-,become, mork c-dmfo4ble ,risking)heirs_true Jeelingssit attitUdes.,:
Aloicg-this earneline,- People sometimes say' Tim" when ttit4Initian!,'1. his,poi7cerv cause__ ,

diffiatilties: Peorple don'tfike to be told what they believe; they want to Knoiiv`iihatthe speaker -
bellevei...Foniarricifif Someone' says "YoU-can't get by_ in_theksooleti-WithOiit,i(c011ege, ,

Ucation,"--a ParticiPant who has Managed very Well on a high'sChoal -degreMonti:et,WM:
angry; What the Speaker really meant was--"I could-not gtt bYwitheUt ecollege'edbcation.'
. 4,7fiti 7 pEEL THAT Syhdrome.`" When sortie people_say.!'i feel tnatl:they,grkei_cP7ressing 'a
lhabght -i-iot *feeling. When PeOple "use the eipreision,---1,fea":it Muiebeloliowed bian
emotion Ahappy, sad,excited,- nervous, *op% tired, et6.)-or it ia not s-feeling:Tpia Can be
fruStratinOP the-group: They wilt get wed b'f . hearing an opinioiv-When.thei expeofti-fieling; Find
soon they-will not-listen at all,

: When people stay awayfrom these subjects and behavior% it is-generally Much easier for the
. , . _ , .

group to deal -quickly With' its reactions, feeling% and vetoes., .. .
_.

The_SOcial Seminar films'are open-ended, and thes-cari be-usedzto_stimulite:discussion on-
manY _different levelS and many different topics. Before ping any ?of the films, ,we recommend
that You tee them several times so that yob feel comfortable with the Content and the possihle'
areas of discussion.- . . .= . --, ,

Discussion guide% with activities and strategiee,-aregiven in the Resource Kit at the end of,

this handbook. How-, closely yob stick to-the suggestiona will-depend uponsour fainiliatity With
thelndividual films end your comfort,-with each. Remember, the giiides are put here to help you ,.
but not to lirnit you. Use as much or as tittle from them as-you'feel is hel bl.

(The Programmed Learhin Text)

Pharmacology has always been a difficult topic to handlein drug_education programs. If the
grouP facilitator, is well-versed in druga-end their classifications, there is a tendency to place
heavy emphasiS on pharmacology: If the facilitator s skills ere mote oriented,toward human .

relations and group process.-pharmacology maynot be discussedyery much at all.
The "What Will Happen If .-'f.-text-is included in The Social-Seminar materials to aidthe

facilitator in putting phirmacology in its proper perspective. However, it is_still fhe duty of each
facilitator to do creative things with the "drug- pare of drug education, because it can be the- .
-most 'sterile ant_bortng aspect Of the entire program if not done well.

When Workin-g With a Social Seminar group and.the programmed learning text remember:
1.

Sem° group participants will have phermacolegical ihformation very high an their agenda of
what they expect from your workshop:Often, theie people-will beunWilling_to_get_deeply

-rini-Olveci iri what they perceive as "non-drug-related- ectivities until their need-for facts about
. _

drugs has been mat It Wbuld be good to Proyide opliOnal sessions workshops, or speakers to
cover this need.

-Itie important to rernembe-r that the so-called,-facts- abopt drugierecheriging almost daily
as new-research is completed. This will frustrate some robe members who'ireloaking for



LislIficatio forair own:Point'of view-on drugs througlypharmacolegy_ earl is

.ngeroreC' or",,Marihuana islotally safe.") Be-Oeriared Whave.your'fattesilihfefihation
eestighei1:If.ifeu4o:nei feel:WellIversed'en this part of_the Po[iitenti-`Yoil

r'ifi/PO'P`e*ri.,Pi.'11-63ieedE4,.\..,,...
idetirting,POint for all pharmacplogical diacUssions is that therti_ere'reallifenly`pree

_

.,50'SCpeptable,fects aboutdrugs: (1)_Some drugs depress orsir* You.dOwn:tgleisifie. ru
friiiiiikpeipeed You upOner(3) sortie gregs-do. neitl-leir.',Fronf_this point MOst:df441f is

stated,:es :truth fe much:cleser io,current'epinion.:than universal Statement

the'information-proVided in ,What Will HapPen-lt;
ii4iletfer io Steer adult padiciPants away from heavy use of drug slang Better to USS'tfre'

per chernicaf names for drugs than spend a lot of time melrorizing slang hames which

cif nbe-ofidi-ehd.iare different-in different States, toWns,:anq countriei. /

fiC-!When.choosing a drugpert to Speak on pharMacOlOgy.--remeinber that Et ScientifiP

knoWledge of drugs add their effecte-in the laboratory has very lithe to do With "What,Will
_Happen If . are taken on the street. Try hard to- fihd a lecturer whO Combines 'street ,

knowledge W lab knowledge. If you can't find the rare individual Whe earl do both, it is better ,

to havie two rsonsone "streer and one "straight."
Remind articipants that ail ihe pharmacological information in the world has TA dOne

much to issuade us from using and -abusing chemicals: Cinigs do work. TheY do:make'people

.feei good; they provide pleasure; and most 'users are'willing to take the risks involved_te get the

pleature the drugs give. Therefore, if your participants are,looking for a:Pharmacological
weapoh against drug abuse, they are'goinglo be disappointed.

In using "What Will Happen If ...," it is geed to,let the group have the workbook before the

ssion or.after the session, so they can etudy it at their own pace._Thisis the pur:Oosepf a

programmed text. '

Create games or exeryses around drug issues. A "fun" question might he:

"Guess What Thfs
_

1. Some experts have found evidence,of chromoSome damage caused by it.

.2. socioloolsts feel it leads to a breakdown of family commUnications:

-3. It leada toTosyehologiCal dependence.
4. The yOung seem especially susceptible to it.
5. It isloundf in the ghetto as well as Suburbia.
6. It is a favorite with heusewives.
7. It comes in various colora, shapes, and sizes.

8. -It is also popular with salesmen when'on the road."
ANSWER: Television

Have fun. Don't-be intimidated. Be creative.

A Cotiinityatthe Crossroads: Simulation Gaine

simUlation game is sirhply a larg rextension of role playing. Materials for the Soc.lak

rninaesiiii-elation.game A Communitjf at the Croisroeds are provided in The Secial'Serninar.,

-eiercise takes aboet 3_to 4 hours to complete. Yoe heve access to:
.

a: Director's Guideived suggestions for facilitating lhe game
_ .

=- b. Player's Manual7-provides backgroend information on each character and en the

coMmunity .

. Role descriptionoutline-the attitedes-and responses'of each character to the "drug

'preblem",-in Cumrnington (Anylown,U.S.k) .

,
.

d. Reportsby the clergyman, chief of police, and the budget director



.

me,peoplein Curninington think that they have a drug probleni. orrie citizens heve
mbled:to decide whet their response should be. The plot begins-to thicken: YoUr group can

unique concluilone- Crossroads can be used well:with the filnr"QOmmunity,in
and alsb eS e trial-run for some kind of actionplanning your groupp_ight Want to dd if-

are concerned with the drug question in the commu and wish to respond td it.



TiE1 TOE. .ROLE, QF 'THE. FA.C1L TATOR

This:section is both a "how,te and a guide with which to explere the possibilities of what

facilitators' roles riay, be for you in any given situation with any given set of PeoPle. We bellive

hat an effective facilitator is a person who learns in theprocess of Sloing; one who is open to

ixpeiience: one who listens, accepts, observes, identlfies,,analyiei, generaiizes and eVolves.

There is no such thing as.a perfect facilitator, or one,best facilitating style.i

The facilitatorcan be anyone interested in learning aboUt.hkruherielf, other people,- and

grobps. The job involves getting people in touch rvith people and exploringthe dynamics of

coming together-7the how, what/When; Who- irripact of the aroUp.experience.

To serve a groUp es a Social Seminar facilitator involves a number of ccinsiderations. The

following list and discussion represent some of the thin& you'll need to consider: First, you are

given a definition of each issue and some hints from experienced facilitators. Then you.are

urged_ to 'think about how each might relate to you and the group(s) you will be servihg. The
,

issues Covered include::

gefting ready/setting up
informing/helPing participants
climate building
asseasing needs
observing --
handling situations
structuring and Implemenj,lqg
evaluating
thinking before you decide to facilitate

comfortable

Getting Ready (Setting Up)

. A great part of the success of a Social Serhinar is determined by what happens befere the

oup ever-comes together.
Facilities. The roorn(s) should be as comfortable end flexible as possible. bifforent SSating_

,

.

rrtingements will be required for-film viewing, group discuisions;ahd small gro-up experiences .

quirementc, let them know your needs and time.schedUle. Py key to the room is usefutif tiMes.

. ,
_ .

et with the people reapensible for the_building and understand their safety and itintihance

,.-Equiprheni.- You'll need a goad iirojector which lieu can run and-an ektrep jettOr,thilii for

replacement purposes: You may need ektinsiiin cords and plug adaptert and tnay want e
A

r

r

bE,ckup projector.
1

-: Materiela. Pencil% scratch paper, a watch, etc. will be basic' needs. "iou ay wantjause .-
.

a ge pieceab_f_ paper (newsprint), marking pens, and masking tape to recor4fand post' :/

nforrhation an the walls. Make sure you have all the films you'll need and siTficient cOpies of

her miterlals..,
---' HoOsahold; Groups often like to have refreshments available. Also rria e Sure there ere

htreyso-iistelieskets, etc. available;
1:Selecting Partialpents; People coming to a Social Seminar Will have a i umbel' -cif concerns

:Mit should be handled before they arrive. Participants should know-generally What will ,be
,

. hippening, what the schedule will be, what to 6ring, what to wear, who Will be there, and why



the whole thing is happening. The more you cantell participants beforehand, the more relaxed
they will be upon,arrival. .

The following'is a checklist for helping you to get ready.

Equipment
projector_

screen
extra projector bulb
extension cords
plug adapters

-
Materials

films
newsprint (butcher paper, or..
newsprint stand-easels
pens (marking and other)
masking tape
Construction paper

(name tags)
pencils
scratch Paper
watch or clock

Household
coffee pot
'trot plate _

-instant coffee
hot chocolate, etc.
sugar and sLigar bowl
cream and cream pitcher
napkins,
spoons
paper towels
waste baskets
ashtrays
goodies (refreshments)
key to -room

Item

CHECKLIST
Number
needed

Where When to be
available provided

1.

Different people find different settings more comfortable than others. The basic issue o
seating Arrangement, fOr example, finds some people most 'comfortable with (bunging on the
floor and others more comfortable sitting in rows facing the iront of the roord Consider the
'following continuum:

Formal
Classroom Rows

,

put an X on the continuum where you think most pebple in your, group(s) will be most
comfortable when they initially,come together. Put a y on the continuum where fou think they'll

- / Lfeel most comfortable at the end of the experience. Put a Z that representswhIre you-feel
,

most comfortable in a group. Looking at the X, Y, Z, complete this sentence:



Inform ng (Helping Participantafeel Comfortable)

°There are-certain basic facts which the facilitator can give the group at the beginning of the'

workshop In order to avolti unnecessary interruptions of the meiod later op. Knowing the

mechanica of the,day (when breaks will occur, howrefreshments will be handled), the location of

physi6al facilities, Such as restrooms and water fountains, and the expectations you as a
facilitator have of the gioup, will take care of some ot their needs atithe beginning. By relaying

thie tactual information, you will draw out other concerns they might hive which can also be

handled /hen.
The group will,probably want to know a little about you, even if they don't Verbalize this.

aring a little information about yourself and what YOu plan "to do to them- can handle this

xpectatio,P and at the same time set, an example for cbmfortable shariniiin the group. Once

hey have learned a little about you (the fecilitatoi)i they wilt went to-know a little about each

other. Start-up activities such as name tags Will helP, (See Resburce

ijitete is. people,,thelr ,environment, their comfort, and their willingness to help thdse

around them feel acceliteci and included:When people feel good about themselves end thoee
around them, the climate Of the group lea Positive experience. Within a pasitive climate; Petiplo

are more likely to' be epen and honest, to share feelings and ideas, to encourage sharing ih

others to accept the, emerging differences to risk and to' develop fruit.

Grouhd rules--Building a positivei accepting, trustirig climate is a eloW process. It does not
occUr at the beginning of a group ekperience; however, development tiegins with the beginning

session. One way to,provide opportunity for...a- positive toneand mbod is to Set twb simple

- ground rules: - .

_
,Thefight to passEach person is allowed to participateor-not participate witheut question,

or even to stop participating at anytime during an activitY, if he/she feels that action Will be

.the best thing for him/her at that:time,
Every answer is a "righe answerOpinions and feelings are eipraselanS f a particular
-person's State of mind at a particular time, andthat peraon is MP:Wit oneto decide What is
"right and wrong!' for-him/her. Ira a matterofownershippersonal respOnsitillify*what
each person thinks-and feels and anevierenets that only the owner can initWerChinge: "rm

right; you'ye wrong" becomes-7m right for me;you're right fiir you." withotit_the:IMpiicatian
,that I agree with your opinion or that_yeu need agree,with mina. This allawe fo. itring
'Without the fear of bei4pUt down Or2priticized.`:-.

= _

--,

Other ideas for encouraging the development of a positive open climate deal directly with
,

,: risking and trust. Some' are'desctibed in the Resource Kit.

Role Model: The facilitator can clemonstiaté acceptance and trust to the participants by the
way:in which_helshe interacts with them. The facilitator-is,'in esience a model. If you-as_ a
acilitator are Warm and 'accepting of the partiCipants and their ideas, opinions; and feelings, they

more likely to respond in that_way to you-anq potentially tti Others.,
=.

Groirpbecisionmaking: Negotiating decisions with the group illowe participants a,sense of
_ _

invoivement in planning. A first negotiation might deal with hew the group will make-decisions

, by majority rule, consensus, etc: Throughout the course of the exPerience, questione`will 'come



up:. "What's going on?" or -What should we do w en ... any of these -questions can be
directed to, participants---Whaf do you think we sho d do?" or "How can we approach this as

_group?"

A sensitive facilitator soon learns that everything contributes to the climate-of the group. He/
she also learns how to encourage those ,khysical and emotional influences that help build a
positive tone a ood.

Climate Exeicise: "Every answer is the 9ght andwer for that pe
rule is more d'ificuit to honor at some times than it Is at others.
that yeu might well hear as.you facilitate a Social Seminar. Check
trouble feeling ccepting about.

"Alcohol is not h drug."
'Alcohol is drug.'

"Marihuana leads to hard drugs."
'Marihuana should,be legalized."

on at that time." This ground
ibjQw is a series of statemehts

se you would have some

Assessing Needs

The Social Seminar is designed to be useful to a variety of individuals. The sèc
ordering pf films, the focus of discussions, and the aptivities all Can be tailored to
that will best meet the needs of any particular group.

The term "ne ds- is not magical. Select your own 'preference from:
needs ...concerns learnings ,

_objectives hopes new knowledge
desires goals
outcomes products
ambitions results achievrent goals
aims
motives
determine io s
problems
Berm the ession: At times it will be possible to callect needs by writing or talking to all

participants (niore the actuE&session. This can be invaluable in setting up the facilities and in
planning for guest experts and other resources. It is -probsble, however, that needs_ will change
omewhat durindlhe experience. Therefore, continuous attention to needs is eiiential,

Early in the session: Spend some time with activities that will result in cenarete statements
of,the groups '. goais tor the seminar. Pest tne statements, or a bolled-down Version of them, in
clear view.

During the session: Honestly atterript to make the activities of the semihematch the-..
' expressed needs. Do not expect to satisfy all n dsjüst do what you can to see that the needs

are addressed. The participants themselves wi have resources to.rheet,eaah, Others needs.
Always alloW for the addition to or crossing out f the statementg you' Pdsted the first day. In fact,
Make Sure that Oa' create times in the schedule or the-group te reflect on their needs-7:'Are we
addreising t1.-iern? Have they changid?"

At,the end et.the seminar: The statement of n di tanbe used as'a-most relevant evaluation .
of the experience. "Did we do RT.:The list can also be useful in helping participants set same
additional learning goals for the fAture. : .. _

After the seminar: Distribute' depies of a list of names ancVaddresses 'of eiktiarticipants to
encourage them.to communicate and to continue to Meet eadn'othere learning'goals beyond
the Seminar.

You will find in the Resource Kit at the end of this numb I a vane ot suggestions on
techniques the group may use to assess their needs. !

ion arid
n xperience



Ist all the needs you think you must satl
next Social Seminar. ,

ore you will be comfortable in facilitating your

Crois out any needs you've listed Which you don't feel will be met In time,

Put an X by all needs that are for information.
Put a star by all needs that you think are especially important.
Then complete these sentences:

.1 will

. I wish

feel

'Observing Listening AG ond Watching.-What's Gtjirig on

Observation is important in terms of trying to identify objectively ,what is ,going on at any

given time in the group. Varidus behaviors can be clues to the,action or nonaction of the group.

Here are some things to' look for.
.Verbals: What is being talked about? What is the focus of the discussionfact, opinion,

feelings? How is it being discussedby argument, Moralizing, convincing (I'm right; you're

,wrong) ; by sharing perscnal experiences, by questioning, by stating?
What is the noise level of the group'? Is it high? LoW? When does it change? How quickly?

Whafkinds of questions are being asked? Those that can be answered with a yes or no?

Questions thin encourage more talking and exploring of the issue? What are the tones of voice?

Loud, soft, harsh, gentle, or flat?
Who is talking? Is one person doing all the talking? Two people? How many of the group are

. participating? Who is talking witD wham? Who is not talking with whom? How much interrupting

is going on? How-open or clooff is the discussion? `

Nonverbels: How much movement is going on (changing of position)? Does the group seem

comfortabld? What kind of body positions are the parlicipantain? Are they leaning forward in

their chairs or leaning back? Is there a consistent group posture? Has anyone physicalli drawn
. , , _ .

hisiher chair outside or further inside the grouping? Has anyone turned his/hei back to' anyane
,

elee?

., 1. In the next group of Which you ate a part (family group, work group), focus on the gbservation

of behavior. First, look'at the verbil.patterns (level), and then at the nonverbal levAs.

Follpwing your obeervations, try 'writing in descriptive terms what behaviors you noted, what

'effects you think behaviors might have had on the group and on the individuals within the_

group.
2. Focus on the interaction betweeniourseif and another person and observe the other person's

-.. nonverbalhehavior. Write down your observations and what effect the'ether person's action
. - -e--.,_

1 lied on you. = ?

When, the other person leaned-toward me I felt or I thought
: -



HenciiinAituation'That Come up

nexpected:things happen whenever a-geoup is working together.. The -pr_, , or,breaks
ownicSopeone,is offended- by,something- A small group getsexcited.about working.oñ , a

'rtibialer4sirewheri,everyone elee is ready fr _irrirrlething else. An,-arganint'breaks',Otitl _

T*Eirj:Cof Making the,:unexpected_ a part cit the ,gro-up's learninbeilieilenCeii'-ballid-
niertirention4';..SOrrietithee Mit meanS Ong past the,Obata4':diii-Obil*afp4sible. -

infatiiiiii-Whit SPPearSto -be an obit cOMes a productive-ex' ' rierlice,Cause Of an
,

ntervention.,,, ,--,_ , ,__, 7- , _ , ,
iiikallY,'We can't PredICIthe Una pedted'biitaome grinerel'catego

esaiiiied:-. '.- ''' ',...,
1w:difficult and dellaate art of'doing-nothirig:_SornetIrne0hpfnoit.powe u thi_gft

friellibitrir.Oan;do is to do naithing?Nyherraornething urieici:or,cted134,yre,i;pcii*iptroi.wpi;JoOk.to
Ou,:foi; bu ifirineri:YOU are aoingjosiMiniCta dO'SOrnitih Obi. etteCtkie and :Wallihaaaililo4itat:9
re,Ornerrt_;-.131_4"brnups become meat-indePrindent:anAgeifilasii:OnsririerNtier&hiet-AdatAake,Ca
oftharniel46'_BY'teking MieetiOn:ta'aolve thii'prOblerk;Jou-;SOlifitlirqa14eiter'0pow.
motiVation-for:participants=to handle their oikh dilerninal: Ttiii''Oiiii-belearifirld:glialbes
do everything_for., your, group, belping thern-oveieilent:Periods,"pri:_iing':altqueatione-,.,,

discussion,--., and Coming:up:with solUtions'that,.theY Could:come:up iiith:RA:ffielii#W1,ti_TgOO:
lirij*.the group- will-find it;orineceslary ter direct', theMseliresli"ItNOthing",;10'AttealoicifidAirpt

,ninteivention because it giveS you eome tiMe to think abo0 what yOU:wRi !ROI esn:
WOrk: In 'good fitailitation"More.ii Lesi and'Leis ISMore:',;; EVO,n4-iigib altilObit Folio-_ ,

, ;
nothirig;;:it iletially pays offs!

,

:Detar161nb What you'aie: A verysimple interVention is to report to the'group youpperCiPlion
of What is happening ithout any evaluation or suggested ,couree'Ot,actiori7,1!see,"talkinv
about football inatead t the filre,or "Isense thitternpers are'r-ising iii,"'IkeseeM167. lieVing,
a herd tithe betting into this activity." The'group can thfiji I6Ous in:i the' obsteale,*i ii.. ,,,,-. , - =
consequentiy betterAble to arrive at a solution..-

.13eacribing your feelingi: This intervention tnyolviis describing what yqu,perce a
hippenhig and indiCating hbw_yay-feel abbut.ii:,.='.'We!rediscuasinginationair politiaaOstead-Of
comp-I-Unity reio rods, afid-I guesa I'm unbornfor:-_tabie, about, that,'-',:or 1.Thisfaitu -Mint Id gettingdi
pretty intern* nalyn anxious aboirt w6ere it'svoing." This reportingpflealingiVilthout laYing
blime on -anyOne den be a ti_OWerful stirriUlbs kir A gro60 to come to- giipat-wilviihe'problerri.

' Asking fdr.helps_:_A-stronger. intervention involvesdeScribind Whit'a7gbiho'on'.4epOrting you
feelings; and appealing to-the group Icir. a decision. The OUestiohs Ijois'ansiahiellefeel the :
same way?" or "How many of you feel that way?" afa mild appeals. To ask"Can't we do

. , ,

iomething about that?",iixt strong appeal. ,, ,- T ,. '.. ,
Strang action :-ThiainterventIon entails _mare risk by the fricilitator because,he/she Imposes'

direction on individual participatiOn or thkgroup'as a whble.,There are geritlSwayster impose
directions, and there ate also Very powerfUl ways. Much depends on thecholie Of words, the

.. . , :tone and volume of your voice; facial expressions; body postuce: A strong InterventiOn-MaY rang,
frorn -a gentle interpretation to a powerful and direct instruction, from,"I think soinething Is
bothering you" to "Why don't you-leave the roorn- until yoU can calrnclown?7' :r.-

Other strong interventions may include:.. .. .

Touching: Anything from reaching out to someone who Is upset to separating
-
-combatanti r. . -

r

Verbal censure: Comments from "Lthink that what you're doing'dciesn't tit thia sitUation"
. , . ,

to "Your behavior it destructiVe to the grOup."' `:
, - _ --

Reinforcing limits: memarks from "We agreed not to break until atter this'activity" to .

"Neither of You.is following the- Rile of allowing Bill to paseWithaut Otiestion!! _

-: Strong action is usually the last resort, implemented only to aveq a potentially destructive
situation or to protect a participant. aution should be exerciaed. :

. . . . .



The following situations could (and have) occurred in Social Seminars: In each ma...which

intervention would you prObably MU? Rank the interventions from0 for most likely to 5 or 6

for least likely,There are no correct answers. Rather, your- Answer is the right one for you. At the

end, you Will be ablato 'observe the type(s) of intervention which yoik use most frequently.

a. doing nothing
b. 'describing what you see
c. describing how you feel
d. asking for help

taking strong action
1. 'You, have agreed to facilitate a-Social Seminar in a school near you. As you arrive in the

rocim to begin the first session you are informed, -We hadto switch you from the faculty

fireside room to the auditorium." What would you do?
a. Nod and go off to set up a circle of chairs on The stage.
_b Say, "The auditorium is large, isn't it?" -

c Say, "I guesal don't think.that the-atglitorium will suit our purpose

d Say, "We wouldn't meet there. You'll have to help us find somewhe
e Say, "Can't we find a better place?"
f. Other.

2. You'vep____I leted relating everything you could thlhk of about mechanics and asked If

there were any questions. A participant says, "I'd prefer it if we had a rule against smoking in

the room?" What would you do?
a Look around the. group to see how, the othirs react.
b Say, "There's a request on the floor."
c Say, "I feel that's a reasonable request."

-d Say, "HoW should we settle this?"

_e. Say. "O.K., unless someone objects, we'll operate with that rule."

f Other.

3. After viewing the first film,-twd-participants start arguiniabout the main character, both

insisting that their assessment Is right. What woulb you-do?
,a Watch the argument develop in hopes that another participant will deal .with'it.

b. SaY/ '''Yoy two seem to have different views."
c Say,- VI'm concerned that we have no rules for arguments yet.
d Say, "How should We settle thia?"

_e Say, "Remember, you eachThave your own right answers."

f, Other. ,

4. becomes obvious after a while that the sttidents are always in a group by themselves

and-the adults in another. There's very little talking between groups. What would you do?

'a Keep your eye on the situation and hope that contact will'develop:
b Say, "There seems to be two separete groups hemstudents and adultswith

little talking between thern.".
c Say; "I feel that we're miseing something when students and adults aren't saying

much to each other."
d Say, '-'Could we dosomething to mix uP more in discussion's?"
e. Say, "Let's niimbeçotf by fours to form our next.group."
f Other

7

5. You're into the second day. One particularperson has tended to dominate

group discussions with tales of his own experiences. What wbuld you do?

a_ Wait a while longer to see if the rest of the group might take him on.

b Say, "I've:'noticed that ona-person seema to have donarnost of the talking."
c Say, "I'm concerned thatMost of the group-haven't had much chence to share

,their opinions."
d Say, "Say, Jim, could I ask your help with_something?"

14



'- i. Say, "Jim,1'wcfuld like to give you some feedback onYoUreelf."
Other:-

_ _

ie only tWo nonwhite participants have withdrawn more and More from the grouP: They
are continually ;asked "Hew do yourpeople feel about the issue at hand?" but that's about

'the only interaction that ocpurs: Whet would you do?
L a Nothing.

b 'SaY, "I see the greup expecting Mary and Estelle to speak for eVeryonewho has
their skin color:"

, _ _

c Say, "I'M coriCerned that Mary and Estelle seem to beless invOlved now thin iney,
were atIliirfai t." , --

_

d SaY, "I t k we need td deal with the way we're relatingIo'Estelleend.Mary;Are
yod willIng to get into that?"

_e Say, "O.K., rnow I m going to show the film you Got ihe SameThlng,"Aintcha?'
andwe'll use it as a way to get at what's happening in biiii4i;grOuP
Other.

T. You ye noticed some apathy gter lunch on the second day,and clecided-t6'dciA quick
energizer. As you're givini Instrultions, someone breaks in with, "HeY'I'm sick ofgameel _

Let's get on with it.'! What wouldyou do? ..... A

a8ay, "YOU- always haVe the right to pass,".
b "YoU're tired of thia kind of activity." . , , ._

c Say, "I felt a group need for something to get us going this noon.".,
_ _ d. say, "How many bf you feel the same way?"

e. Say, "This will take about-5-461nutes" and go on with the instiuctions.
,.f Other

S. Near the end,of the second day most of the group becorne excited about an issue and'ask
for an eveninl session to continue their exploration:=What-would.you do?

a Le ve it to particiPants tb organize the sessign:
b Sey, "i'm open this evening ifyou do decide to meet."
c Say 1"I Wonder how our energy levels would be if we added a ession?"

-d. Say, "How do we orgenize this?"
_a. Say, "O.K.; let's meet back.here at 7:30.".

f. Other:

About_half of the pakicipants attend the optional evening session: The next_Morning the
ones who attended begin talking about what a great experience it %Vas. The rest of the group
remains Very quiet and appears 'uninterested. What Would you de?

a:Let things go a whilebeforeetarting Something for the group:
__;_t) Say, "I think two separate groups have developed because otlast night."

c Say, "I'm almost sorry we met laet night because I see it 'Splitting the group
today."

d. Say, "How do we bring the rest:of the group ,into that experience?"
e. Say, "Everyone who was here last night line up on this side of the roo .and

everyone who couldn't make it, line bp on that side Count off bY threes and lee
get in kiiti-e-sr7all-groups_and_share what it feels like to be in on something and
how it feelS to have been left out." _

_f. Other..
_ nearing the end-of the Seminar:and someone ask3 -',.!..hat does all this have to do

with drugsr,What do you do? .

a Sit back and see how the other participante answei P-1-4 question.
b Say, "You don't see any connection between what we've-been-talking about and

drugs.",
c. Say, "We haven't talked about that specifically. I really think we should get into



tkat, et: ! 0.47s_ay

n, 9forei, Ismore

'than Ev,pro,
Iscussirig diVg "iihuie prevention all along wh nail such things

' f. Other.,
ce yOu'Vd ranked the interventions in each Of thlie situatione; add the totals Sim. eadh

tilos b, d, d, c-and f. In that way you can ueo 3OrPo 'patterns of redponding emerge.

%TOTAL-rpF:,RANKS (The idvier the total; the more Pkely you would be to inteiverie- at thet level.
=when eproblenfor guestioharises.)

, Doing_nothing.
_ Deacribitig what you see.

c. Describing holw you feel..
Asking for help.

e _ Taking a strong action.
f _ Other.

Rernember, whatev_ your answers, they are your right answers.

StruCturit4 arid: Iriiplarnentinj

. _ -Being A facilitator implies helping-something happen, and in hieoase, It islhe,Sdc
, _ s - ..... ,, _

Seminar. You are in chargeoarid you must decide what this means ror,yoUsuomi'fadilltatore se
a lot: some say very little. &Fre facilitators piefer a tightly tirnedigendiaLothetiprete, i...r.iicie._
flekibility. Some are very directive: others less so. SaMe use page'et,teriiiiikeitfieviSPfint;.9
wouldn't be without a tape recorder. Onlyone thing is certalh:Your ovfn'ever-ch#100 le is

. l
the best style for you. Experimenting will help bring-you 'to .ioile leYelif-liait'ijin... -

Running a Social Seminar involifee b nuinher chicisiiths
.

_

Time;,What_ time is best to start to break, to finishz These JestreSepOuldtbeldlikel ,
t. ,

:-group'In order_toimaximiie the gr:outes cooperation-yelth'thelliniip;4iy,KnOwin ovcmuch,

time ta alloWfor eadh activity-comes'itith,fainiliar*kOWevii, firouh tIe ttiints'are
giyen io.the Resol'irceKit,at.theend Of,.this inertUal.'.;Extra,#) 010 'iay be n
pi-ocesaing;.6erningi small

Talking if out (proCeising); prOO666i99,i0-kwpx-of!_gettir:4'into witr happened :10,11:1,6rtittilarz-

activity;" end the reasons; the-_aine ice; behind ifall,-AtiiCiciokirig et what:peOleisaid,whe
.

t h*y. did; and,how:they felt about he experierice

-Eneiglzing: Energizers eire'justf fun., (Scime are describ&J,Ithe R source,N
be' used tO'gefit'groU rigoing-Wh- neVeryorieseeMitired-drilugglitOieth4 Ma'

- 7,-70

fornio reisdn at all except
;,-*

Creating learning exOriences- A basic part Of ,creating.anything is-mechanics:an, o

to',;:ftri-vved in ahyridl-kif mfortoOrneSWith.:.p-radticif. yolk mayiWirif loTpreicti
inirti:00ti06;*itk'thii ordir:o1 vkariiietiedge10;t8:rilliplri.

Sr oirtliniitheory-on :neyisptint :6664-the Seasion: Prepeinition'ettn o
, J 1 I

cortfusion and save valuable time.=

her doneiderations of 'how to" are outlined in the ',Putting It All:rogether- section 6,f the



1. Make a list of the things you think are important in terms of running your Social Semini
workshop or cless:Then rank your listmost irhportant (#1) to least important (#622).
Examples:

Agenda building
Changing ,

Being an expert/teacher. ,

Being's participant/model
Nothing
Others.

2. Whose respOnsibility is it thathirigs happen in a ocial Seminar group? Doing what needs to
be done as a facilitator means assuming some responsibilities and entouraging other
earticipants to take on some. The agenda building in the beginnirid may belong to the facil tator
alono, but the"changes may be generated by all participants. Check where you think you are in
the-beginning (X) and where you want to be at the end of the group (Y).

Being in absolute control- Half and half Letting the group control
of the.actions what goes on

When the seminar is completed, note (Z) where you think the responsibility mai at the end.
.3. Take your planned agenda and match it-with actual-sequehce of everits. Did you eilow. _ . _enough time for activities? If the direction changed, when and what do you-think caUsed it?

What went right?
Why?
What went wrosig?
Why?
-How? .

Evaluating. hinking Alpout: How It's
-

,Facilitators worry. Youll.worry because you tare about the greup_ and the quality of its._
experience. you can worry unproductively74ust sit and fret. Of you can worry produetively by;
continually ivaluating what's happening and.doingsomething about what you learn:Ortunately,
there ae many ways to evaluate:

Your evaluation of them: Your gut feelirigs about what's happening will.always be the most
powerful evaluation. Trust them. But make-sure you ask/check out the actions you want to take
becauSe of your gut feelirigs. Yot.) may have been,fretting over something that was not really
happening in the group.

_

Their evaluation 9f you: You'll have a tremendaus desire to ask participants '-How am I
doing?" There's nothing wrong\iwith that, but, again, check out any contemplated actions that
are based on the.ahswers you get. The answers-are good information, out they% aren't the Whole__
story.;

Talk it out together: Evaluation-may bitome most productivewhen you and the participants
sit and_talk-it out together. This iz particularly true when you look at the Whole group's
experience and not at any one person.

-Paper and pencil evaluationl This form of evaluation is bestused only at the end of the
seminar. It dives you, the fecilitator, a way of comparing ditierent,groups with whom you work:
But it usually is not the best way to handle evaluation within a group experience.

Thinking Before You Decide to Facilitate a Soc'al Seminar

If you are going to be involved with the Social Seminarand workshop facilitation, you should
be aware of the following possibilities:



. ,

u'il eirentually-have to examine yourSeif7-your values, relationships, prioritieS, beheirio

ngs.,
'nVolv4rnent can be a threat to those who haven't experienced anYthing:slinilar..,

e

Involvement with and caring about peoPle are_very tirne consuming. In addition, workshop .1.

,'ridership will demand muCh physical and-psychological energy. If you'realready biisy, youjnay
? .

4un thilisk of over-extending yourself.
.

,

-, If workshop leadership is not part of your regular job descriptioT(either at hOme'cii at Work) :

you will have to_Make sure.that you keep up With your initial resPonsibilitiois.,Otherwise you may'

get.intO_ hassles which coulet:ISriiilent you from cOntinuing,your i alviment
. .

e'-fThere are very fewIrOnclad, universal rules for successful Worki op leadership;'so 'Much

, .depends on your intairt0a7sense of timing arid your ability.to senseNhat goison inside a

person or within a gro-up. Theonly way to develop better facilitation skills is by leading more.

"workshops.

Rewards

Leading a suCcessful worksherp is really fun! The high resulting from providing a warm; fun,

practical learning_experience is incredibly rewarding:

_ YoU will have the opportunity to make kditference in Sorneone's life by poSsIbiy-pfoviding in

entirely new perspective on ways to' relate to-other-a.- 1

YOU will also havelhe chance to have an impact on the system, hopefully to help make, the.
_

school or community environment.more human, more On-cern-ad about Individuals

= The skills you. perfect as a facilitator are very practicai-fdr 'your use in situations where_you
-

need to communicalest.i essfully with pthers (perhaps:in a Complex situation,at,work or at-

hoMe).
you Will probably disco41 ,7_that,the,,quality of__your- relationships With People will irriPrOieF

-_POssibly because;Your wor hop skills-will becerri4:part-of yoUr relating'to people..
_ _ _

--..:your openness and accept, nce;Of others expand, so will your self-aWarenese and,lcfur seli

concept. Loving and feeling gociti -aout"others' arid yOurselUtiecome easier and operkfou.up to

an exciting personal -growth-prociss-i: - ,

. _

e-lt- is difficult to be involved in_burriin.relationAkiiarienCee and noiiiirn'rnuCh ebb'

z yoUrselfyour Values, pe-rceptions._the way you' relate io peoplei-ayodr'senSitivItY'tei`others'

feelings, your'group skills, your-organizational ability, youreffectiverieds-In following thrdugh
_ 12_

with a projedt.



a -PUTTING ITALL TOOETI1pR-

Social Seminar is a very flexible program. There are many ways and situations to_use the
ma, the strategies, the skills, the simuldtion game, and/or the programmed learning text to

icilitate learning In group situations. Below are suggestions for various groups end uses.

Poasible Groups

Students (18th grade through college)
Teathers (kindergarten through college)
Schcool administrators
Parents

= People who work directly or indirectly with youth
People who work directly or indirectly with people-problems,
abuse is an. Isstie.

These.people may.come.together as strangers or.as agroupthat already workwitkOr know
.

each other. Groups may barnade ;Jr, Of peoplawith-verysimilar or liery differiont backgrounds,,,..-
. ,positions, ages.

Poisible Uses

Drug Information and awareness of drug-related issues
Drug abuse prevention: community action and program development
Human relations: values and/or lifestyles
Humanistic education: values clarification, communication skills
Leadership training: use of media, facilitating skills, groupldynam
Personal growth

It is very likely that in a good Social Seminar experience, many of these
come together.

=. Structures of Time and GrOUprviakeup

eek lab

-hour presentation

40 plus hours

39 hours
18 plus hours

2 7

19

-

Ocusélements will

rasidential or nonresidential
_groupiesperience .-
nonresidential -weekly course
residential-or nonresidential
setting



2-hour presentation
,3-4 half-day workshop
1-day workshop

-semester high school or college course
2 or 3 weekends in a row, 30-40 hours
A weekend experience followed up on a weekly basis, 20--40 hours

Below are listed some things that-you might want to consider, dependinb on what kind of

exPerience you are structuring.

eadership

. Consider co-leading. It can be lots of fun, less scary, not so exhausting, and build in a
valuable feedback mechanism, permitting you and your co-leader to evaluate your own
leadership skill& If you do co-lead, make sure you and your partnerknowand agree.upon why
You Eire each- invdlved, and what you each want to see happen in the experience. Plan together;
share in the organizing and leadership responsibilities: rely on each other's special talents and
skills; but provide opportunities for you both to try out new Material or ideas so that yob-can
both continue to grow. Most importantly, be honest With your to-leader, especially when it
comes to giving each other feedback and talking about what went on during your seminar
session. Fite=m- ember that your relationship will set the tone for participant relationships during the
seminar.

Membership

Try to establish a sense of equality among the participants. In a group of strangers, do your

best to keep professional responsibilities or backgrounds-out:of the-beginning sharing and---1----

getting acquaintedactivitieS. This is especially important if your group is made up of people with
a wide 'range of ages, job experiences, economic stafusrpolitical power, and academic
credentials. For people who already know each other, choose an ssue which any person can
relate to for the beginning exercises; this should help to avoid c rtain participants' looking to
their usual leader for-the right answer. . ,

. . . ,

Whenever poisible, try to get a good combination of people in your Workshop or seminar.
Consider the element&of age, race, sex, jobs, sOcial or economic baOicgr6und, religion, and any

. .

others which might be relevant to your community. The reason-forthe cross section is simple:
The more variety in the people you have, the more idea's and perspectIveithere will be to share.
The more people have to share, the greater the potential for learnind.

I

Basiq GroUp Guidelines

Seminar discussions and activities will undoubtedly create some unfinished business a ong
the participants. Encburage' people to make specific plans for finishing the discussions you may
have to interrupt.

The Social Seminar relies heavily on people sharing their ideas and feeling& about the films
and Issues that will come from discussion& Deal mith the nced to listen to onianother and to

.
,

accept en individual's right to say what he/she wantsto say. Hopefully, the participants will
understand that they can disagree with someone without puttinglhe other-oemon-down.

It's all right for a person to pass on an activity or part ot a seminar discussion. A person may
pass because he/she can't relate to or understand an issue, or because he /she simply doesn't

feel comfortable sharino an answer with the tither participants.



Feedback and 'Evaluation

Encourage the participants to discuss what they think or feel about what's going on and
what they are learning. Continually provide time for pafticipants to express any new needs or
interests which could be explored by the group.

Consider sinding copies of a composite evaluation td all of the participants afterwards. This
gives them a chance to compare their reactions to those of_otherpeople who were involved._ _

Closure
.._

In a seminar that lasts longer than 1 day, provide some kind of closure to each days session.,
Completion sentences about what people have learned or exPect for the next day are safe,
simple, informative closing techniques.

At the end of an InvoMng, intensive experience, it's important to deal with the process of
entering the normal, daily routine. ke-entry strategies help people realize the differe ylesnt stof.

.

.-communication that have developedduring the seminar. Such strategies help them pre
the environment awaiting them outside the group experience. The re-entry-process can
especially hard if a participant in a residential lab has experienced a gret; deatofperson.. .

growth.

Agenda .Building

Before the seminar, write out your objectives for the group experience as specifically*
possible, taking into consideration the group with which you Will be wOrking:Makestrie that.
your goals respond to_the_needszndinterests of the participants. But remember-that yoqr need
and concerns are important, tool

'

After you've set your objectives, brainstorm with yourself; or with your co-leider, elist of all:1
of the resources and activities whiCh you have or know about which could meet the needs and
Interests you havildentified. Consider your skills and your comfort with the material on your list.
If you feel that you don't have the background to meet some Oltheneeds, you might think about
involving someone else in the leadership role in order to meet Some of therri; terrnine, the', _

goals you think are most important. ,
.

Look at your list of possible activities. Start playing with the total amount of tithe alIowei
and how much time each activity takes. (Don't forget to build in time for breaks.) AISP,'depending
on whom you are working with (e.g., teachers) you will need to talk abbut how all your content1 ,

. ,applies to other situations (e.g., the classroom).
Arrange yOur agenda so that the activities begin at a level of relatively low, risk and tow skill

and build from hat base. This helps participants increase/pew group trust and comfort gradualli
and reduce the possible threat of some activities or discussions.

Don't try to ram too much into your time. But when beginning, it's always-a good idea to
have plenty of material for your session. You May want to be very specific about times or the
Points you want to make with each part of your agenda.

,Take a rest' Go beck and look at your agenda later to see if it still makes sense to you. Give it
someone.else who knows what you are,tryIng to do;-gethis/her reactions to it .

. . .The Most important thing to remember aboUt an agenda is that your workshop will never go
exactly the way you plan it. To be an ettectiVe facilitator, you must be flexible in order to meet the
needs of your, group..

(See Resource Kit for sample agendas and agenda variations.)



D,,WHERE- DO WE GO NOW? GEKRATING
ALTERNATIVE: PURSUITS IN YOUR COMMUNITY

,

You are planning to hold a Social Seminar for some reason. Maybe it's an attempt to open

up communication among the people in attendance. But probably you-want something to

happen (or continue to happen) after the group breaks up. You should give this -continuation"

some thought before you even gather the group together. Your -continuation plans" may dictate

that certain people from your community be in attendance for the Social Seminar itself.

Whatever your desired outcome, you are probably hoping for a change, an examination pf

the old ways of doing things linked to an exploration of new ways. In the drug education field,

these new ways are now being ealled "alternatives." People are pooling their ideas across the

country and coming up with alternative activities which young people and adults can use to

focus their extra time in creative, constructive direction&
The ideas for specific alternatives will have to come from your group, your community;, .

together you will have to explore the interests, needs and resources of your community in order

to come up with specific plans Working together, you can bridge the gap between the Social

Seminar experience and community action. (See Action Planning Section in the Resource Kit.) -

We have often found it helpful to take the last session of a seminar to brainstorm some

suitable alternative approaches for our groups. Below are sornaluidelinis for you to think

about These are quoted directly from a short handbook, Alternatives to Drug Abuse: Steps

Toward Prevention prepared by Allan Y. Cohen for the National Ierirghouse for Drug Abuse

Information.

Techniques of Generating and implementing Alternatives

"It is anticipated that more of those concerned with the drug abuse problem will be wan n

to-turn to alternatives approaches Given an idea of the theory, some examples ot promisin

programs, warnings about evaluation and assuming interest on the part of the reader, the

question, arises, "How do I (we) get alternatives approaches started?" Again, techniques fbr

generating alternatives differ according to the identity and motives of the initiators and targe

populations.

"Communications (Contacting the Population)

"One of the major qualities of an alternatives program involves getting its Measeg

o potential particiPants There aie various ways to reech people where they ars, bbt this sho

considered during the Olanning stages.
Some projects may ept for the person-to-person,.word-of-Mouth approach, probably the

most powerful method, but also the one requiring the greatett expenditttre ef tirne and,ene gy.

perperson contacted. Othei projects May Concentrate on thernadia. (Rerrieretter; thOtighut at

followup is a prerequisite.) Some work with a 'captive atidience' and focus ort:ItisflfutiO
,

settiegs which require attendance (schools; priscms, etc.). Still ethers contact their peopi
, ,

through 'diversion,' I.e: contacting persons after they have eireedy come to the attention of the

syetem (cOurt and probation referrals, mental health 'crisis, addiction clinics, etc.).

22



"The nature of the contact is also crucial. The opportunity to participate must seem as
inviting as possible, whether participation is voluntary or not. (Incidentally, a general rule Is that
programs are more successful when there is a voluntary component However, adults,
particularly parents, are notorious for their apathy in response to voluntary drug abuse
prevention programs, so extra effort must be eipended to enlist their active participation.)
Effective, credible, and attractive communication is immensely desirable for any new alterna Ives
program.

"Hints to, the Intervention Agent-

"For the concerned individual, small groups, or representatives of agencies of the
community, who wish to initiate a more alternative based program in their sphere of activity,
some helpful hints might include the following:

"1. Know what you hope to accomplish. Make your values, eXpectations and goals explicit.
Are they reasonable? WO ambitious? credible?

"2. Know whom you want to assist. What is the target population? If you cannot appeal to
everyone, who are your priorities?

Understand the target population. If the population is using drugs or is favorably
disposed toward them, why? What satisfactions are beingebilght? If you don't know, ask.
Conduct surveys, interview your subjects in confidential and empathetic eurroundings. Find out
what is most likely'behind the drug use patterns Your task Is to find the most relevant levels of
experience from the population and fit the alternatives emphasis to their needs, 'not the
converse.

"4. Survey current resources. Get comprehensive information on the pre-existing drug
programs which are affecting the target group. Discover.other alternatives-oriented programs in
your area, even if they are not directly connected with'the drug problem. Interview non-users and
find out what they have gotten interested in. ,

1. Involve the target population in planning.-Try not to impose an alternatives approach on
anyone; use the talents, resources and opinions of the target group as a guide for
implementation. Let them become involved; this itself is a potent alternative.

"6. Star/ asking about new possibilities. Ask 'every contact about possibly'effectivii-
programs; read the literature. Use the interests of the planning group and friends.

"7. Get political know-how. Se aware of the political and bureaucratic situation affecting
possible programs. Try to enlist the support of important community forces. Cooperate with .

\ other groups. Know the roadblocks to implementation of new progranis and plan for overcoming
them.

"8. Use the drug abuse issue to assist implementation. You may opt for' alternative
approaches which directly affect the underlying needs for drugs, the conditions which eurture
drug abase. These may be controversial, so you may do well to ithroduce your program as an
anti-drug abuse program. Unless your approach has inherent weakness or unacceptability, it is
difficult to resist well-planned innovation billed as drug abuse intervention.

"9. Don't be afraid of making mistakes. Some alternatives approaches arahlt and miss
affairs. For various reasons, softie may not be successful in the ordinary sense, especially at first.
But these can be learning experiences, forthe communities_ wall as the Planners. Only by
'feedback, some necessarily negative, do you get to the heart of the situation and know what
works."

. ,

3 1
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PART The ResOurce anti Activities to,
Help:,-You OrganizeandLead a Social Seminar in Your

-Community

A. The Pi lms
B. Aids for Facilitating a Group
C. Values Clarification
D. Skill Building
E. Structured Activities
F. How to Plan a Social Seminar
G. Participant gvaluation of the Social Seminar
H. Resources



A. THETILMS

filni, ix* haieSttempted to Show a multitude of 'uses for eachone. Experimenting With one filmand a variety of eudiencesand iisee can- eiciting. It On else be a personal letyning

questions about specific content

DISCUSSION 1.-;,1UIDE

interest in using the filmi for manie different purpoies. Bylisting vane* of topleS railed in each

:in-the guides to the'filmd,. we have attempted to include encnigh Medi to stimulate your

This section Contains individual guides for each of the ims in the Social Seminar. The0synopsis of each film,. a short list of some of the issues raised inlhe film (though surely notail f them), and smile posbible activities and questionsfor diseussion.

once . You will have mote fithillarity with the dialog and 'be better able to answer same Ineiritabie

hen using any 'of pie Aocial Seminar films, it helen to;preylevir them by VOurself et least

experience for you as the facilitator.
We have listed santOle qua:glans for discussion. They are not meant to limit-you; quite the

contrarywe hOpe they will trigger more apprbpriate questions from you. Onesuggestiorisbout =the ouestions you use--open-ended ones are always rrioraccinqucive to sgoa0disCuselan;questions which can be answered -Ygs oi NO tend to be_answared jtist that:ivay-..rmiq_People
need t6 search beyond a simple response, they begin to see'more meaning in their answers._

BRIANAT:17 (30 Minutes ,b(aOk 'and white)

SynoOsis:

This film, *Ian at 17, enters the world of a high school senior and looks at his life both
inside and outside the school. Ks lives alone with his divorced mother (with occasionalvisitsrom an older sister), skips school s great deal, goes out with his friends, smokes marihuana andtakes picture& He does' net like to think about the future.

-Brian's world outside school, of course, affects what happens during school hours:Histeacherseach df whom sees him, along with over 200 other students, for 1 hour each damust try to deal with the motivations and individuality of this young man, who is influenced by so
many factors beyond the boundaries of thischool. The teaChers are faced with the question ofthe extent of their own responsibilities in Brian's life and with the problem of making plass
material' relevant for him. There is also larger question: Who, if anyone, is responeible for Brian

uee Raised

creational' drug u........
S'Btudenttrustration .

Reeponsibilitiesiet a high school student to himself and his school
Riisponsibilitleaof e high school to, its student

-Role:Oteteacheir in a -modern:large high school



ibliities of a teacher as a counselor
4_

es to drug abuse.
-Pressums on single parents
Pressures on children of single parents
Self-respect and ita role in growth
Dating and the pressures attached to high school dating

Role of the family in drug abuse prevention

Peer pressure
These are only some of the issu s; others will be dealt with as well.

Possible Discussion Questions

if Brian were your sonwhat about him would make you most proud?

If Brian were your son, what about him Would make you least proud?

If Brian came to dinner one night, what ire some questions you would like to ask him? Why?

These people interacted with Brian at sometime during the film: hi counselor, his mother, his

sister, his date, his friends, his history teacher and the vice principal, (attendance officer). Who

do you feel was the most effective with Brian? Who was the least effective? Rank order them

from most to least effective.-

How would.you describe the conference between Brian and his counselor?

What do you think of Brian as a person?

What, do you think are the responsibilities of a high sChool student to his/her school?

What are tha responsibilities of a high school to its students?

How would fariiink the people in this film from most to least responsible?

What' do you think is the role.of the family in drug abuse priVention?

What are some of the-spreesl problems faced by a single parent? By the child of a single nt'i

BUNNY ( 16 minutep Oolor)

Synopsis -

Bunny is a junior at UCLA, living in a house with five other g . The Viewer learnathat, at

one time. Bunny was interested in politics, protesting against thawar and taking part in Campus

activities: now', she believes ihat such efforts-bring very feWraults. She noir focUsiarnirch more

'on,herself than on the society around her. She is shown on campus talking with friends About _

her courses, at a party with her roommates and other Close,friends; and visiting with her mother.

Her seeming lack of 'direction will bother mile vieviers; others Will defend it.

issues Raised

' Being young and living on your own

_Oaf use of drugs
-Dating pressures

liege life for a Coed

attitUdes
Changing lifestyles



Ways to deal with boredom
Mother-daughter relationships
Single parent home
Pharmacology of marihuana
Searching for purpose in life

These are only some of the issues; others will be dealt with as well.

Possible Discussion .Questiont

Would you like to have Btrnny as a daughter? A sister? A girlfriend? Why? Would you be proud
of her?

What could Bunny do to alleviate her boredom with UCLA?
How did you feel,when Bunny and hefriends were using marihuana?
What pressures do you think exist for a young middla-class white woman growing up in the 7
What are Bunny's strengths? Weaknesses?
In what ways are you.similar to Bunny? In what ways different?
Should, Bunny go to Europe and "bum around?" Why or why not?
Do you consider Bunny a mature and responsible young woman? Why or why not?
What is your reaction to Bunny's attitude toward manlage?

CHANGING (30 Minutes, color)

Synopsis

Changing looks into the life of a 32-year-old truck Mechanic who, with his wife, took
inventory of himself a year ago and concluded that something was missing. Heand Ms wife, felt
that they were too oriented toward working for the almighty dollar and had too' feicreial
satisfactions, They entered therapy and made dacisions to !lige less under the.pressure of
ixternal forces and more in the light of their own attitudes and needs. Less conventional modes
of dress, occasional smoking of maritivana, and longer liair wera'arnong soine of theaurface
Oharacteristics of a changed lifestyle. The couple's changeS resulted In the loss of some friends,
although their home_became a haven for others with problems. They deifeloped concern Over
respect and trust between themselves and their children. While communication between
husband and wife haS improved and the "double standard" has been reduaed somewhat, they
face the question of whether they can be as free and open with their children about opinions,
lifestyles and drugs as they have been bVith themselves.

Issues Raised

The double standard
Social use of marihuana
Drug education at home for elementary school-age children
Importance of good communication within the family
Alternative lifestyles
_Obligations to.a job vs. obligations at ho e.



Searching for the Almighty dollar
Relationships and responsibilities to in-laws, family and self

Rejection by others for lookirrg or thihking differently

These are only some of the isSues; others will be dealt with as well.

Possible Discussion QuestiOns

_What are some of your double standards?

-How do you react when you see men cry? When you-see wcimen cry? Are there any differences

in your mind?
We see the man in CHANGING kissing his Oung son. What are your opinions on men showing

such physical emotions toward their sons and daughters?/ ,

In what ways, if any, is your life affected by the search for the "almighty dollar

In what ways, if any, do you feel your job and your family life are in conflict?

In what ways do you identify with the people in CHANGING? In what ways are your lives totally
,

dissimilar?
, t .

What was your reaction to the drug education scene at the family dinner table? Why?

What was your reaction to the marihuana smoking at the party? Why?

COMMUNITY IN QUEST (30 minutes, c9lor)
/-

Synopsis

A city council meeting has been called and the/cameras are there to record the action. The

purpose of the meeting is to determine whether or not a local drug program, Project Quest,

should be illowed to remain in the community. In emotional arguments, townspeople, ministers,

and Government officialssilternately defend and'criticize the program. Intercut with the

arguments presented on the floor of the meeting are scenes of the project itself:These

sequences show adults and young people relating in a variety of group=activities, attempting to

comMunicate with one another; they reverse roles in a role playing sitUation; they scream

criticisms at one another over a "spatial" generation gap in a bugging exercise; they sit and talk

one-to-one out of a need to begin understanding each other. At the end of the film, the narrator

reports that the opposition in'the town won,' and Project Quest Was forced to move to a nearby

communitywhere the opposition followed-The film asks viewers to deal with the implicitions

pf a program such as "Quest.- It asks them to define --commani and to identity those in the

community who should bear responsibility, for drug education.

Issues Raised

Dealing with community pressures

Facing up to community responsibilities

Influencing the political structure
Drugs' in the schools
Alternative activities for young people in the community

,

6upenion of youth centers
Drug education for_the child and parent together

-30



Value differences between young people and adults
These are only some of the !slues; others will be dealt with as we

POSsible Discussion Questions

What are the responsibilities of community leaders to their community?
What ere your responsibilities to your community?
How do yciu view the political structUre In your community? How does that diffar from how you

think young people yiew it?
Who controls your community?
Who are the powerless people In your community?
In what ways do you feel powerful and powerless In your co mu-nity?,
How is your community similar to the one shown In this film? Different?
What recreational and vocational opportunities are there for youths In your co Munity?
Do the recreational activities in your community meet the needs of ALL youth?
How could Project Guest heve met the needs of the people who objected to it?
How would you deal with the discovery of drug use In the school?
What kind of disciplinary policies would.you establish if you were a principal?
How much responsibility should the classroom teacher.take fqr disciplinary policy?

a

DRUO TALK (22 Minutes, color)

Synopsis

The need for drug education has been met by many school systems in a variety of ways.Four of these programs are put on film here to suggest possible approaches for those who aresearching. The examples demonstrated include a police officer lecturing on drugs, a female ex-addict rapping with a group of 14-year-old 'girls, a national organitation's representativeencouraging a student-supported drug abuse organization In their school and a rap roomestablished in a school when the administration realized that normal educational techniqueswere not helping the student& The programs are described without judgmental comment inhopes that the variety will trigger ideas and discussion.

Issues Raised

DrUg education vs. drug abuse prevention
Role of the school in drug education and drug abuse prevention
The use of scare tactica
The role of the police In dealing with all aspects of drugs
The role of The ex-addict in drug education
Drug education by peers
Peer Influence
Drug education curriculum,

These are only some of the issues; others will be dealt w,ttp es well:

7



Possible Discuss on Questions

What is the legitimate role of the police in drug education?

What la the legitimate role of the police in drug abuse prevention?

Who is a drug expert?
What la the role of ex-addicts in drug education and drug abuse prevention?

.What attributes must people possess to relate well to drug users and drug ,abusers?

How can young people play a part in developing drug program which will affect them?

How important is a knowledge of pharmacology in drug education and drug abuse prevention?--N

Can students counsel students? Why or why not?

DRUGS AND BEYOND (17 minutes, color)

3ynopsis

Drugs are used to modify behavior or alter consciousness. This film cites a number of mind

altering techniques arid asks the viewer to examine similarities and differences. An artist refers to

art as a means of altering consciousness: structuring order out of chaos,and thus manipulating

perception. Zen buddhists speak of alpha-feedback-as a means of controlling consciousness. A

scientist talks of electronic stimulation applied directly to the brain as a means of modifying

moods quickly. AnOther scientist talks of drug experimentation with animal-behavior and draws

conclusions as to motivations fotusing barbiturates. The points raised in this film hit very hard at

the cor af -many of tour reasons for using drugs. But this film does not imply that any one of the

techniqKz pictured lo if.??larentl'i good or bad. Its purpose is to provide an overview of areas of

Inquiry, some of whic:-. untamiIiar to many people.

Issues:RE0s,

AltIred et c ousn

Drug de I
Dangers and benefits of scientific research

Freedom v.f. control

Reality .

Non-Western, non-Judeo-Ct::,Vtua thinking

Drug alternatives

Escape
Drugs and stres reliefs
Diugs as a source of iileasure

-sae are only soine of the issu others will be dealt with as

Possible Discussion Questions

Rank order the leas In this film from most dangerous to least dangeroUs.to society.

In what ways e,; the drug dealer correspond 10 your image of a "dealer or pusher?'

Some peopIe-u irugs to escape. How do.you escape?



Scientists in this film are creating drugs torthe future. Ifyou could take a magic pill which
would give three new dimeniions to your personality, what wouldyou want those dimensions
to be?
w do you feel about the recent emphasis on mysticism and Eastern thought inour Western
society? Why 'do you think this ia happening?

hat are some of the current dangers in today's scientific research?
Should any kinds of research be kept secret?
What is reality to you?

FAMILY (30 minutes,"1-black.and.white);

yriopsis

Many claim that the family can no longer be considered a necessary unit of sUrvival. The--
family's old purposes-Ldefense, cooperative hunting and/or farming and continuance of family
lineagehave broken down leaving the family unit to operate in-a complex modem society
when) personal and group needs have changed greatly.

Family portrays a middle-class American family. The film examines the major issues in the-
family's existencethe father's and mother's relationships to each other and to their bhildrerC
and the manner in which the family copes with problems in their lives.

The film indicates that this family is more than a group.ofpersons living In the house; they7 ,

re a "system- of people, interacting with each other in many direct and indirect waYs;Thie
interaction teaches the children "how things are,"not only in termi of hoWItich family Merit
relates to the others but also in terms of how all people relateor should relate-4o one another.

Family offers a look at some of the strengths and stresses that affect children in the home
environment and an opportunity to explore the issues involved in defining and developing
effective relationships.

Issues Raised

Responsibility of family members to each other
Imni1ance of family in society
Changing roles of families
Middlelass values
Male and female roles in families
Teaching in the home vs. teaching In the school

These are only some issues; others will be dealt with as well.

Possible Discussion Ouestions

What dOes the word "farnily- mean to you? "
Compare and contrast your family with the one in this film.
Whif,were the strengths of this family? Weaknesses?
Whaf are the strengths of your family? Weaknesses?
What ae the responsibilities of family members to one another in your fami;ly?
What are the essentials for good family cOmmunication?



Is the Importance of the family over- or under-emphasized in America? Why?

How have you seen families changing during your lifetime?

What does the risirig divorce rate mean for our society?

What drings were used by this family? How were they used?

GOT MY OWN (20 minutes, color)

Synopsis

This film presents an approach to counseling addicts and an approach to sensitizing military

personnelio conditions which encourage drug use and abuse. The principal characters are
black,\Luid 'they voice their opinions about drug use, drug counseling and racism. Military

personnel are shown giving their responses. A community-based rehabilitation center-Where

group encounter and videotaping are part of the program is also shown. Much of:the focus of

the film centers around the ability (and inability) of white counselors to work with; black addicts.

Issues Raised

Black values
White values
Meaning and importance of values
Concepts and philosophies of drug treatment
Merits of hirman relations training
Drugs ana the ghetto
Methadone
Treatment and rehabilitation
Treatment for blacks
Racial stereotypes

These are only some Issues; others will be dealt with as well.

Possible Discussion Questions

What, if anything, was being accomplished in the racism sensitivity sessions?

What is the purpose of such a program? Can such an effort be successful? Why or why not?

Must the color of Your skin influence your effectiveness with some groups? Why or why not?

What are your feelings concerning minority programs for any,group, exclusively? Are they

necessary? Why or why not?
Hew have you been affected by racial stereotypes?

Are your attitudes on race different from those of your pa nts? If so, how?

What are black values? White values? How do they differ?

What,are dome of your nondestructive ways of relieving unhappiness, frustration, anger?

What are some of your personal addictionS?.Have you ever:tried to give -up any_of them?

What is the difference between drug use, drug abuse and drug dependence?

How does lifestyle contribute to treatment failures? Treatment success?
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0Y-0 5, minutes, c lor)

Synopsis

Guy ra,a young Mexican-American who uses "reds," other barbiturates, alcohol,, and
marihuana:He has had trouble ih school and is on probation'when the film ipegins. Other adul

. men in the barrio are shown abusing alcohol. Guy and others who speak In the film dereonatrate
a pride in.themselves, their community and their families.

issu'es Reised
F.

Mexican-American culture
;police/community reiations

_

.-Ghetto ljfe
Sniffing acrylics as one form of drug abuse
Abusing barbiturites
Cultural status symbols
Counselor as friend
Responsibilities of counselors
School as enemy

These are only some of the issues; othe s will be dealt with as well .

Poisible Discussion Questions

Who Is responsible for Guy's behavior?
-HoW does sniffing.differ from other types of drug abuse?
HoW does Guy's environment differ from yours? How is it iimilar to yours?(

-Guy exhibits certain ideas_abolitslatui symbols. How are the5i similar to yours? How are they
different?

What must police do to improve their rmage in minerity communities?
If Guy visited yOur home, what would you talk _about?
What does it mean to exist in an alien culture With an alien lang
What is the connection between cultural genocide and drug Abu
Is it necessary for a counselor to .be a friend?
What-are the responsibilities of a .counselor?
What is your respansitillityto minority peoples as opposed to majority peoples?
How do you feer around minoritypeople?
To what minority.groups do you belong?
If you had known. Guy, would you have intervened in his life? Why or why no ? If you would have,

how?
Whatis unique about the Mexican-American culture when compared to other minority groups?
How does the development of your self-concept compare to that of GuY's development?



FlpAkFAUL: ONE thACHER'SAPPROAOW
v,(1-0

-1

p me teachers, involvement with theatPdenf ships,when the,.,bell 'ring's go the end,of,the

UdayAhis is not true for Jordan Paul, a Los Angeles 10th=grade,health teacher.,He and his

-spenCi 'Many of their leisUrii hours with highachaol itudentsialking aria 'lludeigi4#1:thrirn.,-

ttiiidet8sroonilettifyg,-Paul also seeks to coninulh1cateis effeotiveli ble.',One 0,

egreaf -conCerns inVOlVes -drug pse-and the-decisieni tienagenimakiabout -,haachosen---

hi utie a-Sal-any differentapproachei as possible in dialing With aclucation abo t diui abuse
'illMa, &est speakers, discuSsionsi exploration of feeling,--ete.in tha hope ihat sbme of these

,

approaches will prove successful, even if others do not:

ssues Raised

-TyPes of teachefrstudent relationshipi
r-Differehcoain_ drug education ,curriCulm

, ,

Imporiahce-of knowing subject matter in a classroom
ponsibilities of a teacher_ in a modern high school

Styles of relating to youth -

,--;Teachera as authority figures
I-he-balance between _job-time and home-time
--The roles of teachers as.couriselors
The reaPonsibilities of teachers to students
:Boredom asia part=of_20th century life
Feeling lost in-a crowd
Prablim's of big schools

resenting affernatiVes to drugs

These ee only some of the issues; others will b

ible Discussion Questions

hit makes a good teacher?
ai,kinde of people dri you trust?
at kinds of teachers do students trUst?

wjriendly would you want your children to be with their teachers?

a prutier place tor human relations training? Why or why not?.

are the essentials of a good drug educatibn program in a high school?-
are the essentials of a good drug prevention program in a high school7-

ho should teach drug education?
hat should,the goals of drug education be?

-

Whatare some alternatives to drug use offered by yOur school?youi co rnuni
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iriNGPOL10E (30 minu es black and white

,Synopsis _=

, .

Due to a breakdown in truS a local high school (students discovered:Undercover'_ _ . .

narcotic's agents on campus), atornmunity meeting has been'organized igen effortlo begin
rebui,Iding:communicationi in.attendance'are law:enforcement,officialet,c(ty.oAdialeiLachpol

rsonnel,-studentaend interested Oilizens.,The.carneras haVe hioVed !nand oaUght tnia,actual
cOmmunity meeting,on film It-is a sttidyof,ttie-dynamics invelVed,*iten'a-grOupotInifiyidUais
,with,varied Interests.and rolasicorne together after vieWing,a'Crifical incident froM1115,00,.,

indpoints As thi-meiting concludes,,the participantwaraattempting to Work co-CA E,Oraqiical
plan for developing a new approach-to drug abuse prevention 'in-their corrirnuni

Issues Raised

_ Inconsistencies between drug laws and drug use
Attitudes toviard undercover a-gents
Elements of community relations
Responsibilities ofthe police
Responsibilities of citizens working with the police
Relating to unfamiliar people
Importance of trust between diverse groups

'Concepts of Community
Suburban values and suburban living in achanging society

tereatypesand_rotes=putAlpon_usy_o_thers

These are only some of the issues; others will be dealt with as well.
.

-Possi_ble piscUssion Questions

What are the main responsibilities of a police force in the area of juvenil
teacher? Of a school system?

Who in this film did you most adrnire? Why?
Who in this film "did yob least admire? Why?
In what ways is this community similar to yours? In what ways d
What is your personal concept of a community?
'How do,you contributato your-comrhunity?
What things do you do which retard the growth of your communi
Describe all the communities of which yOu think you area part:
What.roles do others put you in?
What roles de you put others in?
How can you help people change their roles?
If you-had been at this meeting, how would you have reacied.
If you had been facilitating this meeting, what would you have.' done d



EDLER'S CLASS (25 minu es, color)

nppsis''
, ,

--, ,Mr. Edler, an elementary school teacher, believes that early understanding pf
---ciecislonniaking processes can be a strong basis for drug abuse vention. Forthis on,'.,- ,

has 'constructed his classroom experIences so that his young 3tUdeflts are faced with miny
decislonsend are'required in take responsibility for these decisions. In One ectivity, hi 'students' _

are asked tO place-two "x's" on eledder, the first repreeenti g' where they feei they arO 'how and
the second showing where they W 'uld like to beS yearefr m now. The discUseion th t'fallOws

shows /hem explaining whatth 's'_'_ieprestint why_thei_pleced them where they dia and:what

they will have to do to ensure that they reach their final."x." Mr. Edler also takes his philoSophy :'

of drug abuse prevention Into the coMmunity. He is ihown Working with groups of teachers and
community people, explaininj Some of the activities he uses in the classroom, and t 'king about

the often surprising knowledge and experience ynung people exhibit.

Issues Raised

Drug education at the elementary level
Drug education for teachers

_ Building self-esteem.as a drug abuse prevention technique
Classroom formality vs claisroore informality
Drug pharmacology

These are not the only issue's; others will be dealt with as well.

fossible-DiscussIon-Questions

What goals Should be part of drug education at the 41ementary school level?

What is the responsibility of parents in building self-concept?
What is the responsibility of the teacher in- building self-Concept?

, What have you done today to help someone build a strong self-concept?.

What dcr You see as Mr. Edier s strengtJ.,4 Weaknesses?
,

Where'you surprised_at the amount of k edge the children had about drugs
.

get their knowledge? -

What did you think di the ladder technique used in the class?

Whire'are you on the ladder?.
What is the differehcebetween drug abuse education and drug abu

LDE ENGLISH (20 minutes, color

Tho interactions of students, teachers andedministrators in a predominantly black New
England high school are captured on film. Each group has uniquely different perspectives about
commonexperiences and situations. Each group has developed a different set of values. There



ihroo p ary 'conflicts and six central persons: Michael (student) and Mr. Johnion (principal
gretyaboutthe nature ot school discipline. Sandra (student) and,Sally Brownitesch
niiit,*Olf'other over' theissuei6i respect and authorityi,Delphink(atioint),anoR6n,
tfin4IteaCher) diSagree on,the-,cadie and-nature of a disputkbetWeen-theM:Featage of an

hcounter session where these ccinflicteare being handled is intercUt with flishbackelllustrating
e ofthekituatioris in question.

-

SSUes Raised

kchools_
-ResPOnsibilities-of-teachers

:
Respons!bilities of students
PhYskal environment of schoolsold ,ys. new buildings

'Problems' of teaching in the inneecity
:integration
Segrebation
Wei and kinds of discipline
Confiiat management

These are only some issues; others will be dee h as well._
1

Possible Discussion Questions'

-What'are the differences between teaching in the inner city and in the suburbs?
What is the importande of discipline in teaching?.
Wffo-are the powerful in t is film? what makes them powerful?
Whcra-re-the-powerless in ls-film?=Whar makeelffernpowerres-S7
-How do the age and tradi o s of the schoolkeem to affect the inte ctionkwithin the

institution?
In what ways did the physi al qvironment affect the students and teachers
What feelings did you expe ience'while Watching this film?
What were two things that pleased you aboUt this situation?
What were tWo things that disbleased yoU?
If you were the principal Of thid school, yvhat changes Would you make?
If you had attended OldeEnglish High School instead of the one you did; how might your life be

different -today?
Would you be satisfied sending youi Mende. or children to Olde English High tchool?
In what ways do you think.Old English High School might be contributing tb drug abuse? In what :

ways preventing it?

NEWS STORY (30 minufes, color

Synopsis

Can we believe it because we read it,in the newspaper? Because we heard it on the radio?
Becausé.we saw it on televiSion? News Story records how teleiiision ceverrone particular news

_item. The movie camera follows the TV reporter and his cameraman as they film a brief item



,

flife In &particular commune-The news item,liplanned,_filmedc-edited and put-ortthe air,

,witch,ComMune residents ate shown being rehearse&fot theirinteivieWs andiliter as
atdiVend reectlo seeing,thernselves es they appear On the.TV *eon .

he;_pOeswiiity of distortioithrough the Media exista primarily in tWo:areas:First a
triliO160-16alProciiieis involved;.Eaoh MO in the processseIection,etaging,-fiimina; editing

an&the ectuel bioadoeStingtakes the Jinished story further reality

Second, disiOrtion'may oceurIllroptih.'hdrnan perception. In NeWs Story, Many of the
tbilities for Such distortion may be seenthe rpporters handling of theintetVieWS:.the

#ng-- io,the 'N cutting room, the needs 'of the commune residents to cOninniniC4Wtheir

ositions hi an acceptable Manner and, finally,- the perceptions ofthe:VieweritheMseives;
The film indidateethat the biases of people are strongeron emoilbnally topIcs

and-'; becaUsermanyltimes we are unaware of-ttiose_blases, an inherentdistortion_tocciirs aa a
iSsult of Pieconceptions.Viewers of News'Stori Must askegain, "What ia reality and hoW- can -it

be known?"

issues .Rais d

Responsibllit4s ofthe media today
Dlstortionjbrugh individual perception

:Alternative lifestyles
Communal living

-Values conflicts
Theories of child rearing

'-Televisioti and its influence
pifferences: threats or opportunities

These are 'only some of the issues; others will be dealt with aS well.

Possible!,Discussion-Queetions

_

_Would you allowli film crew in your horneZ
Who, if anybody, in-the national media do you t ust? Why?

YAre recent attacks on the media justified?
-HoW Much television .should children watch? What types of prog

How much television do you watch?
Is watching television addicting? '-
What is truth.? Why?
Why do peopie cnoose to live in a commune?
Wouid you ever consider living communally? IS a family a commu
How3do you decide what is biased ind what' is not?

hit kind of picture has the media painted of drug users? Of drug abuse ? Of cornmunal

hat kinds of coverage do drug abusers end drug users get in the media? (Put your answer

somewnere onthe continuum.)
sensatidna

ow wouid you improve the mast -media?
,



. As a young black, Teddy has given much thought to Ana influences in his life. He and-his
friends are aware of the Injustices in the educational systerk they haVeatiendedireddMinar*
black ichoole moat of their.livei. (One friend refteeta that he never WO iaa diait
student until high sahool.) Many of the tektbaoks theY are required tO usti*eieierinted,before

-.- Teddy iitaaborn. Many of TeddY's friendeare unable 0.-read above theslith4ide 10401:Teddy
does not titie drugs; he feels they Would darnagehirriAiiii bi ddntrary te.ttlePrindiPkiiith Wfildh
he bielievitsahere _exists a background of frustration when hespeaks of 'power at-the end of a
gun"; he chooses to iipriewith conimunity leaders to develop a community 'ainterand talkiVrith
bii friends about_black consciousness. ,

issOeS _Raised

Frustration: coping with a way o
. .

Feeling inferior
Scheele meeting-the needs.of students
Presiures of nonconformist thinking
Cultural idols
Black power
Small scale drug expen nces
Militancy
influence-of the church
Developing self-concept

These are dnly some of ,the issues; othera willbe dealt with as well.
4-

PoSsible Discussion Questions

How Is Teddy's life Similar to yours? How is it different?
If Teddy were a friend of your son's and came to dinner one night,
What ,must happen for Teddi to realiie same of hia ambitions?
Were you at all like Teddy when you were hie age
What is the role of violence-in social change? How do you feel about it?
Do you ever feel oppressed? When?: How do you deal with it?'
Is Teddy a militant?. Is Teddy an Uncle Tom? How would you label him? Why?
Do you fear people like Teddy? Respect them? What feelings do you have about Teddy?
Could yoy see yourself ai a Black Panther? Why or why not.?
What was' your reaction to the humor in the film? '

. Who is, reSponsible for Teddy? His situation? His growth?

TOM (119 minutes, color)
.Synopsis

would you talk About?

Th many people, Torn is one of socie dropou s. He lives in the hills of California with a
few friends makes and sells pottery occasionally for mo,ley, helps care for ths land and animals



:.r....orrs.the-small settlement the group has established. He-ls a regular user of psychedelic drugs,
:\v. n_leti'ire.atiaoc part of his philosophy 'of life. To hirn,-psychedelics ere sacramental and,..-- ...v.- -

ether with the tarot, provide insight obtainable by no other means.
.

i .

ueatflaised.

Altered states of consciousness
Pharmacology of psychedelic drugs
The drag culture.
CoMmunal living

_

Welfare system
Governmental sub idles. fOr the arts

-The work ethic
"Quality contra' of street drugs
Status of contemporary organized religion
Mysticism in modern society

These are only some of the issues; others will be dealt with as,

Poss'bie Discussion .Questions

How ould you describe your reaction to Torn?
Dey u think Tom is using the "system- in an un
How do you use the "system?-

,

Has the work ethic become outmoded in the 1970s?

Do ou see.Tom as en idealist?
W at is your responsibility to the system?

hat is the system's responsibility to you? To Tom?

In what ways'are you similar to Tom? In what ways different?

Would you want your children to know Tom?
Why or why not?

way?- Why or why, not?

WHAT-IS TEACHINO? WIlAT .1$ 4.EARNING, rninutee,

Synopsis..

Teachers talking about students and the classroom, and teachers actually periorming in the
classroomthese are the topics of WHAT IS.TEACHING? WHAT IS LEARNING? Tiabhers

, ,

discuss communication barriers, ways in which both teachers and 'students are sometimes
stifled, and the merits of "open" versus "traditionar'classrodm envirthiments.,

The camera takes the viewer into the classrooms.of theieleachers for a look at their ideas
;Tend principles translated into action. As children reepond to the various teaching Methods, film
viewers are given the opportunity to critically consider their own potential for Creating an

_exciting 'classroom environment.

Issues' Raised

eing a student
_

eing a teacher



'Ihe open classroom
-SitIsfacilopiahifirusttations of teach ng

Optliig new teaching environmente
kance 9f grades

Learning as a form,of growth
'Importance of creativity
Creitiviti vs subject matter

_

Learnirig' regarded es work
Learnirig regarded as fun

-Building Whole peopli as an aproach to drug abuse prevention
These are only some of the issues; others will bp dealt with is well.

Pdssible Discussion Questions
_

,Wouldyou want your children going to schaols like those shown in the film? Why or why not?
Woirld,you.want to be a teacherjn an open classroom? Why or whynot2

-What are Some of the differences between the open classroom and the claseroome.you
, experienced as a student?
What.makes learning fun for you?
What mikes learning a drudgpry for you?
What are the main responsibilities Of a studint, both to hirn/herself and,to the cl room?_
What three things in your opinion must a teacher do daily to be an ideal teacher
In a conference a teacher tells you that your child Is the mbst creative youngster in theclass,b4!he does not liketo do-math. How do you feel?'Are iou proud? Sad? Concerned? WtiLY or why'not?
If you had a magic wand and could change all schools in o hiy three ways, what ohangea would '

you makes? (The magic wand eliminates all outside_ forces against you. You can do what you'
deSire.)

ifOU GOT THE SAME THING; AIiITOHA (20 minutes, color)

Syno sis

The frustrations of teaching and learning in an urban high school marked by change arepictured lh ihis film:Teachers (predominantly white) and studenta (predominantly black). -

comment on the situation that has developed in this school. DOors are locked during the day.
Guards patrathP,,halls. The school's.student population has changed and grown larger. Money
for educational *ids is scarce, sometimes nonexistent. Teacher and student value Systems are
not the same,--and=cultural,differences abound. Teachers, students, and admInIstriflo-n expreis
frustration with this environment, within which all are functioning as best they can.

Issues Raised

Disdipline in schools _

Purposes of schools



Man-
.

ot:!,',relevancy" In eduCa ion

yr I eductibri
Yeelihgebf inferiority and uselessness

\ 7 -7.. ,.
_

0,MmunIty Control of schools

Integratibh-
g,ahyse in the black community

- 'These ere only some of the issues; othafs

Possible Discussion,Questions

What can schools be? What can't they be? Why?
What attributes_must any teacher have to be successful?
What attributes must a white teacher possess to be successful in -pridominantlY black school?

7. _ .

What attributes must a black teacher possess to be successful in a predominantly,white school?

What are the pressures on a white student in a predorhinantly black school?
,

what ere :the pressures on a black student in-a predominantly white school?

,Are.teachers expectatioh's different for children of different races?

What Was said in this film that pleased you?

What we's said In this filen that depressed you?
-Who irt this film was most like yod? Unlike you?

It you.were wrIting a_ttter to someone in this film, to whom would it go and why?

'What are the three most important things you-would tell him/her?

...GENERAL GUIDLINES.-.FQR'wsylp.TK-SPCIAkpgrviiNAR.FILms:.:

1. Pre7Film ,4!tctivi

pre-film-activities help participants focus more intently on Issues to be raised fn a film. Since

all the ilsUes raised In.the film can never be disCussed entirely:a little gUidance ahead et time

can helciaave discussion time later.
--,ACthfities euêh as senteriCe corripletions, rank orders, continuurns are ill valuable fbi this

:2_LipArkitre. (See values clarification activities section of the Resdurce,Kit fortliscussiori of these :
,, , _ . . ,

hniaues). _ - . . , . _- ,_ , . -, . _ , ,.,,

:The exampls below use these techniques to focus oh orie issue of,a film;Youwill be able,to
ink of more akropriate ones for yoUr group. When using pre-fiim activities;it helps to divide

, . . , . ,

irticipants into small groups, generaiiy no more than five to a group:
Eiamples-for the film,News Story: .

..nae.Cornpletion: The news media is most distoded when ,

k Order: Which mass media do yOu trust? List the following from 'most to least trustworthy:
' daily newspapers,.weekly newspapers, weekly news magazines, monthly magazines,

television, radio.



What stylre of re ng is Used in your local news

'IntiodUotorsi Remarks

Jong-with shorii statements about the-film content.= ma y leadert
niej,ertictilite "suggestions to gUide the particlOantiindieliMevilneklentieniiiara

illowingluitzt3eforl,ttii:prOjectai:iiturned_10-6,Will,hele

whcrrernind youof yourself or of thoeeyoujcno
Witch for characters whd are oPpoilteif of yoUrself or yeiir.lOved on

Ydu.sigteeidiai_grite`.1"1

Watah jordielpimon Yee,:meat/leeit- On!!
liVatch,for_44(itperiana With :Whoin, Yee*otild rn
Thinkof _qUeatioriatlikPeople;rrilght..ask.4o11,0d,
ThInti-ofitiestiOrte
Look for-6,0,6,4re Which: Wdruld

-2Whial ire 'serne-of
-"'

Certainly-none,of these can heidiacussedcornple
cover all Ot them !or every person. put if 'people tievese
colduet'i fluid, exciting discussion.

3. During-film ActMties'
.

Generallyitve do:not-Interrupt educational films,_buteorrietiniesT it helps:to:031k this rule.,
. Participants can be encouraped teask that the projeotor be Ilkiiiped if they see

pleases or bothers them:and-the group'can ieend ainiriuterbr two diebussiniff.
-Aise,Lthe leader can stop thefilm and ask people if theitipinione-abeutadmitierson'in'the_

film have changed during the Viewing of the film. Or they Pan be askidte piedietivhiethei,
would do In a certain situation and why.

Example: Vie stop action to freeze an emetional moment on the spreen. Ask/.11f yeti were_
(eharacter's name), how would you feel right now?'

4. Post-film ActiVities

Post-film activities can help individuals become awar
soeiety around them. Here a e some examples:i\

heir attitudes, values, and the

,

Immediately atter the film, ach person gives one word to sum ,up the feelings he/she
experienced durrOg the film.

Peeple can cemplete any of the following ppen-ended sentences, either on paper or by go n
around the aircle or in small groUps:

The, pharaeter I liked most wee
becaese
The character I liked least was



diaracter mostilika seat Ilke was
use

Sdrnethi,g which pleised mO/bothered me In tha film was r

only suggestions; You can- come up with your own to suit your gr6up and 'Oar ,

urpose eri'ExperiMentand find Whiah Works best for you. Remember that good discussions
_ , _ .

e but they will'hopefully go ip many other directions as Wall.:
.

uniming-up Activities

No matter how-long the diicussibn lasts, it is usually a good idea to give 'everyone's chance

o surlinarize his/her feelings or insights. Below are sortie Ideas and examples of how yciu can

,ho this:

'ance Completion:

During this discussion
During this discussion,
Duhng this discussion
During this discussion
During this film; I felt

I learned that I
I was surprised that I
I Was pleased that I
I was sorry thit I

itInuum:.

, Hew do you feel about

would 'be ecstatic if all
_mbers of my family
oreiike him.

because I

he youngest boy in this film?
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I hope there Is never
single member of my
family like him:



,4Ios. FQR FACILITATNG A GROUP

As'a faCilitOor of a group, you should be alert to the interaction iii'tke giftou itself; thitinteraction Is often more IMportant thakwhat is actually being:Said:1,430p in mirldithSt the"is always leaniinb on at least:tWo different
levels: -content(What-,they;iare, processlwhat thiy are experiencingwIth each7otheryiY.Ou,4ifacilltator, ikoUld'poiiiinUallY beaiiiirokof both-!leveilly of learning.' =:- , :-."-'the iolloWing three Items are given here to help yoUlOCUs'on,theloomMunioatianigOingon.arming group members and to redirect these Interactions if and when ydu feel,it Might-beneceriaary.

to obsrirve in-a group
2. Group -roles f .

3. An inventory of facilitator Interventions'

1. What to Observe in a GroUp
(Developed by-the NTL'Institute for Applied Behavioral Science prinfed.with permission.)

One way to learn how human beings relate to each otheris to Obseive éndanatyzOtiWinteraction that takes place within a group. AlLof us have Spent-our lives In groups of VairioUskindm,the family, faculty, classi work groups, etc.-, but rarely have we taken the'time to,Siopind'observe whatImai going on in the groups, or why the Members,were
behaving the-Way they:Were.. _One of the mam goals of a group is to become better

observers'and,betterParticipants. But what..should we look for? What is there to see in a group?
=

a. Contehtvs. PrOcess

When' we observe what thearoup is talking about we are locusing on content When vie,
.observe how the group_iS handling its communication', I.e., who talks how muck:or, whO talks toWhom, we are focusing on group process. In 'focusing on'grOup ProOess, we are 1,60king- it whatOur group-Is doing in the "here and now.''- how it is-working in the sense of its presentprocedures and organization. At a simpler level, looking at group Process really means focusingOn what is going on in the group end trying to understand it.

b. Communication

One of the easiest aspects of group process to observe is the pattern of communication.
Who talks? For how long? How oiten?

-Whom do people look at when they talk?
--,Singlejothers, possibly potential suppo-Stanning the group
-No one
-The group leader

Who talks after whom, or who interrupts whom7



Ions
...7.,Tbrie of Voice

attires
ers?

kiridsOf observations .we Make g ve us clues to other important things which may be

"ng ori In the gr up, strokes who leads whom or who influences Whom.

,

lsionrnaking ProCedUres

Whether We are aware of it'or not, groups are making decisions all the timei some al.thernri)

conaciOusiy, and in referenceto the_major task at hand, Some,Pf thorn WithoUt Ouch awareness

'and in reference to group procedures' or.standarde of operation. It is ImPortant to Pbservehok;F_

decisions-are made in a grOuP in order tO assesi the'approPrieteness
of.thedicleion!ig th

atter being decided,- and in-order to asiess whether the consequences of given'methods are

really.what the group bargained for.

d.

_

Task, Maintenance, or Belf-Qriented Behaviors

Beheylor In the'gtoup oan be vieWed from the pointpf view of What itspurpase Of functioh
s

a

is, oreeemato ow When a memberiays soinething, is he prinianlytying to getthegrouP task,

_ .
.

accomplished (taSk);' or is, he' trying to improve or patch up sonie:relationshipsernong,rneni

(maintonance),- or IS he prirnarily theeting some,personal need orngoal Without roger -tO the

group's problems'(SeWoriented)?

e. Emotional Issues, Causes of Self-Oriented &notional Behavior
7. _

The processesdescribed so far deal with the group's attempt to work, to solye problei

task-and 'Illaintengince. But there are,forges active in groups:which,disttirbWoric, Whlph-Tpresen

a kind,ef. emotional Undercurrent in thestriaM of group' lifi.'Thifie;underlyingernOtianaNaties

prodUce*veriety.of .einotional pehtiviors which interfere` With.ior are-diatruetIvetti:;,;iffectille;'"-

group. funOtiOning. However.:they cannot be, ignored:1pr Wiehid'awitY.',-Theyniuit *re:cognized,

their caUieS must be understood; and as the graup diveibpsf,concfltioheinuat be created -which

permitthese same emotional energies to be channeled in ihediriction'.of effort
__ ,

These are not the only kinds of thines which can be observed in a_groUp.-Whet, I
.

to observe will vary,with ,what thelroUpis doing, Vie needs of th*observer,indfiia pur

and many Other factori. The Main ppint,, hbwever,ii that irripreiing our
,

is going on in the group will proVide ui with important data for;understanding, groups
,

increising our effectiveness within them.

2. Group Roles ,

(Developed by the N.T.L. Institute far Applied Behavioral Science. P

Work or Task Rotel

,
Participants' roles can be relatedto the talk which the group,is deciding to undertakeP

Undertaken. The' purpose of these roles is to t=Haab; and 'coordinate grOup effori

definition of a common preblem and in the solution- of that Problem.:

InitiatorProposes tasks, goals, or action; defines group problems; sugoists'a procedu

-Information seekerAsks-for factual clanfication; requests facts pertinent to the ProbleM

ing discussed.



Opinion seekerAsks for a clarification of the values pertinent to the topic under discussion;
questions values involved in alternative suggOstioni.

InformerOffers facts; gives expression ofleelings; gives opinion.
plarifierinterprets ideas or suggestions; defines terms, clarifies issues before the group;

clears up confusions.
SummarizerPulls together related ideas; restates suggestions; offers a decision or

conclusion for the group to consider.
Reality testerMakes a critical analysis of an idea; tests an idea against some data to see if

the idea would work.
OrienterDefines the position of the group with respect to its goals; points to departures from

agreed upon directions or goals; raises questions about the direction which the group
discussion is taking.

FollowerGoes along with movement of the group; passively accepts ideas of others; serves

as audience in group discussion and decisions.

b. Maintenance Roles -
The roles in this category are oriented toward the function of the group as a group. They are

designed to alter or maintain the group way of working, to strengthen, regulate, and perpetuate

the group as a group.

HarmonizerAttempts to reconcile disagreements; reduces tension; gets-people to explore

differences.
GatekeeperHelps to keep communication channels open; facilitates the participation of

others; suggests procedures that permit sharing remarks..

Consensus testerAsks to see if the group is nearing a decision; sends up a trial balloon to'

test a possible solution.
Encourageris friendly, warm and responsive to others; indicates by facial expression or

remark the acceptance of others' contributions.
CompromiserOffers a compromise which Yields status'when his own idea is involved in a

conflict; modifies in the interest of group cohesion or growth.

' Standard setterExpresses standards for the group to attempt to achiev applies standards

in evaluating the.quality of group processes.

c: Self-oriented Roles

The roles in this category are directed toward the satisfaction of the participant's individual
needt, as opposed to the needs of the group, and are thereforedysfunctional to the groiip
process. Their purpose is some individual goalwhich often is not relevant to the group task or to-
the effective functioning of the group as a whole.

AggressorDeflates other's status; attacks the group or its values; jokes In a barbed or semi-

concealed way.
BlockerDisagrees and opposes beyond reason; resists stubbornly the group's wish for

personally oriented reasons; uses a hidden agenda to thwart the movement of the group.

DominatorAsserts authority or superiority to manipulate the group or certain of its members;
interrupts contributions of others; controls by means of flattery or etherforms of patronizing
behavior.

Playboy(girl)Makes a display of hisiher lack 6f involvement; abandons the group while
remaining physically with it; seeks recognitiOn in ways not relevant to group task.

Recognition seekerWorks in various ways to call attention to him/herself; boasts; reports on
personal accomplishmentS; struggles to prevent his/her being' placed In an Inferior position,
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_Help seeker-rAttempts to call forth sy pathy fro4m group through expressions of insecurity,
personal confusion, or self-deprecation.
6 Special interest pleaderSpeaks for the -small business man," the -grass roots," th
"housewife," etc., usually cloaking his/hrlir own biases In the stereotype which best fits his/her
individual need.

Avoidance behaviorPursues other subjects to avoid com ment; prevents group from
facing up to controversy.

No individual remains in any one role forever. Each person functions lVmany roles
depending upon his/her needs and how these needs mesh with, or are opp sod to, the needs of
the group as a whole. It is best to think of these roles in terms of -actions and interactions of
individuals within the group, instead of in terms of tags placed upon individuals themselves.

3. An Inventory of Facilitator Interventions
(Developed by the N.T.L. Institute tor Applied Behavioral Science. Printed with permission.)

An intervention is an action taken by the facilitator or another member of the group to
change the direction or focus of the group's actions or discussion or to focus attention on a
'specific point. Generally, interventions fall into four broad categories:

THE CONTENT INTERVpENTION would include any question or observation directed toward
the content of a film or the subject under discussion on the cognitive level (i.e., Is the open

---clagirbonrbenefiztartcrtlis student?).
THE INTERPERSONAL INTERVENTION would be a comment or question which is directed to

one person as a direct result of a comment or action of another member of the group (i.e., Tom,
what do you feel about what Bob just did?).

THEINTRAPERSONAL INTERVENTION-would be a comment or question directed to one
person (i.e., Mary, what do you think of the statement just made?).'

THE GROUP INTERVENTION would be a comment or queStion directed to the group as a
whole (Why is the group so apathetic?) or to one segMent of the group (Is the group in the
corner aware that they are disturbing the work of the others?).

The list;n; that follows is a more definitive breakdown of the intervention techniques which
may be used oy the facilitator. All of them can be placed under one or more of the four broad
categories of interventions just described.

_a. Content Focus (already discussed above)

b. Process Focus
This intervention attempts to shift,the_focus to what is happening In the group.Dne of the
most standard, almost to the point of becoming a cliche among facilitators, is: "I wonder
what it really going on in the group right now." Others would prefer, "Were you all aware
that only tWo persons voiced,an opinion, yet a decision was made4 How a fecIlltator helps
the group focus on its own processes is probably determined by hisTherown ersonal style
or his/her training strategy.

c. Asking for Feelings

An intervention of this type would be, "Ed, how did you feel when the group' rejected your
idea? 7 Some facilitators and many participants find the sharing of feelings the most
kite ting part of the training process. For some, it is the first time they have been able to
find ut how`others feel about their.behavior. Certainly this is an Important learning goal.

-d-Direction Giving

Some facilitators offer direc ions only as suggestions while others arbitrarily Impose certain
A
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actions, feeling that the members should learn how to handle forced direction If they dLslike
it. It would appear that if a facilitator has a high need to control, he/she may satisfy this need
by direction giving, or he/she may recognize this need and over-react, not supplying
direction when it might be helpful. The facilitator has to decide whether to let-tha group try
to work through its own impasse, at the possible cost of-time wasted, or to supply some
_direction, at the risk of reinforcing dependency. Relevant factors Include the length Of the
training program, the level of,dependency, the resources available to the group, and the
facilitator's own-Id-err ce of ambiguity.

e. Direct Feedback

The facilitator may give direct feedback to a member or to the grodp. Some facilitators give
direct feedback early, as a model to legitimize the giving,of feedback. Others prefer to wait
until they have worked through some of the authority problems. Here again, the facilitator is
faced with a dilemma. Group members are often anxious tp know how the facilitator sees
them.

f. Cognitive Orientation

The facilitator may at times provide relevant theory or information. He/she rriust'determine
how the group will learn best in certain situations. Sometimes the facilitator will feel the best
approach can be a didactic_presentation_of a topic ALothentimes_he/she-will feel-that
factual input should give way to "learhing by doing Things to take into consideratiort are-
the time each approach will take and the best learning approach for the point being
made. However, as a facilitator, you should remember that there is a right time and place for
cognitive input in any group.

g. Penforming Group Functions

The facilitator may intervene by performing task-maintenance functions to help the group
maintain itself as an effective system and accomplish its task-of promoting learning. For
example, the facilitator may intervene with such task functions as seeking opinion or
reactions to what has happeneit-in the group. He/she may share his/her own opinion. He/
she may initiate a new group goal, adefinitien of A problem, or a way of organizing for
work. He/she may elaborate an idea, sUrnmarize, or test consensus.

To meet maintenance needs, the facilitator may intervene by encouraging, harmonizing,
"gate-keeping," standard-setting ,or releasing tension.

To satisfy individual needs, group`members sometimes act as aggressor, blocker,
recognition seeker, self-confessor, c)fayboy/girl, dominator, and so on. Facilitators may
intervene at times in these ways, but it, is questionable whether such interventions facilitate
learning.

Some facilitator strategy calls forintervening early along the task-maintenante dimensions,
reducing such interventions as members develop greater ability to perform such functions
themselves.

h. Diagnostic Interventions

The facilitatormay diagnose what he sees happening For example, "There are a number of
possibilities why the group is apathetic. On s is that oucgoals are not clear. Another is that
we are afraid that if we start to work again, old conflicta may be reopened." He/she may
then ask the group for other possibilities. The exploratory\ intervention is designed to
suggiast-Ways of looking at process and to encourage a diagnostic approach.
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..Prbtection Intervention

The facilitator may intervene to keep members from overexposure, that is, sharing personal

experiences, incidents, or feelings that may not facilitate leamings appropriate to the
training goals or thamay create a situation neither the members nor the facilitator is
capable of dealing with. A facilitator may alio protect a member if he feels that feedback is
ill-timed or unnecessarily severe. Or the facilitator may help a member maintain his identity
despite group pressures to conform. Some facilitators prefer to focus on prves and ask
the group if a given behavior seems appropriate to their goals.



C. VALUES CLARIFICATION

PHILOSOPHY---14 VALUING PERSON
fi

fi

A. significant part.of the Social Seminar experience is the opportunity participants have to
explore and understand their attitudes and values-concerning a variety of itsues, some of which
are drug-related. One way in which participants can explore and become more aware of their
values is through film discussions which encourage self-exploration. '

Much of thiS self-exploration can take place through a process which has become known as
"values clarification.- This process was originallydeveloped,by Sidney Simon and Louis Baths
(Values and Teaching, Columbus, Ohio, Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc., 1966). The philosophy
baskto_valuesilicatiorLstates_thatthe
He/she is responsible for his/her own feelings. One's life situation and the things that-are
important to an individual ere a result of the things he/she values. And to be happy With one's
self a person must understand whet he/she values and why.

Simon gives-the following SEVEN VALUING CRITERIA to help individuals define a value. A
value is a belief that is

a. Chosen from alternatives;
b. Chosen after careful consideration of the consequences of each alternative ;

c. Chosen freely;
d. Prized, and the person is happy with his/her choice;
e. Prized; and the person is willing to publicly affirm his/her choice;
f. Acted upon and is incorporated into a person's behavior:,
g. Acted upon repeatedly, over time.

It is important when using the values clarification approach in a group to establish some
basic rules. These ground rules are absolutely necessary in order to provide the time and space
in which people can feel comfortable in examining their attitudes and values. (Time means juSt
thata person must have the time to examine his/her values. Space means latitudethe
participant must feel confident that he/she has the latitude within a nonjudgmental environment
to expose his/her feelings, need% and-values without fear of-censure.)- .

Ground Rules in Values Clarification Exerc ses

Everyone has the right to pass on any exercise at any time.
Every answer is right for that person at that time.
The facilitator is a partioipant and a model for the others.
There is no closure for a values clarification exercise. It is open-ended. Its purpose is to open

doors for the individual.
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Valpes Clarification Model

When working with someone in a valuing exercise, you will find the following model helpful:

1. Elicit
2. Accept
3. Clarify

Elicit implies drawing from' the per On a statement of position or value on the subject=Under

d iscussion.
Accept means to respond to your partner in such a way as to'avoid judgments on your part.

You accept both positive and negative value statements. You are, in fact, merely thanking the

person for sharing with you. Statements such as, "That's good- or -You're really on targer are

positive statements, but they also assume a positive value being placed on the person's,

Statement. Even a positive response can hinder a person's attempt to continue examining or

thinking through more thoroughly what he/she has said. A neutral accepting response would be

-Thank you fpr sharing with me" or some nonverbal reSponseS, as well.-

Clarify means to ask the )(Inds of questions +Which would encourage your partner to continue

,hisiher examination process, to work through one or more of the value criteria, and to get an

even clearer picture of where she/he stands on that issue and how she/he has or had nbt acted

updn that vaiue.
---The-following-Thirty_Clarifying Responses can be helpful to use when you are attempting td

help an individual examine a thought or feeling.
1. Is this something that you pnze?
2. Are you glad about that?
3. How did you feel when that happened?
4. Did YoU consider any alternatives?
5. Have you felt this way for a long time?
6. Was that something that you Yourself selected or chose?

7. Did you have to choose that? Was it a free choice?
8. -Did you do anything about that idea?
9. Can you give me some examples of that.idea?

10. What do you mean by ? Can you define that word?

11. Where would that idea lead? What would its consequences be?

12. Would you really do that, or are you just talking?
13. Are you sayind that ...? (repeat the statement)

14. .Did you say.that ...? (repeat in some distorted way)
15. Have you thought much about that idea (or behavior)?

16. What are some good things about that notion?1
17. WhatOo we have to assume for things ',to work out that way?

18. Is what you just expressed consistent with ...? (Note something else the person said or

did that may point to an inconsistenCy.)

19. What other possibilities-are-there?
_

20. Is that a personal preference or do you think most people should believe that?

21. How can I help you do something about your idea?

22. Is that very important to you?
23. Is there a purpose back of this activity?
24. Do you do this often?
25. Would you like to tell others about your idea?
26. DO you have any reason for saying (or doing) that?
27. Would, you do the same thing over again?
28. How do you know it's right?
29. Do you value that?
30. Do you think people will always believe that?
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2. ACTIVITIES TO HELP BUILD A VALUING ENVIRONMENT

The following six kinds of strategies cari help you develop a valuing atmoaphere
group. We have explained the techniques in the next few pages.

a. Foraed Choice
b. Continuums
c. Rank Order
d. Voting Oueitions
e. Love List
f. Change Index

Either-or Forced Choice

h youc

Purpose

This exercise compels participants to make a decision between two competing alternatIvet
it forces them to respond to a question based upon the following format:_."What characteristic do
I identify with morethis dr that? In making their choices, participants have to examine their '

feelings, their self-concepts and their valuei.
Procedure

Ask an "either r" qu tion, sucflas2Which_sio_youldentity-with-morera-Volkswag
ádIIlacV'

By pointirig to opposite sides of the room to indicate each choice, ask the -participants t
move to the side corresponding to their answer.

Have each parlicipant find a partner on his/her same side of the room and discuss the reasons
they made their choices. (Limit discussion to 2 minutes.)

Panicipants return to the center of the room for a repeat action on another question. This can
be repeated five or six times, and each time participants should be instructed to select a different
partner to talk with.

Listed here are some sample "either-or" questions. You will be able to think of others.
Are you:

More of a loner or a mixer?
More yes or no7
More of a leader or a follower?
More physical or mental?
More argumentative or agreeable?
More establishment or antiestablishment?
More like a tortoise or a hare?
More like a paddle or a ping-pong ball?
More like a roller skate or a pogo stick?
More like-a-motorcycle or a-bicycle?
More like a gourmet or a MacDonald's fan?
More like a bubbling brook or a placid lake?
More like a mountain or a valley?
More like a student or a teacher?

Continuums

_

Purpose

Continuums help point out the wide range of opinions people have on a pa icular issue or
subject; they also encourage public affirmation of opinions and beliefs.
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Ore
Draw a line on a board, riewswint or paper.

Indicate the extreme ends'of the'continuum by degreea or characterization (see, examples

below). Some issiies can be divided into two lineedealing with hoW people are now and how

people would like to be in the future,

You may want to block out the middleto prevent the compulsive moderates from not taking a

risk. You May also want to have each person make and mark his/her own continuum before

doing a larger group line.
As a grbup, ask for volunteers to indicate where on the line they would mark themselves.

Indicate the position by writing the person's name in the appropriate spot.

When everyone has bad a chance to plate him/her self,place yourself on the line,

-4D 'End the activity by sharing reasons for the different positions on the continuum. (This is best

done In small groups.)

-Examples

How myth personal freedom do you have?

All decisions are made for you

How do you feel about what you wear?

Complete freedom to choo e
for yourself

Holey Henry/Henrietta always
has holes in his/her clothes
even'when they're new

How do yoafeel about competition?

Avoids any situation where
there is a chance to win or
lose

HoW do You feel about school?

DynaMite Dan/Dawn students
would be better off if the
school were blown to bits

r de r

Purpose

Wrinkle Free Ron/Rose is
meticulous; he/she irons his
underwear carefully

Will trample anyone for the
chance to win and use any
means

Stowaway Steve/Stella loves
school so much the janitor has
to drive him/her out of the
,school each night before
locking up

Each _day of bur lives we must make choices between competing alternatives. Some of them

Eire minor decisions: "Should I stay home tonight end watch TV or go to a friend's house?

Should-I wear my blue or my white sweater? " And some are major decisions: "Should I stay in

my presint fob or Accept that new job offer? Should IpuY a car or save my money fcir new

furaiture?
This strategy gives participants practice In choosing from among alternatives-and in publicly

affirming and explaining or defending their chOices. It demonstrates simply and clearly that many

issues require more thoughtful consideration than. We tend to give them.
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Procedure

Explain to the group that you are going to ask them some questions which will require them to
look deeper into themselves and make some value judgments. =

Give them three or four alternative choices for responding to each question and ask them to
rank order the choices according to their own preferences.

"-Read a question, write.the choices oso the board and call on six or eight Participants in turn to
give their rankings.

_is The group should spend time discussing rankings, even those.of individUals who did not
speak earlier.

Suggest that participants rank all the alternatives, not just their first chOice. ry to haVe them
name-their choices instead of saying "2-3-1- orthe like; and discourage them from saying -The
aarne" when their respOnse is iderili-Oal to the previous perion's. Renaming the choices helps
everyone consider the alternatives more carefully.)

Below are listed some sample rank order questions:,
Which is most important in a friendship?

loyalty
generosity
honesty

Which job would I choose for 1 year?
vadaage_collector___
assembly line worker
prison guard

Which drug is most harmful to you personally?
tobacco
coffee
marihuana
alcohol

If I were a parent of a 15-year-old son/daughter, which behavior of his/hers would be most
obi ctionable and which would be least objectionable-to me?

dropping out of school
being:arrested for shoplifting
smoking marihUana once a week

:having V.D.

You've spent a great deal of time picking a gift for a friend. What would you rather have him/
her do if he/she doesn't like it?

keep the gift and thank you politely
tell you he/she doesn't like it
return the gift to the store without telling you

What kind of present would_youiike most to get?
a surprise present
a present you already know about
a present you pick out

To whom would you tell-a secret?
your friend
your, teacher
your parent

Which would you most like to have?
one best friend
manY friends
two or three good friends 6 3
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-
What would you do if you saw your best friend steal some candy froni a sto ?

report him
pretend you didn't see
ask him/her to share it with you

Which would you least like to do?
move to a new town
lose your wallet
break your leg

Which do you least like to do?
get up in the morning
go to bed at night
keep your room neat

Which would be hardest.for you to do?
admit you had failed at a task
walk away from.a fight
wait your turn when you have something exciting to say

Which would be hardest for you to do?
move to a new school
meet a new person
dance with a girl/boy

Which Would you rather be?
a kitten
a kangaroo
a lion

Which would be hardest for you?
to adrhit you tOld
to tell SOrneOne you broke his window
to admit you cheated-

Which color do you like best?
red
green
blue

What is hardest for you to do.?
be quiet
talk in front of the group
disagree with your boss

If you.were in an acCident; which Injury would upset you most?,
two broken legs
temporary loss of hearing
temporary loss of sight

If you were to be born with a.great gift, which would you prefer?
----a beautiful singing voice-

great artistic ability
skill with'your hands

What makes you most angry?
a person who treats you with-out respec
a friend who won't listen to your side of an argumen
-Someone telling you what to do

Which is most important?
to work hard for your future
to love others
to really know yourself 6 4



Voting Questions

Purpose-

y&ting provides a simple and very rapid-means for each participant in the group to make a
public affirmation on values issues. It develops the realization that others often see issues quite
differently from us and legitimizes that important fact.

Procedure

You may want to use this strategy early in the Social Seminar experience so that participants
can begin to realize how others feel about a number of issues.

Read aloud, one by one, cLuestions which begin with the words, "How many of you . ..?"
.0 After each question is read, the participants take a position by a show of hands. Those who
choose to answer negatively point their thumbs down. Those who are responding positively raise
their hands. Those who are undecided fold their arms. And those who wish to pass simply take
no action at all. Discussion is tabled until after you have compl,d theentire list ,

Voting lists should not be too long. They lose their effectIvenes after about 10 or more items.
,You vote, too. To keep from influencing the vote, hold yourmo until a split second after most

of the others have committed themselvm-
In Some cases, you might want to vary the voting procedure. For example, you might want to

add the following-statement to the yang directions: "Grrsome Issues-you may-have-very strong
feelingsfor or against. If you have a very positive response, you may show this by Waving your
raised hand. For a very negative response, point your thumbs down and vigorouily move your
whole fist up and down." - - :

Following are sample voting questions. They are divided into three broad areasigeneral
information questioni, life-Pattern questions, and attitudinal questions. This way you can see the
various levels of risk you can ask the group to assume with voting activities.

General Information Questions

How many of you:
are under 30?
are Married?
are parents?
have been in a training lab before?
are familiar with the SocialSeminar?
are here today because you were told to come?
are more comfortable than you were at 9:30 this morning?
traveled more than 50 miles to get here?
come from a family of 3 or more children?
would like to run for political office?

Life Pattern Questions

How many of you:
have a regular routine when you get up in the morning?
take a regular vacaiOn with your family?
enjoy watching movies \on TV?
feel that religion is an important part of your life?
have lived in a city all of your life?
wear seat belts regularly when riding in a car?
enjoy family meals?
go to bed regularly at midnight or later?
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have a best friend of the opposite sex?
wish you had married later than you did?

....

Attitudinal Questions

How many of you:
believe there is an age after which fathers should no 1onger kiss their sons?
believe that abortion is a matter which should be left to.the choice of the indNiduals who are

Involved rather than to the State?
believe a couple should live together without being married If that is their choice?
believe women with pre-school children should not have full-time jobs?
believe that alcohol is the most dangerous drug?
would be comfortable knowing that your teenage son had had one or more sexual

eXperiences?
would be comfortable knowing that your teenage daughter had had one or more sexual

. experiences?
.

believe that children should have a part in family decisions, such as moving to another city
or having grandma come to live with you?

would rather have your 17-year-old-son/daughter drink beer than smoke grass?
think birth control information and devices should be readily available to any female over 14

who requests it?
would favor a law limiting the size of families to two children?/

Love List

Purpose

This activity gives the participants time to reflect Upon the happy things in their lives. It helps

them focus on the kihds of things that make them happy, how important these things are to
'them, and why certain things make them feel good. It also provides them with the opportunity to
cOmpare their "highs" with those of other people, realizing that the final end (enjoyment) can be

reached by a variety of means.

Procedure (Approximate time-90 minutes)

The facilitator asks the participants to list 10 things that bring.them pleasure, make them
happy, _turn them on, etc. These may be physical things (i.e., skiing) or emotional things (i.e.,

sharing with My wife). This is to be done in random order, as the things occur to them.

The facilitator then asks the participants to RANK ORDER the 10 things in the order of their

importance (fic1 being the Most important). Have them put the items (irr-their rank order),on a
separate sheet of paper with 10 columns following them.

The facilitator then tells the group-that they-will be examining their items-from a variety-of__

perspectives through a series of codings. Not all,podes will apply to all itemscede only where

applicable.
Give the first code (see below); anew time to complete it; give the second code and, wait;

continue this process until all codings have been given. Below are the suggested codings:
Column 1Rank order the items again, this.time in the order in which you could not do

without them. This may or may not be the same as your first rank order.
Column 2Do you primarily do these things alone orwith people? "A- is alone; "P:' if with

people; "A/P" if both.
Column _ 3Rut a $ next to eachltem which costs you $5.00 or more each time you do It. .

Column 4Put the number 3 next.to each item which would not have been on such a list

of yours 3 years ago.
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Column 5Think of the person who is most important to you. Put a heart next to each item
which you think would be on that person's list if he/she were making one

Columb 6Draw a pair of lips next to each item that you have told others is important to
you.

Column 7Put the letter "B" next to each item that you would like to do better than you
do it now.

Column 8Out the letter "IT' next to each item that involves some risk (physical or
emotional).

Column 9Imagine that your child is now an adult and making his/her own list. Put a stick
figure next to each item you would want to see on his/her list.

Column 10Indicate the list time you actually did each thing on your list, using your own
symbols (i.e., L.N. for last night; 2 wks ago; etc.)

Note: Not all codings need be used. Others may be a/dded by the facilitator to better address the
needs of the group, etc.
The facilitator asks the group to reflect on all the data on their love lists and to try to formulate

some general statements that can be useful in terms of self-discovery. Some suggestions are:
As a result of this exercise,-
I learned that I ..., I was surprised that I ..., I was pleased that I ..., I was disappointed that

I ..., I plan to .
The facilitator puts the group into pairs to share whatever they are comfortable sharing from

their love lists and/or their learning statements. The sharing should last about 15 minutes,
The facilitator re-forms the large group. Have the participants list together through

brainstorming all of the reasons why they do the things they have put on their lists. The facilitator
records all the reasons on newsprint.

The group then Compares this list of reasons with the reasons why people take drugs.
The group is then asked to discuss their reactions and feelings about the similarities btween

the two sets of reasons. -
THIS IS A LONG ACTIVITY (ABOUT 90 MINUTES). BUT IT IS WORTH EVERY MINUTE. IT IS
EXTREMELY POWERFUL.

Note: The last three steps are optional. The activity can end after the pairs have shared.

Change Index (Good introduction to the film Changing)

Purpose

Frequently, the film CHANGING is used as the first`or second film in the lab, and often the
discussion is not as meaningful as it could be because the group is not yet willing to deal with

.,their real feelings. This activity, is designed to promote a discussion that will be more meaningful
.for everyone by fording the participants to look at themselves in a very real way and make some
connections between themselves and the people in the film.

ocedure (Approximate tim-45 minutes)

Before showing the film, have the participants list five changes whichlhey have made in their
lives in the last three yeara. Then have them code their changes, choosing from among the
following codes (or you can add your own).

Pro professional change
personal change
forced upon me
made by choice

A approval of my change by significant others
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D
disapproval of my change by "others-

S _ ,- - _ __ _ increased my status

DS.
decreased my status

+ or $ , increased or decreased my financial status

+ or T increased or decreased my time with my family

Y or N -
Would you do it again? Yes or No.

After the coding has been completed, ask the grbup members to write one or sever

learned statements based on the information generated in the Change Index.

Provide sharing time (about 15 minutes). Dyads work best.
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One of the main purposes ofihe.Social-Samrnar is-to help build and improve communicatiOW-----
rnong the participants. Basic tommunicatioli skills; once learned and practiced in'the group
ening can find application in the world triat exists for each individual quite apart frdm the

Social Seminar experience itself.
For this reason, the following Section provides "theory" and skill-building activities in th

imPortant realms of effective communications. These include:
1. Listening, hearing, and responding
2. Feedback (reacting and interpreting)
3. Processing (understanding what bps transpired in the_communication process itself)

1.. LISTENING, HEARING AND ,RESPONDING.

During any dtscussion, there exists the possibility that people are talking arid not hearing,
that coMmunication, in fact, has broken down. It ban be due,to heightened tensions, hidden
agendas, and-impatience; among other causes. The end result can be a disjointed, unsuccessful
'discussion.

One of the ways to get a group back on the trqk is to proVide exercises specifically=
designed to sharpen listening and hearing abilities o fdree verbal precision. The following
exercises are designed for that pUrpose.

a Dyad Discussions and Variations

Purpose

To understand the necessity of listening to each other accurately as ppposed to merely
hearing words without comprehension. '

Procedure (Approximate time: 20 minutes)

Divide the group into pairs. Each dyad is then given a topic to discuss and told that each
person must repeat word for word what the other has said before she/he can,speak.

_After 5 minutes, the discussion is stopped and the-paraphrase rule is imposed. The listener
must paraphrase the saaker's statement to the speaker's satisfaction before the listener is
allowed to respond.

After 5 more minutes,_ each dyad is instructed to move on to draw inferences from the
statements of the partners.

After an additionai 5 minutes, the large group is reformed and the experience is processed.

Alternate Formats

This same exercise can be done with a third person who serves as an observer and in errupts
the participants when they do not,properly observe the rules.



1-his exercise can be,done with a third person whose responsibility is that of a nonverbal

behivioribserver. it is'his.job tO interrupt and point out any nonverbal behavior i.e:; tone;

gesture, fadel expressions; etc.).
This exercise can be used with an alter ego, a third person whOse job it is to follow the

discpssion Carefully and, when he finds the need to, put-his\hand on the-shoulder of one person,

thereby-stopping the discussion, and speak what he believes the Person really feels...

The facilitator asks the entire group to discuss a topic (either a controversial issue or a part of

the planned prOgram), instructing -the members ,that no one can Make any cominent until he

paraphrases what was' said by the person speaking before him( After the discussion has )

proCeeded an adequate length of time, the facilitator asks the group members to process their

experience,- attempting to discover what aspects of the ParaphraSe rule helped and/or hindered

-the discussion.

b. Clarifying Lavela of Lis ening and Respcmding.

In orclr to give some concentrated thought to the way we-respond to one another, we have

found it helpful to think in terms of what our response to another person's statement does for

him/her. Basically, a response can encourage a person to explore hher idea or feeling further,

or it can put up a roadblock and stop him/her from:continuing, or i can direct the Attention to

our heeds instead of his/hers. li ,

A model.for observing these kinds of interactions, and one which might help you and your

group understand the communication process a bit better, is offered here.

Level 1: The,Unrelated Response

The unrelated response is one which introduces a subject that is completely differen

the one initiated by the first speaker.
Example: Speaker,1: I,had an accident yesterdayj but fortunately no one was hurt.

Speaker 2: Have you heard that Mary nd Charlie are getting a divorce?

Level 2: The.Tangential Response

The tangentialfesponse is one which picks up'on 'a word or thought contained in the

atement of the first speaker, but which, directs theelisCussion away from the purpose of the first .

speaker. .
Example:. Speaker 1: I had an accident yesterdaY, but fortunately no one was hUrt. .

Speaker 2: Cars are a pain in e neck Mine has been in the shop threei

times in the last 2 months-

Level 3: The Furthering Response

The furthering response is one which, either verbally or nonverbally,.encourages the first

Speaker to continue on with what helshe was saying,

Example: Speaker 1: , I hid an accident yesterday, bUt fortunately no one was hurt:

Speaker 2: Were you on the Beltway when it happened?

LeVel 4: The Feeling Response'

The feeling response is one which focuses in on the feeling expressed or implied in the ,-

statement of the first speaker. Frequently, the second speaker will respond by also expresSing

his/her own feeling while acknowledging the feeling of the other.
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Example: Speaker,1: I had an accident yesterday, Nit forkmately no one waslhur1.
Speaker 2: I can understand why.you are relieved that there were no:

injuries.
There are several general staternents that can be made concerning the levels of respoiso .First, level 1 and level 2 responses shift the focus of the discussiOn frem the first apaatier'to theeeadlid.in effeet, they take the bell away from speaker 1 and therefore are frequently self-

oriented:responses. Level 3 and level 4 responses permit the first speaker to keep the ball, in that,

-he/she is encouraged to continue on With his/her original -point and his/her feelings are,
acknowledged and often accepted.

.

cond, lei/el 3 responses are often in the form of questions, seeking additional informationfrom the Speaker en the subject he/she has initiated.
Third. leVel 4 responsesere always furthering, since they speak directly to the feelings of thespeaker and do not shift the focus away from him/her.
Last there is an implied value judgment in the four leveliOhat is,_levels 3 and*respons

are-better than-lei/4s 1 and 2 responges. This is net always the case. There can be Many
situations-when the most desirable thing 0 person aan do ia to shift the focus away -.from, a
speaker. Perhaps someone his been dominating a dismission. A levell or 2 iesrionse'May be
just theintervention needed to revitalize thegroup and their interaction. What ialnipariant is thatone Mint be aware of the nature of his/her response and use the levels 1 and "2 reeponses'When
they are appropriate.

Additional Examples of Levels of Response

Level 1 The Unrelated Response
Speaker 1: .1 was upset when Mary laughed at the teachees discomfort.
Speaker 2: Are you going to the parly at Jane's house tonight?
Speaker 1:
Speaker 2:
Speaker 1:

The most exciting thing happened to me a few minutes ago!
Did I tell you about the new car I juSt bOught?
I'm really worried about the growing use of drugs in my son's junior high
school,

Speaker 2: Next week our whole family is goina,to New England on a vacation.
Level 2: The Tangential Response

Speaker 1; I was upset when Mary laughed at the teacher's discomfort.
Speaker 2: My math teacher made a mistake in class yesterday and I was the one who

pointed it out to him.
Speaker 1: The most exciting thing happened to me a few minutes ago!
Speaker 2: Let me tell you about the crazy thing I just did; it really tumed me on.
Speaker:I : I'm really worried about the growing use of drug's in my son's junior high

school;
Speaker 2: My daughter has told me that she will neVer use drugs, and I was quite'

relieved to hear her Say that. .

Level 3: The Furthering Response
Speaker 1: I was upset when Mary_laughed at the teacher's discomfort.
S0eaker 2: What had happened to cauSe the teacher td be uncomfortable?
Speaker 1: The most exciting thing happened to me a few minutes ago!

'Speaker 2: Tell me about it. You look so excited, it muSt\ really have been something
special.
I'm really worried about the growing Use----of drugs in my son's junior high
school/

Speaker 2: Do you have any evidence to indicate that drug use there is really
increasing?-

Speaker 1:



Ltvel 4: The Feel
Speaker 1:
Speaker 2:
Speaker 1:
Speaker 2:

Speaker 1:

Speake 2:

ng Response
I was upset when Mary-laughed at the teacher's disco .

I'm really sorry to see you so disturbed. Tell mewha appened.

The most exciting thing happened to me a few min es agol

You look so happy. It must have been a very tnrilli -experience. I'd like to

hear about it.
I'm really worried about the growing use of d s in my son's junior high

school.
That's a very real concern for all of us parents. Areyou worried that possibly

your son has already been experimenting ith drugs?

c. Focus Activity

Purpose

To increase awareness of the kinds of responses one makes to another during a discussion

or conversation, and to encourage the kinds of responses which maintain focus on the-speeker:

/
Procedure (Approximate time: 45 minutes) I

Participants form themselves into tabs. They are to decide who will be seriiaker-1, speaker 2,

and speaker 3. They are then to choose a topic which will be discussed by all three of them

during the actMty. It would be helpful if you suggested some topics such as:

What is friendship to me?
What is success to me?
How I see myself as a man (a woman).

The trios are then to discuss the iSsue a ong themselves, observing the following rules:

RULE OF FOCUS:
Each person in the trio will be the focus of the group for a 5-minute period, diaing which he

will express his/her vieWs on the topic and respond to the questions of his/her partners. If

7 the focus is taken away frorn the speaker, eithec he/she or the other partner must draw this

to the attention of the one who haa shifted the focus, and the focus should be returned to

the designated speaker.

RULE OF_pRAWING OUT:
The two partnerS will at all times attempt to keep the focus on the speaker, using level 3 end

4 responses, clarifying questions, and other techniques. The purpose is tb draw out the

speaker as much as possible and ta provide him/her with maximum opportunity to explore

his/her attitudes and values as they relate to this issue.

RULE OF ACCEPTANCE:

The partners must try to accept the person and his/her statements, even if they do not ag ee

with them. They must work toward maintaining-a nonjudgmental climate at all tithes.

As the faCilitator, you keep time, indicating the end of each 5-minute focus period.

Provide about 3-5 minUtes between focus rounds for the trios to process the round, giving

each other feedback on how-wellthey were feeling. Also, provide additional time after the third

round to process the entire aciiviq'
'Note: The concept of focus can also be emphaeized during a group discussion by having the

facilitator or a group member remain outside of the discussion circle as an observer, holding in

his hand a sign which says FOCUS..



. (Developed by the N.T.L. Institute for Applied Behavioral Science. Reproduced with permission.)

"Feedback" is a way of helping another`person to consider changing his_behavior. It is__ _ _ _ . _ . _

coMmunication to tiPerson (ar group) which giveathat persoh Information about hoW heaffects
others. 'As in a guided missile system, feedback helps an individual keep his behavior "on target"
and thue better achieve-his goals.

,,

Some Criteria for Useful Feedbaak
It Is descrip iva rather than evaluative. ey describing one's own reaction, it leaves th

t he individualto react defensively.
individtial fr o use it or not to use it es he seee fit. By avoiding evaluative language, it reduces
the-need fo

lt is specific rather than general. To be told_that one is "dominating- will probably not be as .

4 ,useful as to be told that "just now when we were deciding the isaue, you did not listen to what
others said, and' I felt forced to accept Your arguments or be attacked by you."

It tikes into account the needs of both the receiver and giver of feedback. Feedback can be
desthictive when it serves-only_our own needs and fails to consider the needs of the person on :

- the receiving end. .

It is directed toWard behavior which .the receiver can do something about Frustration is only
increased when a person is reminded of some shortcoming over which he has no control.

,

It is solicited, rather than imposed. Feedback is most uieful when the receiver has forMulated
the kind of question which those observing him can anewer. , - _..

Ifis well-timed. In general, feedback is most Useful at the earnest opportunityaf ter the given
behavior, depending, of course, on the person's readinese to hear it, suppon available from
others, etc. /(-----"N .,

. It is checked to iniure clear communication. One way of doing this Is to have the receiver try
to rephrase the feedback he has received to see if it correspends to Whafthe sender had in mind.
li When feedback Is given In a training group, both giver and retelver have opportunity to check
the accuracy of the feedback with others In .the group. Is this one man's.IMpression or an,
impression shared by others? .

The "I" Message--One form of Feedback
"I"-Message is a term used by Dr.-Thomas Gordon in his book Parent Effectiveness Training
(1971).

Most of the messages'we send to people about- their behaviot are "you- Messages
, ---

messages that are directed at other persons and have a high-probability of putting them down,
making them feel guilty, making them feel their needs are not important:and genetally making
them resist change. Examples of "you" messages are Usually orders or Commandi (atop doing
that, get info the car, stop tappieg that pencil), or blaming or narne calling statements (you are
-acting like a baby, you are driving, me crazy), or statements that give solutions (you should forget
that idea, you'd better reconsiddr that plan), therebyl removing the respensibility for.behavior
change from the other person. Ferhaps the worst of all "you". messages is the if-then threat (if
you don't ...-then I will ...).

"I" messages,-on the other hand, allow persons who are affected by the behavior of another
tç xpress the impact it has on them and, at the Sarne time, leave the responsibility for modifying
the behavior with the person who demonstrated that particular behavior. An "I" message
consists-of three parts: (1) the specific behavior, (2) the resulting feeling you experienced, and (3
the tangible effect on you. Thus, a teacher might say to a student:

(1) When you tap on your \desk with your pencil, (2) I feel Upset (3) because I getAlstracted
and havadifficulty teaching.
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A wile mightsay.to her. husband:
(1) When I try td help you and you.don't say anything, (2) I feel confused (3) because don't

_

know how you.feel about my help.
In effect the "I" Message allowa the sender to implicitly sal/ "I trust yotytti decide vkhat

change in behavior is necessary." In this manner, "I" messages build relationships and, equally

importantly, they do not place the sender in the_ Position .0 enforcing' a new behavior as
.

requently the case with "you" messages discussed in the foregoing.
In order to understand and use the .1" message effectively, people should be givena hence

o practice. Below we have listed a few statements you_might like to Use with your group. (You

will.probably be able to think of more suitable ones.) Concentrated practice works beet in dyads.

After practicing for about 15 minuies, you might want to suggest to the group' that they ;ntegrate

ihia form of feedback into the group's ongoing activities. Be a role'model yourself. \

A guidance counselor or administrator has provided you with some insights about a student

you are having difficulty with.
The teacher next door to_you-often comes into your-room after school and cOmments 'about

hOW messy your students are..
An administrator observes your classroom anct-gets involved in helping some of your students

with their work.
Your daughter or son consistently leaves his/her room in shambles.
Your' husband/wife/roomrgate refuses to share the household chores.

Your parents offer to loan you some money to make a downpayment on a new house.

Your principal has arranged a seriee of workshops which have been very practical for you.

A neighbor has borrowed a lawnmower and has failed to retUrn it.

A close friend has listened to you explain a difficult problem that you are currently facing.

Another-teacher has helped you work on a special curriculuni-Unit.

'An aunt keeps telling you that you are raising your children all wrong.

A parent accines you unjustly of discriminating against her child in, yoUr class,

One of your students always seems to say, "This is boring, I don't want to do it.'

At a meeting with students and faculty members; one teacher keeps interrupting the students

when they try to speak.
Two students are constantly cutting ,each other dciWn during your cla

A student is'running down the hall. .

A A group of students have stayed after class to continue to talk to you about the subject of the

class.
Your son/daughter keeps putting off househOld chores.

Your sister keeps borrowing your favorite sweater without asking.
. .

,

Your husband/wife/mother/father doesn't seem interested .in helping You' with an iMPcirta

project.
.A teacher has done a great job of explaining a particularly cliff!

You are,making your third call to the telepoone company In a

phone they agreed to install 1 month ago.

Afriend (of the oPposite sex) keeps assuming that yoieri "justlike-all Men (or Women)."

your best friend told soineone else-something you told her/him in confidence.

An acquaintance borrowed some`money and has not paid it-baak.

You take your car back to a mechanic for the third-Ernebecause it 'still isn't fixed

Your father has baked your favorite desdertfor no special reason.

The teacher who is hext door to you watched your Class for you one

late.
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You-sind 'a friend'are organizing a party. The friend doesn't do his/her agreed upon task.
You come home from school all excited about something and no one seems interested in
listening to you.
You've spent a day with your family and yoU've really enjoyed it.
Your aunt keeps telling you how to'do something you already know how todo.

PROCESSING'

!rocessing is a skill that is very important to understanding the kinds of communication
taking place In 'a groop..lt is a technique used after an activity or a discussion to underatand
exactly what took place. Process discussions focus on how the individuals in the group
communicated with each other instead of what content they communicated. individuals reflect
upon their actiong, how.they conthbuted to (or hindered) communication, 'how they affected
each -other on the personal level. A discussion which focuseS on the "process" instead of the
"content" provides participants a way in which they are able to look at the interaction within the
group, and the roles being played by individuals in this interaction. (See Section ll of the
Reiource KitAids for Facilitating a Groupfor more information on what to observe in a group .

and a listing of group roles.)
Often in structared activities and discussions it is helpful for the group to have one

pahicipant act as the-"process observer." In this wa9, ihe group can- continually check itself (and .

remind itself) that they are in the midst of an interaction, an exchange, and that it is helpful to be
aware of what is taking place'in that exchange. We provide here aprocess observer form"

. which will help the observer(s) record the interactions of your group.
/

Note's to the Pmcess Observer/ ed
greup discussion which will be taking place. You wthe ill not be 'able to fulfill your task and
As a Process observer, you are charg with thetask of being "the fly on the wall" during

participate in the discussion at the same time. Because You will obviously have things you wish
to contrihute to the discussion, feelings that you wish to express, you must expect to feel some
sense of frustration in ybur task. You may find some consolation in the thought that your role is a
critical one in the learning process, both yours and the members of the groUp, for you are thei
one who will be in a position to provide feedback to the group concerning 'what went on (what
actually happened) during their discussion. It is therefore important foryou to observe as
Carefully and as analytically as you can, taking enough notes to provide you with specific
examples for feedback. The following form will facilitate your task.

PROCESS OBSERVATION FORM

1. Which individuals in the group did most .of the talking?
2. To whom was the talk directed?
3. What did the group talk abotit?,(Jot down examples)
4. Did the discussion focus on the cognitive domain (content) or the affective doMain (feelings)?

(Jot down examples) ".

5. What interventions were made? By whom? What was their effect?
6. Did-any of the group members help the grouo work well? Who? How?
7. Did any grouP members interfere with.the working of the group? Who7,How?
8. How would you describe the climate of the group?

,Cohesive
Tense
Hostile
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Open
Supportive:
PassiVe
Other

9. What feelings did you experience in your role as process observer?

Role PlayinglSimulation ExerciseCreating a New. Experience and Processing the Interaction

Role playing offers an individual a unique learning, exberiencea chancatcpwalk around in ,

someone else's shoes, to be someone else and understand how it feels. A major part of the

success of a role playing exercise is the processing that takes place- afterwards. To talk about the

feelings and actions experienced in a structured role play is a very concrete way to focus a grotip

on process instead of content
Role playing can be a particularly effective tool to use after your group has viewed a film-or

had a discussion, and you want to:

Resolve conflict situations (i.e, Participants don't seem-to be hearing-those who disagree wIth

them; have them -be" the other person's role.)

Explore the dynamics of a particular human relationship (Create a here-and-now experience

showing certain -roles" reacting to each other.)_

Generate ideas about alternative wayS of responding to situations..

When you introduce your group tci rolaplaying; you might want to give them a few suggestion's:
-.-

'Take the activity seriously. While at the beginning the role May feel awkward, if people stay in

their roles, this uneasiness will soon disappear.

Be flexible in your role. While initially most of the responses of the characters will probably be

stereotyped, participants need to be reminded that they are still people who can respond and be

moved by what is said to them.
Have the participants wear name tags of their characters during, the role play, but have them

-removed before the wrap-up (processing) begins. This will help tnem get into and out of their

roles more easily.
You may want to ask certain Oeople to play particular roles (e.g., a student to be the mother of

a teenager; in long role plays, it can be important for verbal people to have the central roles). But

if you are asking for volunteers, suggest thatparticipants might wish to choose roles which are

reversals of their own. A minister might become a police chief, a school board member might-

become a student, a llberak might become a conseriative.
or.

You may ask them to c_ se roles similar to theirs, but respond to the roles in a-different

behavior.pattent. The more aggressive might become 'more retiring, the more serioUs

,beaome more fun-loving.
or

Ask them to choose roles they think they would enjoy.

-For longerrole plays (sUch as a simulation game) -encourage participants to bring any aids

that will hel0 them, get int) their rolesa uniform for the police chief, a-Coat and tie for the

school board member, etc.
The most important element of role playing is the processing, afterwards. You can help

participants get in touch with-what happened during the exercise by asking them to reflect on

such questions as:

Dicri try any behaviors that weren't typical for me? How did others respond to them?

Wnat went on inside_ me compared to what was going on on the outside?'

How did I feel about doing things I normally don't do or being someone I normally am n
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ustration:-_

ajipineSS
, power,.

Spa cuter . on or uation creatc

confusion
fear
uselessness

a ion me Did I experience:

inadeqUacy
Satiefaction
Su'ecoss

-How did I iespond,to these feelings? Did rnY feelings a my_behavior in any way?
Itquestions alone don't open up the processing, you might want to'use a more concrete tool ,

16'help,thim verbalize the role playing experience:
,

67 Have participants individually (1) drave e'ckcle on a sheet:of paper;(2) diVide the circle Into :1

ituadrants, (3)',Write one feeling they experienced dunng the activity -in, eaC'h:qudrent. Then use_

thes4iiiiing- Circles es a :spit ngboa rd' for'prOceSsing.
Have each role player ivrite an 71 learned" stateMent-7'',From being (this character) Ileamedf.-
ai I : . or beoame aware that I . or "I was pleased to discoVer that,I .,"

t.lwas uncomforlable to find tha . ." - I.
Other devices can be Wed to trigger the processing. 5ometimes groups will siidntineOusly

begin proCesting on their own. At other times you will'need tb help them. Whichever; remember
that processing is a very important step in the learning continuum.-

7 7
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STRPOTURKI ACtrVITIES:

Structured,activities are Activities specifically designed to increase awareness of forces at

work in agroup. They can be games to focus on such natural forces as lethargY-and_happiness.

Or they can be activities.a facilitator can use with a group to_draw Out needs and Concern&

Such tasks, 'often accomplished under structures of time, rules and/or resources are based

upon the premise that One learns a principle best (and becomes more aware of-the interactions

associated with that principle) by experiencing it in action instead of merely hearing it expleined:

In this section, we have provided samples of structured activities which can be used forihe

following purposes:
1. Needs assessMent
2. Start-ups and energizers
3. Teem building
4. Closure

a. Daily closures
b. Action planning (task closure)

Reentry

1 NEEDS ASSESSMENT ACTIVIT1E

There are numerous ways to find Out what individuals and groups feel their needs (goal&

desires, hopes, concerns, objectives, etc.) are. The following suggestions range from cra-0 that

will take very little timOo others_that take a greater investment-of time. Which'td use will depend

largaly on how much time is available A greater sense of involvement is predictable with the

larger time investment.

a. Hand-In Needs (10 minutes)

Have the group meMbers individually write down what each would like to gat out of the

experience. These can be short or long lists. Theri collect them and put them together on

newsprint (You can do this "synthesizing" while the grdup is Clcing another activity; if You do

this, be sure to ieport back to them by placing the needs on newsprint and going over them with

the group.)
,

b. Incomplete Sentences (10 minutes

Have the group individually complete these sentences. When each person has 'completed

'them, the responses can be transferred to newsprint and posted.,
(1) This week will be a success when I

(2). This week will be a failure unless,I
(3) This week i Wode that I
Make up your own!

c. Self-Group-Communiti Needs (15 minutes)

Have each person write down responses to the following three categories:
1) -Things each personally wants to get out of this experience.
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(2) Things each feels the group itself (agency, institution, school, etc needs to get out ofthis experience
(3) Things each feels histher community needs.
Place the needs on newsprint in front of the group.

,

d, Brainstorming Needs (15 Minutes)

This is an attempt to get as many needs posted before the group as possible. PrOvide thegroup with the following rules about brainstorming:
-(1) Call out any need you feel the group should deal with.(2) The group won't stop to discuss or evaluate ttem----just get them down.The facilitator will write them down as the members of the,group call them Out.

QueStions Exchange (30 minutes)
Ask each person to write down some questions he/she would honestly like to have answeredduring thisession. Then organize into groups of three people and have them take tuMs asking aquestion. As one asks a qUestion, the other two beconie "experts," giving the best answer theycan (or either can pass). No one is to answer hisiher own questions. Aok the groups to jot downeach question on newsprint as they talk. At the end of the exerCiSe, the groups will hav6recorded their curiosities.

f. Are You Ready to Work Hard? (60 minutes)!

Ask the group individually to write down as many ne ds as each can think of for thisexperience. Then pair them up and ask them to combine the two lists'into one, operating undertwo rules:
(1) Be concise. (Really try to combine two similar statements into one that covers both ofthem.)
() Be inclusive. (But don't leave anything out; the final product sheuld include everythingyou started with.)
Inform them at the beginning that once the- pairs have accomplished their tasks, two groupswill then work together under the same rules. Then two groups of four will combine. And so on:Also explain that when they start feeling tired of the process, they are free to grab a piece ofnewsprint and record their.list for posting. They have the freedom to do this 'as individuals, pairs,quartets, or conceivably the entire group may end up with one all-inclusive list of needs. Oncethe initial pairs start operating, you as facilitator should move around and 'combine pairs as soonas they are ready; then combine quartets, etc. Always ask,'"Are you ready for newsprint?" at thepoint of combination.

2;START-UPS A+ND ENERGIZERS
Start-ups

The activities suggested below are generally helpful in at least three .ways;a. As ice breakers
b. AS helps for the participants to get to know each otherc. To help identify group members as possible future resourcesAnd besides, these activities are fun. This list is just a beginning, and the length of your oliinlist will grow wrth yaur experience.

(1) Paired introductions.-

Each person meets and' gets to know one other person and in tumintroduces'his/her partnerto the entire group.



(2) Dyad (pair) and Quart

Same as above, but instead of introducing the partner to the entire group, he/she introduces

him/her to another dyad.

3) One-minute AUtobiography

Break into groups of a dozen or so. Each person is given 1 minute tO tell about him/her self.

Use a timekeeper, and don't let anYone go over 1 minute. Restrictions can be set as to what can

be talked .about (e.g., nothing about job, family, home town, hobbies). These restrictions enable

the participants to get right to attitudes and values.

(4) Depth-unfolding Process

Use this activity in small groups, because it takes 5 minutes per person. The leader should

disclose first, to aid in greup comfort. In the first 3 minutes,-tell what has brought you to this

point in your life. One minute is used to describe your happiest moment. The last minute is used

to answer questions from others.

(5) Structured introduction

In-dyada small gro4, or in the large group, participants can talk about their happiest

moment, write their own epitaphs write a press release about themselves, etc.-

(6) Life Map

Each person draws on newsprint with crayons or magicsnarke

using stick figures and symbols,

(7) Name Circle

picture of h her life,

The leader begint by stating the name of the person to his/her right and then adding his/her

own name. ("This is John, and my name is Sue.") The persOn on the leader's right repeats the

leader'aname, his/her own name, and adds the name of the person seated to hialher right (My

mine IS John, that's Sue, and this is Rita.) Rita then continues the Oattern by adding the name of

the person on her right (My name is Rita. That's See and John, and this is Mark) Thia process is

'repeated around the entire circle.

8) ,Sandwich Boards

Each person writes on a sheet 9f newsprint "Things I Know" (about the content and

purposes of the lab, areas of personal expertise, etc.). On a second sheet of newsprint he/she

writes "Things I Want To Know." The sheets are joined With tape, sandwich board style, and the

participants (wearing their sandwich boards) mill around, nonverbally identifying resoerces and

getting to know one another.

(9) Sentence Completions

A prepared list of incomplete sentences (i.e., Anyone who smokes in front of his/her

children. . ) is Completed by each member of the group or in small grpups.

(10) Name Tag Activity

Each participant is given either a 4" X 6" index card or a piece of construction paper the

same size.
In the center of the name tag, the' person writes his/her first name in large letters.

The facilitator then gives the following directions for completing the rest of the name tag:
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In the Upper left-hand corner of the name tag, write the names of .tWo people Who,have had 1
the most Influence on you as a professional. For example, if you are a teacher, you'iright wan to

, list the two people-who have most influenced your_ philosophy of teaching, your teaching
methods, etc..

In the upper right-hand comer, write the_name_of the_ place where yoti_spent the_happiest
period of your life. This period cduld be 2 days, 2 months, 2 years, but should ,be the perfod Mien .

you feel you were the happiest.
Draw a line under the name of the place you have just written and write the name of the pl

you would choose to go for a week on vacation, for pleasure, etc. Money is no object.
In the lowerleft-hand corner, write the completion of the following sentence: -Life is a

cafeteria in which I. .

In the lower right-hand corner, write two values that you.hold.
Scattered anywhere on the name tag, write five words which tell something about whit you

love to do or about you as a person. All five words rriust end in lag. For example, you might write
teaching, caring, loving, swimming: etc.

.o
After the name tags have been completed, the group mina around nonverbally, inspecting

the name tags of the ethers. The participants might want to Shake hands with someone; pat his/
her shoulder, or in some other way greet one another. T is, however, is not required.

The facilitator might move eight froni the nonverbal yixing Into a series of trio eichanges.
Participants are to walk around and choose two otherfrith whom they would like to talk. When
the groups are formed, they-are=giVen a topicto. disc- It IS Sometimes helpful for the first
round to give choices. Two examples might be: (1) iscusssomething In your professiOnal
experien6e in thelecent past (say 2-3 months) that as made yciu feel very good, or (2) discuss
something hiving to do with a friend which maere--- olj feel good..

After 10 minutes, direct the participants to foØii new trios. Each person in the trio is given a
number 1, 2, or 3:The 1's stay seated and raise ir hands. The 2's and 3's stand.up, raise the
number of fingers corresponding to their numbers over their heads. They then seek out new
partners. The 2's look for a 3, and vice versa. When a,2 and a 3 have paired pp, the\t look for a 1
to complete their-trio.

buring this selection process the facilitator might want to make the participants aware of
the diff---.-ce between a -picker- and a "pickee- and encotirage \then"' tO decide what they

. -
normally are and 'then possibIrtry Nit the other behavidr just to see what it feels like to be a
pickee instead of a picker (or vice Versa).

A new topic is now assigned kir the 10-minute discussion period. One suggestion is to have
-each discuss a major decision in hisiher life that each has made or is in the process of-making
and 'to talk about the prodess that he/she went through in making this decision, the altematives
and consequences'considered,. as well as hisiher feelings about it now. .

After 10 minutes, new trios are formed,ysing the same prOcedure, except the 2's or the 3's
should'remain seated while the other two move off to find nemi partners. A sliggested topic for
the third exchange is to_ditcuss one of the two values listed on the'name tag and to tell how
each person is attempting to live this value, or implement it in his/her life.

Energizers

These simple and enjoyable games can serve a variety of purposes. The most obvious is that
if uied the first thing in .the mcfning; immediately after lunch or even after a rather lengthy
discussion, they help,the group to "wake up- and become energized for the work to'follow. They,.
also provide an opportunity for the group to functiOn togeiher in a light activity which is,
generally nbrithreatening.:In addition,' the aalvity itself can be processed after it-has been
completed, providing another opportunity for the group, or the indMduals, to become aware of

,the feelings and behaviors of others. And lastly, the importance of simply having fun is
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.sometimes-.fprgotten in a task-orien ed group, .
and these activities provide the kind 'of break '

whicil all .of US:raced...

Burnpety-BLimp-Brp

.-- Thegroup-forma' a circle,and each person makes sure-he/she-knows the name of the:person -7-
on,either side of him/her. One person goes to the center of the circleand begins to walk slowly .

around the-inside-of-the bkrcle, fading each person as he/she passes-. At any point, he/she may
. stop in front of a person, Point to him/her, and say, -right bumpety-bump-bump;'..or -left,

bumpety-bump-bump." By the time hi/she has_ completed this statement, the person-chosen
Must say the name of the person to hisTher right or left, depending on the direction given. If the
name is given correctly before the "pointer" has completed the statement, the "pointer'
continues around the cirdle, choosing someone else; if the-name is notgiven in time or is (lien
incorrectly, the person become:It" arid.the -pointer" joins the circle. i

Making a Machine
I/ 1

/Thegroup leader should explain to the group that any machine _is made up of a variety.o
oving parts, some of,which even make noise. The group will make a machine of their oytn b

-ach person becoming one of the moving parts. One person starts by geirig to the cyter of
circle and making some sort of movement with his/her hands, legs, body, etc.. HeJshe may-als

make any noise which he/she deems approprtate. A second-group membe..r dan_thenjoin him/ e
in the-center of the circle and add a movement of his/her choide; thismioveMent shOuld be
_Onsequerice of the first person's mOvement (as one gear moves,anbther). One by one,-the ottier
members,of the group add on to the machine in any way ti:at-they wiSh until all group members\
aro a part of the machine. The group leader can therugive the machine directions to slow down,.1
speed up, etc.

Tiger-Gun-Man

This is a variation of the old rock-scissors-paper game that most peopleplayed when they
were children. The group' ia divided into two teams, which stand in a line f ding one another,
with a space of about 5 feet in between. The teams huddle and decide if th are_to be a tiger, a

man, or a gun. This decision should be made very quickly. They then form e line again, and on
the signal of the leader, each person in the line makes-The sound and mo ement which is
appropriate for the choice they have made. If they are the tiger, they would unge forward (as if
clawing) and growl viciously; if they are a man, they would assume a Mr. A erica pose, showing
their muscles; if they are a gun, they should point and shout, "bang." If bo h tearne Make the
same choice, it is a draw. Otherwise, the.tiger beats the man, the gun beats the tiger, and the
man beats the gun.

How Do You Like Your Neighbor?

The group ia Seated in chairs in a circle. The leader stands in the center of the circle. Each
group member, including the leader, is given a number. The leader walks around the circle,
stops, and asks a rinember the question, "Do you like your. neighbbisr There are two possible:i

_
responses. If he/she say/a, "Yes," everyone in the group,- including the leader, rriust run for
anotherchair. The person who 'is left without a chair after the scramb(e becomespie leader for-

, .

the next round. The person may also say, "No, I. doret like My neighbor. I would rather,havp
numbers 6 and 9 for My neighbors." He/she may call out any two numbers of other group_
members that he/she wishes. The two people whose numbers are called get up and move to take.
the seats en either side of him/her. The two people who have been sitting next to him/her, as' well
as the leader, must scramble far the two seats vacated by those whose numbers are called.\ The
person who-ends up without a chair becomes the leader for the next round..



Swat

All group members are seated on chairs-in a circle; the leader is seated on a chair in thecenter of the circle. The leader has a roll,offolded 'newspaper secured with a rubber band. He/She gets up and walks around the circle until he/she chooses a person and swats him/her on theleg (it must be bejow the knee) with his/her swatter. The leader must then run back to his/herchair, place the swatter on the chair, and run to sit down in the chair of the person he/she hasjust swatted. Meanwhile, the swattee gets up and runs to the.center chair to get the swatter pndtries to swat the leader below the knee before he/she can sit down in the chair. If the leadthrows the swatter to try to get it on the chair and it falls on the floor, the leader must try tOreplace it on the chair. Howeyer, if the sw ee can, /she may grab it and swat the leader withit, so it is not always an advantage for the le r t ry to toss the swatter rather than placing iton the chair. If the leader is seated before the ether person_can swat him/her, the sWatteebecomes the leader. If the-leader is swatted before he/she can sit down, he/she continues as
leader.

The Milling Assassin

'This is a nonverbal exercise. The group leader must choose one person to become theassassin. This is done by having all the group members stand in a circle with their hands behindtheir backs. He/she will touch one person on the wrist, and that person is designated aS theassassin, but no one else in the group will know who it is. After the leader has completed theentire circle, the group members begin to mill around, shaking hands with everyone they pass.This must be done nonverbally. The assassin will also mill Around and shake hands, butwhenever helehe wants to, he/she markill" someone by shaking hands and extending his/herfinger topuch the wrist of the person with whom he/she is shaking hands. The victim will waitabout 1Cfseconds and then -die" by falling to the floor and making appropriate noises. Thegroup will have tb try to diScover the identity of the assassin. When one person feels that he/shews who the aseessin is, heishe becomes the declarer and says, "I know Who the assassin is."fore can name.anyone, another member of the grobp must volunteer to become his/herbacker. Then the declarer will say, "The assassin is John." His/her backer must agree with thi-choice. If he/she does, and if John is indeed the assassin, the garneis over for that round and theprocess must be started again. If, however, John.is not the assassin, then both the declarer andthe backer must die. The game then continues. If the backer refuses to agree with the declarer'schoice of assassin, then the game continues with no response from John as to whether he is oris not the assassin.

3. TEAM BUILDING

A group needs,to develop a sense of cooperation and trust among its members it is tofunction constructively together as a unit Certain kinds of structured activities can be used,almost as games, to bUild these elements in a group. And the discussions after the activitiee canlead to an understanding of how trust and cooperation are built within a "team"; thisunderstanding can then become part of the ongoing learning experience of the group.In the next few pages we have provided some activities which you might want to use in yourgroup. Ikemember, though, that everything that happens within' a group affects its sense oftogetherness. The activities .here find their worth by drawing attention to specific feelings andactioni that contribute to (or hinder) growth within a-group.
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a. The Squares Game: An Experiment in Cooperation

(This game was originally developed by the NTL Learning Resources Corporation.)

Purpose

To help persons become more sensitive to the way in which their behavior may help or hinder

joint problem solving.

Procedure (Approximate time: 45 minutes)

Before the group gathers, prepare a set of squares and an instruction sheet for each group

of five participants. (See below for directions on making the set of squares and content of the

instruction sheets.)

Divide the participants into groups of 5 and seat each group at a table supplied with a set of

envelopes and an instruction sheet.

Ask that the envelopes be opened only on signal.

Begin the exercise by asking what cooperation means. List on the board the requirements for

cooperation. For example:
--Everyone has to understand the problem.

-Everyone needs to believe he can help.

-Instructions need to be clear.
-Everyone need tO think of the other person as well as himself.

Describe the experiment as a puzzle that can be solved only by cooperation. Read the

instruction sheet aloed; point out that each table has a reference copy of the instruction sheet.

Then give the signal to open_the envelopes.

When all or most of the groups have finished, call time and discuss the experience.

The Puzzle
A puzzle set consists of five envelopes containing

pieces of stiff paper cut into patterns. The

patterns can be put together to form five 6-inch squares. They will form these five squaresonly in

the combination shown in the diagram. You, as the group facilitator, will prepare the materials

and distribute them in five envelopes (one for each member of a group) as indicated below. The

task of the group is then to reconstruct the five 6-inch squares,
sharing the pieces among each

other.

Prepafing the Puzzle

Mark the five 6-inch squares of cardboard as shown above. (Pencil the s all letters in lightly;

you will want to erase them later.)

Cut the squares apart, making each letter an individual piece.

Mark five envelopes with the capital letters "A" throegh "E".

Separate the pieces of cardboard in the following way:

Envelgpe Aj, h, e
B-7-a, a, a, c

Dd, f
Eg, b, f, c

Take each envelope.and its pieces of cardboard, erase the small lettergyou have lightly

Oenciled on the pieces, and replace that small l tter with the capital letter of the envelope into

which it is to be placed. (This will make it easy tàptit the pieces back in the right envelope gine

end of the game so that they are ready to use the next time:)
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Preparing the Puzzle:

Preparing e Instruction Sheets

The instittction sheets (one foreach group of five participants) should re,01 as follows:
-Each peribn,shoeild have an envelope containing pieces for forming squares. At.the signal,

the task of the groLigils'ito form five sqUares of equal size. The task is not comple ntil everyone
has before him/her a perfect square and all the squares are the same size. Th_ o a e the rules:

1. No member may speak.
2. No mernber may signal in any way that he/she wants a card. Nor can he/she take a card

from'another participant.
1 Members may give cards to others."

As_you can see, these rules put limits on the group which will require each to be aware of the
needs of the other group members, and cooperate in_constructing the final product (five equal
squares). Each group will have the added incentive that they are competing against the other
groups in the room. This competition will add an element of urgency to the a9tivity. When you
later talk about the activity, you will want to have the group reflect upon, among other things,
how their desire to cooperate with one another was influenced by the pressure of time
(competition to finish first).

b. Risk Taking/Trust Building Activities

Purpose

To help build cr-nesiveness within the group and to help develop a sense of trust among
individuals.
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Procedure

General rules for all risk taking/trust building activities include the ollowing:

No activity should ihvolve any greater risk than the least comfortable person can bear, but

should involve enough risk to make the rewards wdrthwhile.
All such activities should be appropriately designed for the specific group. As facilitator, you

peed to know your group fairly well before you move them into risk-taking activities.

Processing the experience afterwards is of utmost importance.

Below are listed,a few activities you may wish to use with Your group:

Trust FallPartners stand, one with his/her back turned. With his/her arms extended sideways,

he/she falls backwards and is caught by the partner. Reverse roles and repeat.

Trust WalkOne partner closes his/her eyes and is led around blind, through and over things.

Reverse roles and repeat.
Trust RunOutside, one partner closes his/her eyes and is led by the other in a vigorous run.

Reverse roles and repeat.
Tug,of-war---Partners imagine a line between them on the floor and have a tug-of with an

imaginary rope. One partner is to be pulled across the line.

Mirroring--Partners stand facing each other. One becomes the mliror image of the other's

bodily movements With hands in front, palms toward partner, they move expressively. Then

reverse roles and repeat.
Circle PassGroup participants stand in a tight circle. A volunteer or participant who wants to

develop additional trust in the group is rolled around inside the circle. He/she may be thrown

from side to side.
MachineOne at a time each participant stands up and irriktates a machine, using body for

active parts and voice for machine-like sounds. After one per-Son is up, the next goes up and

links to the first as if he/she is an additional part of the machirle, etc. The facilitator can ask the

machine to quicken or slow down.
Eye7contact ChainParticipants form two lines, facing each other, about a Ord apart. They

hold hands, and the persons at the two ends hold hands. This forms a chain similar to a bicycle

chain. Without talking, look the person opposite you in the eyes. When the group feels ready,

everyone takes one step to the right. Look the next persdn in the eyes. Take another step to the

right. Continue until you return to your/original position,

Personal InterviewDyad membr interview each other. A rale of thumb should that any

question one person asks, h she s ould be willingto- answer. Each person has the right to

decline to answer any quegon with which he/she feels uncomfortable.

c. Lettgr Game

Purpose

To build a sense of -togetherness," working as a team on a task.

Procedure

(Approxiyriate time-1 hour)
Have- people divide into groups of at least four.

iWc each person to think of hip/her favorite-letter of the alphabet. Then give everyone a sheet

of paper and ask each to draw the letter in the most perfect way for that letter to be drawn..

A fter each person in the group has finished drawing his/her letter, allow time for people to

share their letters, explaining different characteristics of the drawing and the letter, using the first

person, such as, "I am an L. I am light and lyrical and tall.-
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After the sharing, each group must make up a word with their combined letters. (The word
should be a brand new word.) Then ask them to.develockadictionary-type_definitiontbr

Once a definition has been decided upon, each group must figure out a way to present its
word to the rest of the groups by acting out the definition. Each group, in turn, then presents its
word to the total group.

d. Unequal Resources

Purpose

To proVide an opportunity to observe and experience the impact of unequal resources on
individuals and groups- and to become aware of the processes involved .in bargaining for
resources

ss\hi Briefly, this activity involves dividing the participants-into 8'groups all of whom must
ccomplish the same tasks, but each group vi ill have only part of the resources needed to

accomplish them. The groups must then bargain among themselves to share materials. The eight
-, groups will be organized into two clusters of four groups each. The two clusters Will be

competing against each other, while at_thesametimeall_eight_gmuPs-arecompeting-individually
among themselves. In other words, there will be two levels of winnersthe individual group
winners and the cluster Winners (the first of the two clusters to have all four groups finish the
tasks). s:.,- .,
Preparati?n ahead of time

Gather together the following materials:
8 iarge envelopes

-A_ pairs of scissors
2 rtilifS---

10 paper clips
_ _4 pencils

2 bottles of glue
4 felt-tipped markers
4 4"-squares of red-Construction paper
4 4"-squares of white construction paper

34 sheets of construction paper (8%" x 11") in the following colors:/6 blue, 8 white, 10 gold,
6 green, 2 red, 2,purole

Prepare 4 UNEQUAL RESOURCES TASKS SHEETS which read as %follows:
-"1. Make a x 3" square of white paper:-

2. Make a 4" x 2 rectangle of 'gold paper.
3. Make a 4-link chain, each link a different color.
4. Make a T-shaped piece (3" x in green and white paper.
5.-Make a 4" x 4" flag, in any three-colors.

The first group to complete all tasks is the winner. You are also a member Of a cluster of
four teams; your cluster becomes a winner when all four groups within the cluster have
finished all tasks listed above. Your group may bargain with any other group for the use of
materials and tools to complete the tasks on any mutually agreeable basis.-

Prepare 2 UNEQUL RESORCEZ TASK SHEETS which read as follows:
5

-The first.task iz tu konstrukt a SkWar uv wyt paper meshuring thre.inchez bi thre inchezend
mak a rektanglwich meashua for inches bi tu inchez uv gold-konatrukshen paper and bild a
for link paper chane konsisting uv for interkonekted luups ech uy a difrent kuler
kunstruksKun paper linked-tugether and mak a kapitul T uv green and Wyt paper the riz to
be fiv inchez hi verlikle and thre inchez wyd akros the top and mak a for bi for inch flag in
ane thre kulerz of kunstrukshun paper.
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"The first grup to kumpleet-al tasks iz the winr yur also a membr uv a kluster of for teems

_yurldustr_becurnzawinrwen_al for_grupes_within the_k(ustr_hav finished al tasks listd ubuv

yur grupe ma bargin with ane uthr grupe for the uze uv matearifiliand tüléItü ktirnoleet tlfe-

tasks on ane mutually ugreebl basiz."
Separate the above resources and tasks sheets into the large envelopes as follows:

Group V---Make 2 group I envelopes one for each cluster), each including the following: 1

pair of scissors, 1 ruler, 5 paper clips, 2 pencils, 2 4"-squares of red paper, 2 4"-inch

squares of white paper, 1 UNEQUAL-RESOURCES TASK SHEET

Group IIMake 2 group Il envelopes (one for each cluster), each including the following: 1

pair of scissors, 1 bottle of glue, six 81/2"x 11" sheets of paper (2 blue, 2 white, 2

gold), These 2 groups will_receive no task sheets.

Group IIIMake 2 group Iltenvelopes (one for each cluster), each including the following: 2
felt-tipped markers, six 81/2- x 11" sheets of paper (2 green, 2 white, 2 gold), 1

UNEQUAL RESOURCES TASK SHEET.

Group 1VMske 2 group IV envelopes (one for each cluster), each including the following: 5

sheets of 81/2" x 11" paper (1-green, 1 gold, 1 blue, 1 red, 1 purple), 1 phonetic

task-sheet (UNEOULRESOTICEZ TASK SHEET)._

Provide table and chairs for each grocip. These should be placed far enougti away from each

other so that each group's bargaining position is not betrayed by casual observation.

Procedure: (Approximate time: 1-hour)

Ask groups to be seated at their individual tables and distribute an envelope of materials to

"each group. (Make sure that groups I-IV are each represented in the clusters.)

Ask the groups not to open their materials until they are signaled to begin. Explain that each

group has different materials but that 311 groups are expected to complete the same tasks.

Explain that they may bargain for the use of materials and tools in any way that is mutually

acceptable. Emphasize that the first group to complete all tasks is the winner. Also explain that

each group is a member of a cluster and that all groups within a cluster must finish all tasks in

order to win at the cluster level.
Give the signal to begin and attempt to observe as much group and bargaining behavior as you

can, so you can supply some feedback during the final phase. (If you are having other

participants act as process observers, it is best to assign observers to specific groups in order to

ensure that there can be more useful feedback to the groups later.)

Stop the process when group and cluster winners have been declared and the other groups _s
have been allowed to complete-ongoing tasks.

',During the discussion, the participants may make process observations concerning utilization

of resources, sharing, bargaining, and competition, using the facilitator and other process.

ObserverS as outside consultants to supply feedback on individual and grdup.behavior.

You may alter the complexity of tasks and distripution of resources to fit many different kind

of groups and age levels. This experience is appropriate for children as well as adults. When it

being used as a teaching tool, analogies may be drawn between this experience and how

minority groups.or underdeveloped nations relate to those with power.

e. Tower,Building

(This activity was originally developed by the NTL Learning Resources Corporation.

Purpose

To examine the processes of group task handling and deciiionmaking when they are done

underthe pressures of time and competition.
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Procedure

Appiiñiàt_ time-4yro 20-minute periods)
Divide the group into groups of seven and designate two observers for each.Provide 'each group with th'e following materials (and nothing else):6 pieces of thin cardboard (size of newsprint)

20 manila file folders
'/4 math each of several colors of art paper (8' 'x11")3 newspapers and 2 magazines (any size)
1 ball of string
1 roll,of masking tape
1 role of scotch tape
4, pieces of tissue wrapping paper

*Describe the task to be accomplished in the next 20 minu es. The task is to build a tower whichbest characterizes each group. The rules are as follows:
(1) Tower must be free-standing.
(2) Time alloWed for building will be exact. There will e_afrrniaute-warning-signal7and=aTdWiifTfii end of the period. For each second taken over the timelimit, a point will be deducted from the score,(3) Observers may not participate and mustremain silent.'(4) Constructions.will be judged by outside architectural experts (the observers).Give a signal for the groups to begin tower building; and give the appropriate warning-signalsin due course.

Have the judges, without asking questions of any members of the groups, establish a rankorder of the constructions on the basis of originality, creativity, use of materials, and themessage received..
*During thi second 20-minute period, have the observers for each group summarize thediscussion and the action in their groups.
yin the discusqion that follows, raise these questions:

What decisionsVvere made about tower design, and who made them?What other points Of deaision or crisis were encountered?
Who exercised influence in each group?
Who seemed to have no influence?
How were human resources used in each group?To what extent were alternatives explored before undertaking a particular task?To what extent did each group stay with a plan once adopted?What similarities and differences in the behavior of individual members were observed inthis group in comparison with other groups?

4. CV3SURE ACTIVITIES

Closure activities are purposeful attempts to dra\W the group together at the end of aneXperience. In a group, such as that which develops around the Social Seminar, closure isusually needed at several different times, on many different levels, throughout the totalexperience.
Processing (talking about what happened between indivduals in a discussion or activity) hasbeen explained elsewhere, and it is one form of closure. Other types of closure are discussed inIhis section:
a. Daily. CloSure Activitie$..
b. Action Plan'ning (Task Closure)
c. Re-entry Activities (TotalExperience Closure)
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Sentence CompletioneA simple, short kind of closure activity is the sentence completions.

Each participant is asked to complete one or two of the following statements on paper. The

facilitator then can collect them and read them (anonymously, if names Sre included) to the

group. Such activities help participants, learn how others are reacting; they also provide the

facilitator with valuable feedback. Sentence completions could include:

Today I learned that I

Tomorrow I tiope that!
If I could change one thing about today, it would be

The best thing about today was that I

Today I was pleased that I
Today I was displeased that I

Today I was surprised that

Greeting CardsAfter exchanging a few of hisiher feelings about sharing a feedback in the

group, the facilitator asks each of the group members to make a greeting card. It can be

1-adeis-Se:dTo-thre-ntire
grouver-to-one-individual. in thk_grothe card should in some way

indicate,knowledge or understanding of the group, the individua tierrip-ddretzednd/or the--

content of the day's activities. The cards can then be shared with the entire group and placed on

the walls. The facilitator wilt heed to proVide the follOwing materials for use:

Newsprint (or other paper)

Magic markers
Scissors
Colored paper
Paste, glue, etc.

Selt-analysisThis activity provides an opportunity for each individual to reflect upon him/

herself, the group, and the day's activities. After each person has responded on paper to the

following questions, he/she may keep the answers for future 'reference or share them with a

partner. The questions include:

(1) What opinions of mine were sought after and listened to today?

(2) What were the two most important things I did to help the gro'up today?

What were the two.most detrimental things I did in the group today?

(4) What help did I receive from the group today?

(5) Tomorrow I will

b. Action Planning

Action planining can be viewed as a unique type of closure. Your group most probably

formed because it wanted to/eventually do something about a problem or a community concern.

Opening up communicatioi4 and understanding among the group members iS'only the first step.

Anxieties might still de high about "Where do we go from here?" The group might feel

pleased with what has happened to them personally, but what about that task they wanted to

accomplish, that problem they wanted to $.;vork on?

A iittle-t_lnstructive focusing on the fasks they May have to deal with later will add another

dimension to the closure necessary for the group. Action planning is actually an openinga

planning for the future. But it cap also be seen as a cloiure activity since it can provide the group

with thoughts al tools to cope with the next step they must takeoutside the protective

environment of the group.
In this section, we.provide you with a model for action planning with your group,
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, Model for Action Planning
,

Stitlinseadais-,-The first and perhaps the most important step in the change process is to lookbeyond the present state cif affairs or the situation asjt cUrrently exists. Rather than spendingtime and energy describing how things are now; try inifead to visualize and verbalize what youwould like to happen.
A goal then, is a very clear and realistic statement of what you wish to accomplish. A goal isquantifiable (i.e., it is stated in a time frame and can be measured). An example of a goal mightbe "to becoMe President of the State Teachers Association in 1975."List below what you perceive to be a realistic and achievable goal for the utilization of yourtraining and the implementation of the Social Seminar.

Establishing Objective's for ChangeAn objective is a step one takes in pursuit of a goal. It isalso stated in terms_of what is realistic and achievable in a given span of time. It is aimed ataction which can be measured. For example, an objective under the goals of becoming Presidentof the State Teachers Association in 1975 might be "to become a member of the representativeassembly _of my local in 1972." AnOther objective under the same goal might be "to becomepresident of my local in 1973." Still another objective might be "to become a delegateio the_annual_ meeting _of-the State-Co un cifrotEducat Tn-T9747Identify steps which you feel are practical and necessary for you to take in order to achieveyour goal. List them in the.order thpy will be taken.

1

SITUATION

Diagnosing Forces That Help and Hinder Achievement of ObjectivesThere are forces iny situation that cause things to remain asthey are. The forces that push toward change are; lied driving or helping forces. tihe forces that resist change are called restraining or hindering
85
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orces-lf. change* fp o.ccur,.forces must be altered so that movement can take place. In order to

plan appropriate straiegies f r changë 'fhb TOICesin-the-sttuation- must be-clearlyunderstood.,.....

and identified. A "force" can be people, resources, attitudes, traditions, values, needs, desires,

etc.
What forces will help you achieve your objective(s) and what forces will probably hinder you

from achieving your objective(s)? List all that come to mind without placing a value judgment on

any.

HELPING FORCES
HINDERING FORCES

_

Building SupportsConsider other people and organizations who may be sympathetic or

supportive of your action idea. Think of ways in which you can develop a linkage, form a

coalition, or build support for what you propose to do. List below the persons or organizations

that yOu think are agreeable to your actions and ideas. For each person or organization listed,

.think of three things you can do to win their support.

A.

2.
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Finalizing, or Getting it All Toge erNow that you knoW.V0.4e.Jobe donetand.the.kind
support-systern -that-MOStbébtliff ifie oldelie; dO it, you should place in sequential order everyaction step you plan to take. The first action step you or your group plans to implement shouldbe listed first. This should be followed by the second, and so on. You should pot downeverything that has to be done, who has the responsibility for doing it, when, where, and how theaction will be taken.

What Has To Be Done Who Will Do I 1.A/he e and When Ho-

Evaluating:Plan a way of evaluating the effectiveness of your action program as the steps areimplemented. You should also evaluate from time to time the relationships ofmembers of theteam as they work together in pursuit of a common goal. Are we furiCtioning more effectively aswe proceed? Are there interpersonal things that stand in the way of effective teamwork? Hownear are we to achieving our goal?

c. Re-Entry Activities

The purpose of anV re-entry activity is to allow workshop participants to prepare for leaving
the workshop or seminar environment. During any group experience that lasts longer then 1 day,,the seminar-participants will probably notice some differences between how people relate andfunction during a session and how people operate at home in the real World of daily routines.
The seminar.environment will most likely be more caring, more honest, more trusting, more
accepting. If individuals have really become involved, and have experienced sorne personalgrowth because of the group experience, it will be important to help them switch gears so thatwhen the group experience Ls over they will not feel completely lost or out of place back home.Time needed for these activities varies according to the activity, the size of the group, the
amount of sharing time you allow and the degree of involvement that participants had with eaohother and the seminar. Times are given here merely as guides.

Daydream (34-40 minutes)Ask participants to get in a comfortable position and close their
eyes. Gentli guide them in a daydream about going home, giving them iristructions that might gosomethiog like this:

) -You've just come into your house;Whom do you see Whet do they say to you? Do they
want to hear about your experience?

-What witl you be doing tonight? Whom will you see? What will they expect of you?
-When you go back to work or school on MOnday (or whenever) what will you have to,do?
Wow do you think you'll feel about being there? What.kinds 'of feelings do you think you willhaVe then tiut this experience or the'People who are here?

Let people.come out of their daydreams at their own speed/Spendsome time letting participants

breaking
share their thoughts and feelings about their dreams, perhaps, on their feelings about

Hop\
up the- group experience.

es, Fears, Expectations (30 mintitee)Ask particip-nts to break into dyads to share their '
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individual hopes,-fears,.expectations about lgaying the,group. Spend a few minutes sharing

reactions to dyads/triads in the total group.

*Needs Assessment (30-40 minutes)--Individually, have participants make a short list of the

significant people with whom they will have the most contact as soon as they return home. Have

them add themselves to the list. Ask each participant to anticipate and list what each person on

hiS/her list might need in the time after the participant returns home.

*Total 6roup Sharing (30 minutes)--Allow for participants to share thoughts or feelings about

re-entry. You might deal with issues such as:
-What have you gained through our experience together?

-How do yoti expect to apply it in your usual routine?

-How do you think your peers or family members wiil react to you when you get home?

-What feelings do you have about breaking up the group?

*Here and Now Wheel (20-30 minutes)--Have the participants draw a circle and divide it into

quadrants. Ask them to get in touch with four feelings and write four words (one in each

quadrant) to describe the.feelings. Then ask them to choose two of the feelings and expand

thenlinio pbrases or sentences. Ask each to share hisiher feelings and thoughts with the group.

Whatever activity you use for dealing with re-entry, remember to allow time for pedple-tos-ay----

goodbye to each other on an individual basis.



F. HOW TO PLAN A,SOCIAL SEMINAR

AGENDA BUILDING

The following agendas (working plans) fr handling social seminars are placed here or two
purposes':

The first example is here to emphasize the fad that you as faCilitator must be willing-to be
flexible. We have constructed in detail a pre-se\rninar agenda, very much the way you might do
before-you -theet-with-yourgroup-forthe -Semi ar;Thls-detalled--egendalt-theYfolf6Wici by
detailing of what actually happened once the eminar was underday.,Basically, the second
agenda reflects the realities of group-process cf which every facilitator should be constantly
aware

The second part of this agenda building secti n provides you with a variety of time frames and
suggested formats which might be helpful as.you'start planning your own-social seminars.

,

What We Planned

Time: 20 hoursa weekend, residential setting
Group: High school students, teachers, parerkts , youth workers. All are from one community

and have made a commitment to wo together as an action group after the
-weekend.

.,

Purpose: To develop some communication skill and lines; to move toward exploring needs
and concerns of people within the co munity; to identify existing resources
available within the group and commu ity to meet these needs.

Saturday

9:09:15 Coffee,.tea, hot chocolate, donut
write on the 4 or 5 graffiti sheets
if one of the sheets is labeled

9:15-9:35 Name circle (See structured. activ
9:35-10:00 General welcome comments, incl

graffiti sheets. Establish ground r
always-will have Ihe chance to de
clarification section of Resource
Name,tag activity (See structured10:00- 0:45

10:45-11:00 Break

. As participants arrive, encourage them to
ou have placed around the room. (It helps

expectations for the weekend.")
ties section of Resource Kit)
ding the purpose of the seminar. Go over
les: (1) Acceptance; (2) right to pass; (3)
I with "unfinished business (See values
). Take care of housekeeping issues.
ctivities in Resource Kit)

11:00-11:45 Squares game (See skill building s ction of Resource Kit). In processing this
activity afterwards focus on recognizing the needs'of others, the feelings
each had as the group worked tog ther, and how competition related to
those feelings and the betievior th t resulted.

11:412:15 LevelS of response (See skill.buildin section of Resource Kit). Explain-the
different levels of response, and ha he group practice them. Help them
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understand how.to focus onwhat is being said, draw out more meaningful
=_

responses, and accept What is being said.

12:15-1:30 Lunch break

1:40-2:05 Introduce BRIAN AT 17, explaining cinema verite technique no actors, no
scripts, cameras catch real !tie on film). Show tbe film.-

2:05-2:20 Have the participants individually list the needs they see for Brian, his
mother, his guidance counselor and his history teacher.

2:20-2:45 Discuss BRIAN in groups of about 10, using needs list as reference points

for the discussions. Remind participants_to practice focus skills.

2:45-3:15 Forced choice activitY (see values clarification activities in Resource Kit). In

talking about the exercise afterwards, focus on (1) whether people make
choices for positive or negative reasons, and (2) subtle ways people pass

judgment on-each otherlaughing, nonverbal looks or actions,

-generalizations.

3:15-3:30 Break

3:30:4:15 Needs asseisment activitY (See Structured activities); Work individually-first--
then in small groups. Finally, bring the groups back together and develop a
list of needs in the large grotip.

4:15-5:00 Continuums (see values biarification activities section). Explain continuum

concept to large groupthen break into small groups to participate in
continuum activity which will help prepare them for next film (TEDDY).

;Aly Response to Community Problems
Couldn't Care-LessJump in Jean

(Gine) Kelly

My Attitudes About Changing Society

Anything PoSsible
L Can't Change

% Al'(Ann)

5:00-7:30 Relaxalion and dinner

etiarieney

7:30-7:45 Energizer (See structured activities-iection on Resource Kit)._ .

7:45-8:05 introduce and show TEDDY:- let people know they have to lisien carefully on

this one.

8:05-8:35 DiscuSs TEDDY, using continuum discussion groups established earlier in

the afternoon.

8:35-9:00 Closure for the day: Use the completion sentence: "Today I learned that

I. . .." Provide time for any comments or reactions to the day that anyone

wants to share.

Sunday

Coffee, donuts, etc.
Graffiti sheets
Review the day's plans With,the group.

9;20-9:40 Read graffiti sheets.
Open sharingAsk foriny reflections on what happened the,day before.

9:40-10:10 Introduce and show COMMUNITY IN QUEST, emphasizing that it shows one

community, some of its needs, and how they were responding to those

needs.

10:10-10:40 Discuss COMMUNITY IN'QUEST

10:40-10:55 Break 9 6
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10:55-11:55 Unequal resources (See the structured activities section). In processing
afterwards, make sure the group discusses; (1) how people have different
resources, (2) how people can manage to work together, (3) what has to be
done in order to accomplish a task within a group. Relate this task to the
upcorning afternoon's activities which will focus on needs assessment and
searching out resources.

12:001;15 Lunch
1:15-1:30 Eneigizer

:30-1:45 Explain the brainstorming model of needs assessment (See needs
assessment section of structured activities section of Resource Kit).

1:45-1:55 Small groups (5-6 people) will brainstorm the needs of their community.
1:55-2:15 The small groups should evaluate the needs list and detennine_which of

these needs are urgent and must be mat.
2:12:25 Each small group should spend some time processing the actions they have

just taken. Take a look at what goes ink' brainstorming and choosing. How
did they finally come to their choices?,

2:25-3:10 The small groups will report to the entlie group about their n
assessment activities; the needs they identifed and the process they went
through to arrive at those needs should both be discussed.

:00 Combine the needs identified in the small groups.-
Discuss and rank order needs for the entire group.
Make a list of already existing agencies or groups which could potentially
meet some of these needs.
Make a list of resources within the group itself which could hplp meet some
of the needs.
Identify what is left to be done.
Discuss the gaps. What can be done? What should be done? What do
people want to do?
Let the people decide what they want to work on.

4;00-4:20 Establish Task Forces around the cemmitments to action which the group
has made; give the task forces some\ time to meet and discuss their initial
plans for meeting after the weekend io develop and carry out action plans.

4:20-4:50 Closure: a closing activity allowing thagroup to reflect upon and share their
reactions to the weekend and the group itself.

4:50-5:0C Evaluations /

What Really Happened/

9:00-9:30 People arrived late. Coffee, donuts, etc. Graffiti sheets
9:30-9:45 Name circle
9:45-10:30 Welcome. Talked about ground rules. Took care of housekeeping details.

People became involved in discuseing smoking issue which caused us to be
one-half hour late.

10:30-11:15 Name tag activity
11:157110 Break
11:30-12:30 ; Squares game. People became involved In the discussion and took 15

minutes more than planned.
12:30-1:30 Broke for lunch, but decided to take only an hour



-2:00 Eliminated energizer that was planned. They didn't seem to need it anyway.
We moved directly into Levels of Response.

.2:0132:30 Showed BRIAN AT 17

2:30-3:15 Participants spent 10 minutes in large group brainstorming Brian's, his
mother's, and his teacher's needs, then discussed the film in reference to

that list.
3:15-3:30 Break

3:30-3:50 EnergizerMilling Assassin. People enjoyed it so much that it took a little
extra time.

3 :50-4:05 Someone raised the question dealing with availability of local money for
development of a community alternatives project. That question generated
discussion about the various agencies which have started working with new
ideas for youth involvement.

4:05-5:00 Spent some extra time doing the Forced Choice Activity. (The choice,
-Which are you most similar toa pogo stick or roller skates?" generated
lots of discussion which provided Some good opportunities to deal with

personal judgments.) 4

Before breaking for dinner, we dealt with the fact, that we were 11/21-iours
behind; the group decided to work later than planned during the evening-

session.

5:00-7:30 Relaxation and dinner. During dinner, one student left the workshop. She

said she was bored.
7:30-7:45 Energizer

Needs assessment. It went faster than planned; it generated lots of
enthusiasm.

8:20-8:50 _
Continuum activity. We did two instead of the planned three.

8:50-9:15 Showed TEDDY
9:110:00 TEDDY was discussed and it went longer than expected. The issue of the

school's response to minority needs was raised. People voiced an interest in
seeing JORDAN PAUL. Five people (2 students and 3 teachers) cecided to
stay after the evening session to watch the film.

- 10:0- 0:15 Closure: "Today I learned... .

Sunday

9:00-9:15
9:15-9:45

Coffee and donuts
(We started without 4 people who had partied too long the night before.)
Reviewed the day's planned agenda and discussed any additional needs.
The group that had watched JORDAN PAUL wanted to spend some time
talking about drug education programs. Others were interested, but some
saw it as a waste of time. The group negotiated small interest group time
during the time originally scheduled for COMMUNITY IN QUEST.

9:410:00 Sharing and reflections about yesterday / -
10:010:50 Two-thirds of the group watched and discussed COMMUNITY IN QUEST.

One-third of the group spent time outlining the d rug education curriculum
in the community's schools. They began to develop some ideas for
curriculum recommendations. Four people came in late; facilitator had to fill
them in on what was going on.

10:5 11:05 Break
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1,0 1:15
11:15-12:15
12:15-1:15
1;15-1:30
1:30-3:30

3:30-3:45
4:00-4:45
4:45-5:10

Energizer
Unequal Resou ces Activity
Lunch Break
Energizer
Small groups and large group needs asse
take as long as expected.
Break

Closing activities, sharing.
Evaluation. People stayed around ta king.

ment and sharing. This didn't

The following agendas are merely samples to help you focus on certain groups, certain timeframes, and certain purposes. They are starting agendas we have used; we offer them here tostart you thinking about your own possibilities.
Time 2'12 days
Group: 30 8th grade students

4 police officers
4 teachers
3 adult staff members of a police/youth projectPu ose: To create greater awareness of and sensitivity toward each otherSe ng: Either residential or nonresidential.

Wednesday night

7:00-7:15
7:15-7:30
7:30-7:45

8:30-8;55
8:55-9:15
9:15-9:45

Thursday

9:30-9:45
9:45-11:00
11:00-11:45
115-12;00

12:00-1:00
.00-2:00

2:00-5:30
5:30-6:30
6:30-6:45
6:45-745
7:45-0:00
8:00-915

:30

Graffiti sheets
Name circle
Explanation of workshop expectations
Name tag activitic
Forced choices activity
Depth Unfolding (See Start-Ups in structured -actMties sec i n)Process the day's activities and then close

Energizer (Do you Like your nei hbor?)
Unequal resources
Break

Listening and hearing exercise (repeat. paraphrase, infer)Lunch
Levels of response
Public inteiview activity in small groups
Free time
Dinner
Energizer
Show COMMUNITY IN QUEST and &sou
Break
Do -bugging exercise as sho n in COM UNITY IN QUEST.
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9:30-11:30 Party

Friday

9:15-9:30 Energizer

9:30-10:45 Tower building activity (See structured activities section)

10;45-11:00 Break

11:00-12:00 Process the entire workshop. Review what happened.

12:00-1:00 Lunch

1 :0C1 :30 Closure

Tkne: 11/2-2 hours

Group: Community service organtza lion, cMc association, etc.

Size: 10-50

Purpose: To help participants understand how drug abuse prevention is connected to the

concepts of open communication end decisionmaking.

To create a basic understancing of the Social Seminar appneach to drug educe

After introju

3 minutes Share some ktaas and experiences which illustrate the current approach to

drug education. as represented by the Social Seminar. Explain that the

activities planned for this meeting am designed to help them better .

understand what students, teachers, etc, are experiendng.

20 minutes Begin with a forced choice activity (see Values ClariNcatbn section of the

Resource ICrt). Do beti "ightweight" choice% then one serioUS one. (With

that, you am at* to set the tone for your presentation) After each question,

have each participant share his/her ream:ins with someone who has made

the sarne choice; then allOW each side of the rcom to share with the other.

5-20 minutes Present a mini.iecture on the history of drug abuse education.

. Scare tactics
2. Slanted information
3. Straight Information
4. Straight information with decisionmaking and communications skills

Support #4 above with the following assumptions:

1. Drug abuse is a symptom of an unmet need within a person.

2. To prevent drug abuse, it is important to deal with the causes or me t

the needs.
3: To meet these need% it makes sense to talk about and develop skills

which will help people relate to each other, feel good about

themselves, arid make responsible decisions.

introduce COMMUNITY IN QUEST. (Explain how it fits into the Social

Seminar concept of drug abuse education.)

minutes Show COMMUNITY IN QUEST.

20-25 minutes Discuss COMMUNITY IN QUEST, focusing on communications styles the

adults and students demonstrate in the film. Get reactions to the bugging

exercise and the role playing sequence.

Close by tying the activity (forced choice) to the film. Try to drew out their

minutes

10 minu es
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reactions to the session, and also to the approach to drug education you
have been talking about

Tine: 8 hours (one staff development day for t
Grasp: 25 K-12 teachers
Purpose Introductory worishops to humanistic education

8:30-8:40 Cotite and donuts
8:40-8:45 Agenda review
8:45-9:00 Name circle
9:00-9:15 Introduction to hurianietic education
9:15-8:45 Depth unfolding actkrity (See Stan-Ups in
9:45-9:50 Appication to classroom
9:50-1000 Energizer
10:00-10:10 Values clarification tivory
10:10-12:00 Values cleriffcation strategies
12:00-12:15 Application to classroom
12:15-1:00 Lunchbrown beg
1:00-1:15 Enarg et
1:15-2:00 Communication skills
2:00-2:05 Appkoation to classroom
2115-2:15 Energizer
2:15-3:10 WHAT IS TEACHNG, MAT IS LEARNING film and ciscussion
3:10-3:20 Sentence completlon: -One thing_rrrigoing to think about is....

3:20-3:30 Evaluaticin
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G. PARTICIPANT EVALUATION OF THE_SOCIAL
:SEMINAR

Here am some evINtion questions that you might want the participan to answer. These

people can provide you ietith valuable ftedback
Often participants ask if they must sign their evaluations. Many trainers think that feedback

is much more valuable% to them-if they know who Is making it lf you feel this way, you might want
to paint this out to tn '? people. But ultimately, ihe decision is theirs.

THE TRAINING LAB EVALUATION

Circle the number on the scale that indicates to what extent these objectives have been

reached for you as a-result of this laboratory.

1. What was the of the learning environmere

1 2 4 7

Not at all
conducive to
learning

Neutral Optimal

2. How involv ere you in the learning process?

2 4 7

Not at all Neutral Extremely
Involved

3. How would you feel about spending another week with the people in thIs lab?

1 , 2
Under no
circumstances

4
Neutral

4. How much in luence did you have on your lab?

6 7
Great idea

2

Not at all
influential

4
Neutral

5. Was the flow of communication open and two- ay?

7
Extremely influential

2 3 4

Not at all Neutral

open Of
two-way 102
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6 How relevant was the learning to your back-home situation?

1 2 3 4
Not at all Neutra
relevant

7. How many new skills did you acquire?

7

Extremely .rel vent

No new skills
at all

8. How much has your personal aw eness (of people, other points of vie u elated issues)
been increased?

4
Neutral

6. -7
A great many new skills

1

No increase ,-
in awareness
at al!

9. How helpful was the trainer in the lab?

4
Neutral

6 7
A greatly increased awareness

Not at all
helpful

10. To what extent were your personal objectives incorpo ated into the lab's objectives?

4

Neutral
7

Extremely helpful

1

Not at all
4

Neutral

11. How s isfi .-e e you with the lab as a whole?

6 7
As completely as possible

1

Not at all
satisfied

2 4
Neutral

7
Extre- ely satisfied

Please list th ee (or more) aspects of the lab that were most important to you:
1.

2.

3.
Please list the three (or more) aspect3 of the lab that you found least helpful to you:
1

2.

3.

Ratethis training lab experience with.other training sessions that you nave attended: (Circle one)
Not as good About ,as good Britter.

Would iou recommend this training lab experience'to a colleague? (Circle one)
Would not recommend Would recommend Would recommend high y

Please complete:
From this Seminar I learned that I

From this Semi ar I discovered.that I
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I was happy to see that I

I was sad to see that I

If I could have changed one thing about this Seminar, it would have been

If I had the courage, the one thing I would tell the facilitator would be



H. RESOURCES

A. BIBLIOGRAPHY

Edwards, Gerard. Reaching OutThe Preventim of Drug Abuse Through Increased interaction.Garden City, New York: Innovative Designs ;or Educational Action, 1974.
Gordon. Thomas. Parent Effectiveness Training: The Tested New Way to Raise ResponSibleChildren, New York: Peter H. Wyden, Inc., 1970,
National Commission on Resources for Youth. New Roles for Youth in the School and theCommunity. New York: Citation Press, 1974.
N Donal Institute on Drug Abuse. Alternative Pursuits for America's Third Century A ResourceBook on Alternatives to Drugs. Washington, D.C.; U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974,National InstitUte on Drug Abuse. The Rap KitAesources for Alternative-Pursuits: Materials forCommunity Action Against Drug Abuse. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,1975.

Pfeiffer, J. William, and Jones, John E. A Handbook of Structured Experiences for HumanRelations Training, Indianapolis: Hendren Printing Company, 1969 (4 volumes paperbound).Pfeiffer, J. William, and Jones, John E. The 1972 Annual Handbook for Group Facilitators,University Associates Publishers, 1972.
Rallis, Louis 5.; Harmin, Merril; and Simon, Sidney. Values and Teaching, 1966, Charles E. MerrillPublishing Company, 1300 Alum Creek Drive, Columbus, Ohio, 43216.
Si on, Sidney B.; Howe, Leland W.; and Kirschenbaurn, Howard. Values Clarification: AHandbook for Practical Strategies for Teachers and Students, 1972, Hari PublishingCompany, Inc., 719 Broadway, New York, 10003.

B. ORGANIZATIONS

Center for Creative Communications
7979 Old Georgetown Road
Bethesda, Maryland, 20014
(301) 652-7823

Peivate consulting resource for program development implementation, and evaluation in thefollowing areas: Leadership training, values clarification, effective communication, humanisticeducation, inservice teacher education, staff development, drug educationschool andCommunity, organizational development, and alternatives for problem youth.Do It Now Foundation.
National Media Center
P.O. Box 5115
Phoenix, Arizona 85010

Provides simple, easy to read, factual pamphlets on both legal and illegal dmigs.
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O Mental Health Matirials Center
419 Park Avenue South
New York, New York 10016

(212) 889-5760
A major activity of this nonprofit organization is its Human Servicesfiducation Resource

System which offers consultation and guidance on matters relating tothe education, training .

and information programs of mental health agencies and services. It also conducts training

seminars on mental health education and publishes a variety of training materials.

National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse information

Box 1635
Rockville, Md. 20850
(301) 443-6500

Focal resource for Federal information on drug abuse. The Clearinghouse distributes

publications and refers specialized and technical inquires to Federal, State, local, and private

information- resources.

National Coordinating Council on Drug Education

1526 18th St N.W.
Washington, D.C. 29936

Nonprofit organization coordinating drug education efforts in the private sector. NCCDE

publishes a bi-monthly newsletter, National Drug Reporter, as well as other information

publications, i.e., a review and evaluation of all drug abuse tilms.

Social Seminar Films
Every State has the Social Seminar films. They are available through the State Film Lending

Library, the State Department of Education, or the State Department of Mental Health.

Prevention Branch
National Institute on Drug A!buse

11400 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 208521

Federal focal point for aCtivitieegin primary prevention, and sponsor of the Social Seminar.
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